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SUMMARY 

 

In very shallow dipping ore bodies or where the ore is wide Boliden sometimes use drift and 

fill mining. In order not to create too large spans rooms are backfilled with cement stabilized 

hydraulic fill before excavating the adjacent room. The purpose of the fill is to support the 

walls and roof. The strength of fill is mainly governed by the amount of cement in it. The 

amount should be enough to keep the wall remains vertical when the adjacent room is 

excavated. 

Boliden operates the Garpenberg mine which comprises of different orebodies where 

Lappberget orebody is one that has advanced to the depth of 1250 m. Transverse sub-level 

stoping has been the mining method used at the Lappberget mine since the depth of 1100 m.  

This mining method requires backfilling in which pastefill is used.  

The background of this thesis work was the demand from Boliden to get a new test method 

which could be used to measure the in-situ strength of the pastefill in the mine. As a first part 

of the work, a test method was selected in the category of the penetration resistance methods 

called Basic Force Gauge (BFG). The method should pass three testing phases in order to 

ensure its applicability. First theoretical studies were performed in order to determine the 

required penetration force considering the strength of the pastefill. Second, laboratory tests 

were performed to check the accurate function of the BFG and precision of the results then 

calibration of the BFG. For this task eight different pastefill recipes were casted in the Luleå 

University’s Complab for trying BFG as well as performing uniaxial compressive strength 

(UCS) tests. The results of the penetration force and UCS were calibrated in order to establish 

a method to estimate strength of the pastefill. Third, the BFG were used in the Garpenberg 

mine on the deposited pastefill to check the real function of the equipment and to estimate a 

relevant pastefill’s strength.  

As a second part of the work, 12 mining sections for the transverse sub-level stoping at the 

Lappberget mine were given to be simulated and analyzed with the numerical code FLAC. 

Each section comprised of four different sets of geometries to find the required strength 

properties for stabilizing the sections with considering the maximum tensile strength of the 

pastefill. Then of the 12 sections, one model was chosen for sensitivity analyses in order to 

find critical strength properties. For this purpose, a set of initial strength properties were 

suggested with this notice that friction angle was kept constant and cohesion and tensile 

strength were modified for finding the critical strength properties. The results were studied in 

terms of deformation, tension and plasticity. Eventually, conditions in each part of the project 

and the need for the future work were discussed in the Discussion chapter. 

 

Keywords: Boliden, Garpenberg, Lappberget, Pastefill, UCS, BFG, Numerical Code, FLAC, 

Strength properties 
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SAMMANFATTNING 

 

I svagt lutande malmkroppar eller där malmen är bred så använder gruvbolaget Boliden ofta 

igensättningsbrytning som gruvbrytningsmetod. För att inte skapa alltför stora spännvidder på 

brytningsrummen så återfylls de med cement stabiliserad hydraulisk fyllning innan sman 

påbörjar brytningen av angränsande rum. Syftet med fyllningen är att ge ett stöd för väggar 

och tak ur stabilitetssynpunkt. Hållfastheten i fyllen regleras huvudsakligen av mängden 

cement i den. Mängden cement bör vara så pass mycket att väggarna förblir vertikal då man 

öppnar upp angränsande rum. 

Boliden äger och driver Garpenberggruvan, som består av olika malmkroppar där Lappberget 

malmkroppen är en som har avancerat till ett djup av 1250 m. Tvärgående skivpallbrytning 

har varit den gruvbrytningsmetod som har används vid Lappberget nedanför djupet 1100 m. 

För denna brytningsmetoden så har igensättningsmaterialet varit pastefill. 

Bakgrunden till detta examensarbete var efterfrågan från Boliden om en ny testmetod som 

kan användas för att mäta in-situ hållfastheten på igensättningsmaterialet i gruvan. Som en 

första del i arbetet, har en testmetod valts ut inom kategorin penetrerande motståndsverktyg, 

så kallad Basic Force Gauge (BFG). Metoden skulle uppfylla tre kriterier för att säkerställa 

dess tillämplighet. Första kriteriet var teoretiska studier utfördes för att bestämma den 

erforderliga penetrationskraften i relation till hållfastheten i igensättningsmaterialet. Det 

andra kriteriet var laboratorietester som genomfördes för att kontrollera korrekt funktion av 

BFG och noggrannheten i resultaten vid kalibrering av BFG. För denna uppgift användes åtta 

olika pastefillrecept som gjöts vid Luleå University (Complab) för att utföra enaxliga 

tryckhållfasthet tester och BFG-tester. Resultaten av penetrationskraften och enaxiell 

tryckhållfasthet kalibrerades för att fastställa vald metod för att uppskatta styrkan hos 

pastefill. Tredje kriteriet, var att studera hur BFG fungerade då den användes i gruvan i 

Garpenberg. In situ så testades den på pastefill för att kontrollera den verkliga funktionen av 

utrustningen och att uppskatta en relevant pastefill hållfasthet. 

Som en andra del av arbete, simulerades 12 sektioner för den tvärgående skivpallbrytning vid 

Lappbergets gruva med det numeriska analyseringsprogrammet FLAC. Varje sektion består 

av fyra olika uppsättningar av geometrier för att hitta de erforderliga 

hållfasthetsegenskaperna för hos pastefill. Baserat på de studerade 12 sektionerna har en 

modell valts ut för känslighetsanalys, i syfte att hitta kritiska hållfasthetsegenskaper. För detta 

ändamål har en uppsättning inledande hållfasthetsegenskaper använts varav friktionsvinkel 

hölls konstant medan kohesionen och draghållfasthet ändrades för att hitta de kritiska 

hållfasthetsegenskaper. Resultaten har undersökts i form av deformation, spänning och 

plasticitet. 
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Så småningom var förhållandena i varje del av projektet och behovet av det framtida arbetet 

diskuteras i diskussionen kapitlet. 

 

Nyckelord: Boliden, Garpenberg, Lappberget, Pastefill, UCS, BFG, sifferkod, FLAC, 

hållfasthetsegenskaper 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

 

CHP= Cemented Hydraulic Pastefill 

PF= Pastefill 

FLAC= Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua 

BFG= Basic Force Gauge 

N= Newton 

Pa= Pascal 

Kpa= Kilo Pascal 

Mpa= Mega Pascal 

Gpa= Giga Pascal 

UCS= Uniaxial Compressive Strength 

SEK= Swedish Kronor 

LHD= Loading, Hauling, Dumping machine 

CW= Cement to Water ratio 

m= Meter 

Cm= Centimeter 

mm= Millimeter 

m
3
= Cubic Meter 

µm= Micro meter 

σc= Uniaxial Compressive Strength 

σ1= Major Principal Stress component 

σ2= Middle Principal Stress component 

σ3= Minor Principal Stress component 

σt= Tensile Strength 

σn= Norma Stress 

σH= Major Horizontal Stress component 

σh= Minor Horizontal Stress component 

σv= Vertical Stress component 

ρ= Unit Weight of material 

Kg= Kilogram 

gr= Gram 

w= Water Content 

GGBS= Ground Granulated Blast Furnace Slag 

E= Young’s Modulus 

e= Strain 

C= Cohesion 

∅= Friction Angle 
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K= Bulk Modulus 

G= Shear Modulus 

n= Poison Ratio 

RMR= Rock Mass Rating 

GSI= Geological Strength Index 

mi= Parameter of Rock type 

s= Parameter of Rock quality 

t= Shear Stress 
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1 Introduction 

 

1.1 Background 

 

In very flat ore bodies or where the ore is wide Boliden sometimes use drift & fill mining. 

For this mining method the rooms are excavated next to each other without a pillar left 

between them. In order not to create too large spans the primary rooms are backfilled with 

cement stabilized hydraulic pastefill before excavating the adjacent secondary room. The 

purpose of the pastefill is to support the walls and roof.  

The strength of filler is mainly governed by the amount of cement in the pastefill. The 

amount should be enough to keep the wall remain vertical when the adjacent secondary room 

is excavated. 

A problem with this type of pastefill is that it often becomes stratified and thus leads to 

various strengths. Stratification also makes it difficult to measure and evaluate the large scale 

strength of the pastefill.  Currently knife testing is the method used at the Garpenberg mine 

for estimating the hardness of the pastefill. Although knife testing is useful for understanding 

slab strength and pouring effect, it cannot be used for measuring the strength of pastefill. It 

can be used for rough estimation of is the hardness of the pastefill, but the result is very 

subjective and depends on the operators experience. The procedure is, if the knife penetrates 

too much, according to the operator’s opinion, then fill doesn’t have enough strength, 

otherwise it has good strength. An illustration of knife testing at Garpenberg mine is shown in 

Figure 1.4. It is indeed clear that there is a need for better indirect strength-measurement 

method which would be able to measure the pastefill’s. 

 

 
 

Figure 1.4 Knife testing on CHB at Garpenberg mine (Photo: Rafi Keshvary)  
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In Boliden cement stabilized hydraulic pastefill, as described above, is used with varying 

strength conditions. Occasionally waste rock is blended into the backfill which will change 

the characteristics of the backfill. In the near future sublevel stoping will be performed under 

a pastefilled stope with varying strength. Above are examples on which kind of filling which 

are used in the Boliden mines and there are also other variations that can be addressed such as 

load on the fill, different geometries and characteristics on the fill. 

 

1.1.1 Boliden Group 

 

Boliden is a metal company with the main focus in Nordic countries. The main working areas 

of the company are exploration, mining, smelters and customers. The company started to 

work in 1924 by finding gold in Fågelmyran in Boliden area then development of the 

company continued till today that Boliden operates mines and smelters in Sweden, Finland, 

Norway and Ireland with totally 4800 employees (Boliden Website). In the Figure 1.1 all of 

the operational areas of the Boliden are shown.  

 

 
 

Figure1.1  Boliden group’s operational centers (www.boliden.com, 2013)  

 

The company has also marketing offices in Sweden, Denmark, UK and Germany to manage 

sales and purchase raw materials, metals and by-products. The main metals produces by 
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Boliden are zinc and copper, however, other metals like gold, silver and aluminum are 

produces as well. In the Table 1.1 the annual production of metals in Boliden are presented: 

 
Table1.1  Annual production of metals in Boliden  (Boliden website, 2013)  

Metal Zinc Copper Lead Gold  Silver  Aluminum Fluoride 

Annual Production-Ton  450000 350000 70000 15000 500000 40000 

 

1.1.2 The Garpenberg Mine 

 

The Garpenberg silver and base metals operation is owned by Boliden. The Garpenberg mine 

opened in 1972 with a hoisting shaft and a man-shaft, and it has after this been progressively 

deepened to 1000m by the development of a 1:7 access ramp and the relocation of the 

primary crusher to the 800m level. Location of the Garpenberg mine is shown in the Figure 

1.2 (mining-technology website):   

 

 
 

Figure 1.2  Location of the Garpenberg mine in the Bergslagen mining district  

(http://www.mining-technology.com, 2013) 

 

The mine has been operating with different mining methods such as cut and fill, rill mining, 

transverse sub-level stoping and etc. according to different conditions till today. In the 

Lappberget orebody, the mining has reached to depth of more than 1000 m and according to 

the orebody’s characteristics in terms of thick and long geometry, transvers sub-level stoping 

method has been used. This method requires backfilling of the excavated areas and for this 
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purpose pastefill and waste rock are used separately or with combination together. An 

illustration of the different orebodies in the Garpenberg mine is shown in the Figure 1.3: 

 

 

 
Figure1.3  Positions of different orebodies in the Garpenberg mine ( Storvall,  E. 2012) 

For different mining methods, depth and used geometries for stopes, the stress state and stress 

concentration are different. Considerable deformation may occur that may result in failure of 

the rock mass. In the Garpenberg mine, the ore body is steeply dipping that create large 

empty stopes after excavations which are very vulnerable to fail under high deformation due 

to stress concentrations around the boundary. To prevent large failure and delay deformation 

process as mining continues in the Garpenberg mine pillars, reinforcement systems (rock bolt 

and shotcrete) and backfill material are used. When primary stopes are excavated, like in 

transverse sub-level stoping used in the Lappberget orebody, pillars will be almost totally 

failed and represent a dead weight that should be supported by pastefill in order to delay its 

displacement as well as possible. Therefore the strength of the pastefill can vary for different 

geometries and depth of mining. 

 

According to the mine design and rock mechanical analyses those are used in the Boliden 

mines, a required strength of the pastefill is suggested. Often the strength is predicted through 

laboratory tests those may be time consuming, costly and delayed in result. In order to predict 

the strength value directly, another method or tool which could be used at the mine site is 

required.  This tool also needs to be able for repeats as to check the cemented hydraulic 

pastefill (CHP)’s strength after a proposed period of time.  The method should be fast, 

repeatable, reliable and show results with good accuracy and precision concerning industrial 

work conditions which is different from laboratory. In-situ strength test is essential because 

satisfactory strength development can enhance the quality of construction and also strength is 
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an important parameter for determining durability of the construction. In future, it could also 

be helpful to know the strength of pastefill in the mine for other probable purposes and 

projects which may not be directly related to pastefill. 

 

1.2 Aim and objective 

 

As it was mentioned earlier, it is crucial to understand the strength of backfill in the large 

scale and provide a method to estimate the appropriate strength for backfill in an area. Today, 

there are different tools on the market for testing the strength of soil, clay and concrete. The 

objective of this thesis is to increase the understanding of pastefill strength in mines. The aim 

of this thesis is to: 

 

 Investigate, select and evaluate whether any of the existing instruments on the market, 

with or without modifications, can be used to determine the strength of the pastefill 

The tool must be simple, fast, user-friendly and applicable in mining environment. 

 Determine the required strength of the pastefill to fulfill the stability requirements and 

to define the volume geometry in which the pastefill should be applied in each one of 

the mining sections through numerical modeling. 

 

1.3 Limitations 

 

As a result the focus of this master’s thesis project will be on the Lappberget orebody in the 

Garpenberg mine so that all of the tests on the pastefill with the new strength testing 

equipment will be done there and also mining sections of the Lappberget will be used for the 

numerical modeling and analyses. 

 

 

Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua (FLAC) version 7 produced by Itasca, 2011 has been 

decided to be used for numerical analyses in  this master’s thesis project because FLAC is 

based on Finite Difference Method which uses explicit formulation as well as implicit 

formulation.  The explicit formulation uses equation of motion for solving dynamic problems 

or where plastic flow occurs and also its computation time is much lower than finite element 

method like Phase2 due to not using stiffness matrix. 

For the purpose of modeling, Mohr Coulomb failure criterion has been chosen as failure 

envelope to describe the behavior of pastefill, waste rock, pillars and surrounding rock. The 

reasons were according to the available input data which fulfilled Mohr Coulomb’s input data 

requirements and the level of accuracy and expectations regarding the tasks. 
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2 Mining and backfill at the Garpenberg Mine 

 

Mining in the Garpenberg mine began in the early 13
th

 century that makes this mine as the 

oldest mine in Sweden still in operation. Exploration activities have been done in the 

Garpenberg mine when Boliden took this mine in 1957 which resulted in considerable 

increase in the ore reserves of the mine. As mentioned earlier, the Garpenberg orebody 

comprises of a complex range of minerals including zinc, copper, lead, gold and silver. On 

the other hand, exploration showed that the mining can be developed to the depth of more 

than 1200 m so a decision was taken for the expansion of the mine in the January 2011 with 

the cost investment of 3.9 Billion Swedish Kronor (SEK) that increases the ore production 

from the current level of 1.4 million tons to 2.5 million tons. The expansion should be done 

between 2011 and 2014. 

Furthermore, considerable part of this expansion plan has been doing in the Lappberget ore 

body which suites well for use of transverse sub-level stoping but earlier cut and fill mining 

was used at the Lappberget which will be described in the following parts of this chapter. 

Pastefill is one of the common characteristics of both of these methods that used as an 

alternative backfill in addition of the waste rock as the main backfill material.  

 

2.1 Garpenberg Mine 

 

The deposits of the Bergslagen district were made at the middle Precambrian but may have 

been re-mobilized later. The Garpenberg mine’s mineralization is in the format of complex 

polymetallic mineralization that contains different amounts and proportions of zinc, lead, 

copper and precious metals. In the Garpenberg North the orebody is steeply dipping which 

contains lead and zinc mostly and the orebody widens at depth and extends in area of 

8,000m² on the 630, 720 and 800m levels. The zinc grade at these depths is 4–4.5%, with 2% 

lead and 150g/t silver. In addition, the amount of available reserves have been increased 

considerably by new exploration activities between the two original mines and at Dammsjon. 

Since January 2006, proven reserves has increased to 4.73Mt with grades of 6.0% zinc, 2.5% 

lead 0.1% copper, 99g /t silver and 0.3g /t gold. Also the amount of probable reserves 

increased to approximately 5.9Mt more. All in all, the Garpenberg mine has almost 13.22 Mt 

deposit including measured indicated and inferred resources. (www.mining-technology.com, 

2013).  
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Mining in the Garpenberg has continued with a shaft hoisting operation but a new Gruvsjö 

shaft has been constructed with a 4.5t-capacity ABB single-drum production hoist. In the 

North mine a ramp access was constructed below the shafts in 1986 and its development 

reached the 1,000m level in January 1999. The mining method is cut-and-fill in which 5m 

slices are excavated from stopes 50m to 300m long and up to 15m wide. The lowermost cut is 

filled with waste rock over a concrete floor where extra support is required. The mines use a 

combination of Atlas Copco Rocket Boomer drifting jumbos and a variety of bolting and 

scaling equipment. Furthermore operations like shotcreting, ore and waste haulage are done 

by Boliden as well. 

Garpenberg started rill mining in some cut and fill areas, and prepared much of the 

Lappberget orebody for transverse sublevel stoping using an Atlas Copco Simba M7C drill 

rig in 2006. A new pastefill plant has also been created for production of the pastefill required 

for backfilling of the stopes. (www.mining-technology.com, 2013) 

 

2.2 Transverse Open Stoping 

 

Transverse Longhole Stoping is an underground mining method similar to sub-level open 

stoping. This method is suitable for thick orebodies in which stopes are excavated 

perpendicular to the orebody’s strike. Typically drawpoints are located in under-cut access 

drifts which extend from the footwall, and the free face is mined in a horizontal retreat from 

the hanging wall to the footwall. In this method the orebody is divided into some mining 

sections in which ore blocks are excavated by a number of parallel stopes with vertical walls 

and then stopes will be backfilled. This methodology has more flexibility with regards to 

sequencing and scheduling. A standard transverse layout can be seen in the Figure 2.1: 

 

 
 

Figure 2.1  A layout of Transverse Sub-Level Stoping (Queen’s University Website , 2012) 
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Transverse open stoping has some pros and cons that some of them are counted as below: 

  

Advantages 

 High tonnage bulk mining method 

 Facilitates sequencing and allows for flexibility in planning and mining 

 Large stope sizes can result in high productivity and lowered drilling costs 

 Easily mechanized 

 Multiple stopes can be mined simultaneously 

 Repetitive techniques help to facilitate planning, training, mining, and safety 

 Relatively high recovery 

Disadvantages 

 High development requirements result in high capital cost 

 Development primarily in waste 

 Poor selectivity 

 Poorly suited to single narrow vein structures 

 Moderate dilution, especially when using backfill 

 Considerable ventilation needs due to active equipment on top and bottom sills 

 

At the time of selecting transvers open stoping some important factors should be considered 

which increase the efficiency of the method. First geometry of the orebody is significantly 

effective on the suitability and effectiveness of transverse methods. In this method access 

drifts are needed between the top and bottom of the mining network as a result the orebody 

should be thick enough that high cost of access drift excavation would be covered. In-situ 

stresses and mining induced stresses should be measured and failure analyses should be done 

because they affect the type and required strength of the support systems e.g. how much the 

strength of the pastefill should be and/or the need for other support systems like rock bolt. 

Also stress and failure analyses determine whether Pillars may be needed or not if artificial 

support systems cannot provide enough stability.  

In this method the orebody should be steep, preferably higher than 45 degrees and ideally 

between 60 to 90 degrees. The reason is by steep angle the excavated broken rock can fall 

down in the ore passages by its gravity which affects a lot in the total mine costs (Queens’s 

University website).  

In Lappberget, drifts are being developed parallel to the ore in the footwall (footwall drifts). 

The ore is reached by constructing cross drifts perpendicular to the footwall drift. Access is 

created to the stopes on the bottom to allow the mining of the stope. After the development, a 

box hole cut is made to provide a free face for the longhole blasting. The machineries in 

Garpenberg are capable of handling both down holes as well as uppers. Remote mucking 

takes place in the bottom drifts to prevent risky unsupported areas. Stopes are paste filled 
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after excavation. Currently transverse stoping is applied by following a primary-secondary 

approach in Lappberget, stopes are 20 to 30 meters high and the width differs from 10 to 15 

for primary and 15 to 20 meters for secondary stopes. It should be mentioned that paste fill is 

used in primary stopes where for secondary stopes waste rock is being dumped into the 

rooms. Recovery of this approach is expected to be 100% while dilution is assumed to be 

close to 10% (Kuiper, 2008).  

The pastefill requires a curing time of 7 to 10 days before it can be accessed on top. The 

cycle repeats on the stope above once the paste is sufficiently cured. The mining is scheduled 

in such a way that blasting of secondary stopes is always a long time after the neighboring 

primary stopes have been backfilled. The paste is produced at the paste plant on surface near 

the Garpenberg Norra shaft and is pumped to the stopes underground. The paste fill is a 

combination of the tailings produced by the mill and a binder. The tailings are pumped as 

slurry from the mill to the paste plant where the excess water is taken out (Marklund, 2002). 

An illustration of mining sequence from level 1080 to 896 is shown in Figure 2.2: 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.2  Mining Sequence in Lappberget level 1080  (Ghasemi, Y. 2012) 
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2.3 Cut and Fill 

 

Cut and fill mining is a support required mining method that is suitable for highly seep and 

vein-type orebodies in which hanging wall has made of weak rock quality. The significant 

aspect of this method is filling the excavated parts with backfill material. For this purpose, 

first development operations should be done to define extraction stopes, access drifts, chutes 

and etc. then extraction begins from the bottom of the stopes and continues upward. In this 

method after doing blasting, ventilation and mucking of the excavated rocks, backfill material 

will be added to the excavated stopes in order to provide enough stability. Sometimes it might 

be required to leave ore pillars within panels in addition of the backfilling due to weak rock 

conditions, nonetheless, these pillars can be recovered after extraction the whole panel. It is 

important to consider the right time of the backfilling to prevent of excessive deformation of 

the sections’ boundaries (Queen’s University website) 

Cut and fill method is very flexible and it can be modified to the other underground mining 

methods easily. This method can also be used in various rock conditions and that’s why 

initial design of the underground mines are done based on cat and fill method and later it can 

be modified to the other method on the condition that there would be appropriate situations. 

(Ataii, M. 2005) 

 

Cut and fill method comprises of some pros and cons that some of them are as below: 

Advantages 
 High selectivity and low dilution ma achieved 

 Minimal development is required; low capital cost 

 Versatile for mining method; can follow irregular orebodies 

 Flexible; mining method can be easily modified 

 Low equipment investment relative to other methods 

 Minimizes ground movement 

Disadvantages 

• Cyclical ore production 
• Labor and skill intensive 
• Dangerous working conditions; work conducted a top freshly blasted rock 
• High degree of ground control required 
• Expensive and costly ventilation system 
• Need for backfill infrastructure (piping and paste plant) 
• Not suitable for low grade ore due to high mining cost 

 

Cut and fill is an expensive mining method because of the high costs of development and 

later backfilling so it is very crucial that orebody would be of high grade to cover costs (in the 
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Garpenberg mine waste rock is mostly used so the high cost of hydraulic fill is not very much 

compared to the other mines that use mostly hydraulic fill). 

 

For applying cut and fill method construction of a backfill plant (if pastefill is going to be 

used) and considering required development for the pastefill and/or waste rock should be 

considered. An example of the backfill infrastructure required for paste or hydraulic backfill 

is displayed in the Figure 2.3. The infrastructure required for waste rock fill is different 

because it requires mechanical dumping access so that LHDs or trucks can transport and 

deliver crushed rock (Queen’s University website).  

 

 
 

Figure 2.3  Paste Plant flow sheet  (Queen’s University Website , 2012) 
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2.4 Ore Processing and production 

 

In the early 1990s, the concentrator was upgraded for treating ore rich in talc, for this purpose 

an autogenously grinding, followed by staged flotation were added to the concentrator. 

Ultimately it became possible to yield a lead-copper product after the first float and the 

second float separates zinc concentrate (56% Zn) and the lead and copper are then separated 

into a 70% lead and a 22% copper concentrate.  

Totally, the recovery rates are approximately 90% for zinc, 77% lead, 62.5% copper, 71.5% 

gold and 76% silver. Afterwards, copper and lead concentrates are sent to the Boliden’s 

Ronnskär smelter, while the zinc mainly goes to the company's Odda refinery in Norway 

(www.mining-technology.com, 2013). 

 

In 2005, the mine production was 1.1Mt ore with 5.75% zinc, 2.28% lead, 0.09% copper and 

117g/t silver. 40% of this ore production was from the Lappberget mine. On the other hand 

the mill output was 101,000t zinc concentrate with of 55.3% grade, 29,000t of lead 

concentrate with 1,800g/t silver, 2,800t of copper concentrate with 15%  with 40,000g/t 

silver, and 120t of precious-metal concentrates containing 65% lead, 40,000g/t silver and 

400g/t gold. (www.mining-technology.com, 2013) 

 

2.5 Pastefill  

 

By processing the extracted ore from the underground mines large amount of mill tailings are 

produced and there has been high tendency for decrease the size of the mill output product in 

order to increase metallurgical recoveries from the ore rock that allow processing of the 

previously uneconomic ore. Since then, tailings have become finer as well which resulted in 

low recoveries of hydraulic fill from the tailings or unacceptable fill drainage properties. 

For solving this problem pastefill is very good alternative because it requires a full stream of 

fine tailings to be applied as underground mine fill. The pastefill technology has been 

developed significantly over time so that today it is one of the most significant and reliable 

support systems used in underground mines to provide stability of the mines networks. Some 

of the important characteristics of pastefill are as below (Yves Potvin et. al. 2005):  

 contains at least 15% passing 20 microns, 

 when placed, produces no supernatant or bleed water (Figure 2.4), 

 does not settle out or segregate in a pipeline, 

 in rheological terms, its behavior can be described as that of a non-Newtonian 

plastic or as a paste, and 

 it has a slump of less than 230 mm 
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Figure 2.4  Pastefill (Yves Potvin et. al. 2005)  

 

 

2.5.1 Principles 

 

Pastefill’s composition is somehow that there should be a little excess water to behave as 

non-segregating slurry when it is pumped into the mine’s section which means that pastefill 

remains homogeneous. The density of pastefills from underground hard rock mines is 

typically between 75%CW and 85%CW (solids by weight), depending on particle distribution 

and solids specific gravity (Yves Potvin et. al. 2005). One of the essential characteristics of 

pastefill is about flow ability for long way in the pipeline even after a while that it remained 

idle in the pipe; this means when water is absorbed by particles the flowing characteristics of 

the pastefill should not change and it should not plug the pipeline when pumping is stopped.  

After each pumping of the pastefill into the mine, pumping will stop for a while until another 

section requires backfilling so for remobilizing the pastefill that has been idle in the pipeline 

for a period of time enough shear yield stress should be applied. Squeezing toothpaste out of 

its tube is a simple analogy of the force that needs to be applied to exceed its yields stress and 

make it flow. The yield stress of a range of fluids is listed in Table 2.1: 
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Table 2.1  Comparison of yield stress for different materials with pastefill  (Yves Potvin et. al. 

2005) 

Material  Yield Stress (Pa) 

Cream 45 

Yoghurt 80 

Toothpaste 110 

Paste backfill 200-700 

Peanut butter 2000 

 

The shear strength of pastefill which is idle in the pipe increases by time as it is shown in the 

Figure 2.5 and plugging occurs when there would not enough load for exceeding the shear 

strength of the pastefill. In fact, this yield stress is related to the tailings properties like 

binders’ type, amount of cement and water content. 

By increase in water content viscosity of the pastefill reduces and the pastefill will be softer 

that induces lower yield stress and it requires lower energy for transporting inside if the pipe. 

But different tailings at the same water content will often have different yield stress. Figure 

2.6 shows different pastefills taken from one operation with the range of yield stress values. 

If particular solids content is used as the basis of design, the yield stress may be too high and 

hence the paste may not flow as planned. Therefore is always preferable to use an objective 

measure of the workability (Yves Potvin et. al. 2005). 

 

 

Figure 2.5  Increase in yield stress with time  (Yves Potvin et. al. 2005)  
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Figure 2.6  Pipeline resistance, at the same flow rate, of different tailings pastes from the same 

mine (Yves Potvin et. al. 2005)  

Measuring the exact shear strength of the pastefill requires laboratory test and of course 

specific equipment which may not be accessible/available everywhere, as a result slump test 

is used to define workability of the delivered pastefill. During the development of paste 

technology it was demonstrated that there is a need for a minimum percentage of fine 

material content (generally about 15% passing 20 µm) to achieve reliable paste flow (Yves 

Potvin et. al. 2005).The fines are required to retain the water and are essential in maintaining 

plug flow, which is characterized by a slow moving annulus of fines that coat the sidewall 

and a central plug moving at a relatively greater velocity Figure 2.7: 

 

 

Figure 2.7  Plug flow velocity profile  (Yves Potvin et. al. 2005)  
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One the other hand, when the pastefill is pumped into a stope, it should be stable and doesn’t 

initiate moving in the stope even long time after placing there. In fact if the pastefill doesn’t 

have enough strength then it may initiate flow within the stope. The simplest method to 

prevent this from occurring is to add small quantity (often 1-2%) of cement that forms weak 

bonds between the tailings particles and consumes some of the water, preventing liquefaction 

(Yves Potvin et. al. 2005). sometimes, the mine plan consists of secondary stopes so in that 

case there should be higher content of cement in the pastefill to provide this possibility for 

secondary stope mining.  

All in all, increase of water content reduces the pastefill’s resistance to flow as well as slum 

by giving the lower yield strength. However, this reduces the efficiency of the binders and 

increases the potential for water separation from the paste. Therefore, the objective of paste 

production is to optimize the water content to maximize strength (reduce costs) but also to 

reliably transport the paste underground. 

 

2.5.2 Advantages of Pastefill 

 

By comparison between pastefill and deslimed tailings fill, the early removal of water from 

the tailings stream is one of the pastefill’s advantages. In fact, the water content is adjusted in 

the pastefill plant at the surface and the remained water in the composition of the pastefill is 

for mobilizing it inside of the pipeline and the water separation is done after depositing in the 

stope. It should be mentioned that drainage of the water and transportation of it to the surface 

is a serious challenge for a mine. Separation of the water from the tailing in the pastefill’s 

plant has the following benefits (Yves Potvin et. al. 2005):  

 Process water recovery from a paste tailings disposal system is up to 90%, compared 

with as little as 20% for a conventional tailings disposal system. This allows recovery 

of both process water, which is very important in arid areas and in regions of sub-zero 

operating temperatures, and mill reagents such as cyanide and lime, thus reducing the 

potential for environmental impact due to off-lease release of such reagents, 

 Advantages of a borehole/pipeline delivery system as opposed to passes, conveyors 

and transport underground by mobile equipment, 

 There is very low risk of major mud-rushes, provided some cement is added to the 

paste fill, 

 Paste is non-segregating, resulting in a uniform and low porosity material, 

 Larger particles such as sand, aggregate and rock can be used in a co-disposal system 

to dispose of additional waste, reduce porosity and/or bulk out the paste to reduce 

cement costs, 

 Stope preparation times are reduced when compared with hydraulic fill, mainly 

because fill retaining barricades can be less robust, since fill retention is less critical, 
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 Paste can be placed at relatively high angles of between 3° and 8° (2 and 14%), while 

conventional tailings beach at angles typically less than 3°, and 

 Reduced mine maintenance costs (less damage to roads, sumps, pumping costs, local 

ground support corrosion, etc.). 

 
The Garpenberg orebody is divided into different parts as it was mentioned in the section 

1.1.2 and shown in the Figure 1.3.  The Lappberget orebody has been exploited with cut and 

fill method and currently transverse open stoping is used in this part of the Garpenberg mine. 

Due to the steep angle of the orebody (75 Degrees) there is a need for using backfill with 

different strengths to provide stability of mine network. Concerning the extraction level, 

geometry of stopes and geomechanical conditions of the extracted sections backfill materials 

are applied in two different types as pastefill and waste rock; pastefill is produced in two 

major modes as hydraulic pastefill and cemented hydraulic pastefill (CHP) with different 

binder contents. For this purpose, a pastefill plant has been constructed at the surface in order 

to make pastefill that would be pumped deep in the mine to backfill extracted sections and 

stopes. A view of pastefill plant is shown in Figure 2.8: 

 

 

Figure 2.8  Pastefill plant in the Garpenberg mine (Courtesy of Boliden, 2013)  

 

Tailing sand and slurry water from processing factory are sent to the pastefill plant, however, 

they are still mixed together and should go to the thickener in order to separate water from 

the sand. The reason is that the pastefills are produced with different binder contents which 
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require different water content as well. After water and sand are separated, sand is sent to the 

filtering part to get dry before going to the mixer. In the mixer, all of the materials 

comprising sand, water achieved from the thickener, cement and slags and binders are added 

and they will be mixed together according to the required slump. Afterwards, the prepared 

pastefill is pumped deep into the mine. Images of filter, mixer and pumping of the pastefill 

are shown respectively in Figures 2.9, 2.10 and 2.11: 

 

 
 

Figure 2.9  Filter equipment for drying the sand after thickener ( Courtesy of Boliden, 2013)  
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Figure 2.10  Mixer in Garpenberg’s pastefill plant (Courtesy of Boliden, 2013)  

 

 

 
Figure 2.11  Pumping of pastefill from pastefill plant into the mine (Courtesy of Boliden, 

2013) 
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3 Tools for measuring the strength of pastefill 

 

Strength of hard materials such as rock, concrete and in this case pastefill can be tested by 

direct methods and indirect methods. In fact the only and the most accurate direct strength 

measurement method is Uniaxial Compressive Strength (UCS) test. Nonetheless, the UCS 

test requires UCS apparatus, shown in the Figure 3.1, which is not applicable for industrial 

places like mines because in addition of being expensive, it should be assembled in a place 

and it is not movable equipment.  

 

 

 
Figure 3.1  UCS test apparatus (Photo: Rafi Keshvary)  

 

In fact, direct determination of mechanical and other properties requires destructive tests on 

specimens whether taken from the in-situ material or casted in the laboratory e.g. by uniaxial 

compressive strength test, however, indirect methods measure the strength properties by 

using some other parameters like hardness which require a calibration chart to estimate the 

strength property as a result the estimated value may vary from the real value measured by 

direct method (Malhotra and Carino, 2004). Further, the accuracy of the strength prediction 

thus obviously depends directly on the degree of correlation between the strength and the 

property measured by the test. It is, therefore, important to recognize and understand the test 

tool, how it is related to strength and if there are factors other than strength which can 

influence the test results. The methods available to estimate concrete in-situ strength by non-
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destructive or partially damaging tests can be broadly classified as follows (Reinhardt, H.W. 

1990): 

 

 surface hardness tests (rebound or size of indentation) 

 penetration resistance tests  

 Ultrasonic pulse velocity tests 

 Impact-echo method 

 Maturity tests 

 Pull-out tests 

 Break-off tests 

 Combined methods 

Within these methods, surface hardness and penetration resistance tests are considered to be 

applicable for this project purpose regarding being fast, accurate, easy to use and having 

reasonable price in relevant with the importance of the case. 

 

 

3.1 Surface hardness test (Schmidt hammer) 

 

When materials like concrete are casted their strength increases by time and this principle 

was used to develop surface hardness test for measuring the strength of hard materials. This 

test method has two different types, indentation type and rebound principle.- In the 

indentation type first a mass is released on a surface which causes a kinetic energy which 

then causes on impact on the surface for which the  depth and or the width can be measured. 

In the rebound principle a spring-driven hammer is impacted to the surface then the rebound 

value will be measured. 

The Schmidt hammer is based on the rebound principle and does not have vivid relationship 

with the strength of the hard materials; nonetheless, an empirical relationship is derived 

between the rebound number of the Schmidt hammer and the strength (Malhotra and Carino, 

2004). An illustration of a Schmidt hammer is shown in Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2  Schmidt Hammer (Humboldtmfg Website , 2013) 

The relationship between the rebound value (R) and the compressive strength of the material 

is    (  )                       

σc= Compressive Strength 

ρg= Unit weight of material (N/m3) 

Rcorr= R + Correction factor (corrected rebound value, Table 3.1) 
 

Table3.1  Correction factor for rebound value (R) when the hammer is not used vertically 

downwards. Interpolation has to be performed to get the correct correction factor (Brown, 

1981). β= dip of joint  
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By using a Schmidt hammer the strength of hard materials can be measured quickly and with 

economical cost compared to direct method (UCS test), however, it has some limitations that 

must be considered (Malhotra and Carino, 2004): 

 

 Smoothness of test surface 

 Size, shape, and rigidity of the specimens 

 Age of specimens 

 Surface and internal moisture conditions of the concrete 

 Type of coarse aggregate 

 Type of cement 

 Type of mold 

 Carbonation of the concrete surface 

 

 

3.2 Penetration resistance test (Basic Force Gauge) 

 

Penetration tests determine the penetration resistance of concrete, and therefore, like the 

rebound hammer tests, they also involve the initial kinetic energy of a device or probe driven 

into the concrete (Chapman and Hall, 1990). However, the great advantage of penetration 

resistance tests compared to surface penetration resistance is that they can be used for 

studying the material properties a little bit further in the material (below the surface). 

 

3.2.1 Specifications of Basic Force Gauge 

 

Basic Force Gauge (BFG) is designed for easy operation and provides tension and 

compression measurement performance at an affordable price.  It is constructed in rigid yet 

lightweight aluminum housing. The BFG can be used as hand-held instrument, or 

alternatively it can be mounted to manual or motorized test stands to allow testing under 

more control conditions. Two illustrations of BFG sets are shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. 
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Figure 3.3  BFG (http://www.mecmesin.com, 2013) 

 

 

 
Figure 3.4  BFG mounted on test stands for better loading ( http://www.mecmesin.com, 2013) 

There are two types of this test equipment, Advanced force gauge and Basic force gauge. The 

difference lays on some more features that are provided in advanced force gauge, however, 
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for this thesis work the BFG can fulfill the requirements stated in chapter 1. The BFG has 

some key features those are (Mecmesin Website): 

 

 6 capacities- from 10N up to 2500N 

 Full unit conversion of displayed value 

 Powered by 4 nickel metal hydride rechargeable batteries 

 M5 mounting holes (57 mm pitch) for test stand fixing 

 Wide range of grips and fixture. 

 

3.3 Summary of studied test tools and selection of tool for further studies 

 

Schmidt hammer was not applicable when it was tested on the pastefill because the pastefill 

is too soft for the Schmidt hammer to read. Generally Schmidt hammer should not be used 

for strength less than 7 Mpa on the condition that pastefill’s strength is around 1 Mpa at the 

Garpenberg mine. 

The test equipment that was selected for further studies (see Chapter 4) called Basic Force 

Gauge (BFG) is a penetration resistance method for indirect measurement of the pastefill’s 

strength. The reasons for selecting this equipment rather than all of the other available 

methods in the market relates to the pastefill’s properties used at Garpenberg mine and also 

the expectations that Boliden had of the new equipment. First, the pastefill used at 

Garpenberg has low uniaxial compressive strength up to maximum 1 mega Pascal (Mpa), 

Also the surface of the pastefill material is affected by weathering so the method should not 

only measures the strength in lower than 1 Mpa, but also it should consider the material 

below the surface as well. Boliden required a tool that would be simple, fast, suitable for 

mine environment, economical and have enough accuracy and precision. As a result, BFG 

was selected by considering the mentioned factors and passing theoretical, Laboratory and 

field tests successfully. 
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4 Procedure for BFG test on the Garpenberg pastefill 

 

Regarding the compressive strength range of CHP used in the Garpenberg mine an 

appropriate BFG device should be chosen to be able to measure penetration force. For this 

purpose, first the required penetration force should be calculated theoretically to see which 

BFG range is appropriate. Then it was suggested to cast CHP with different binder contents at 

LTU’s Complab to be tested for UCS test after 28 day curing time. Besides, slabs of CHP 

will be casted for each recipe in order to try BFG on them; so for each pastefill’s recipe there 

are three cylinders for UCS test and one slab for BFG test. 

UCS test gives uniaxial compressive strength (Mpa) and BFG gives penetration force (N) so 

by plotting these two results, it could be possible to predict strength of pastefill later in the 

mine on the deposited CHP or at pastefill plant on casted samples after specific curing time. 

 

The selected test equipment was called Basic Force Gauge (BFG). The method was selected 

according to the pastefill’s properties used at the Garpenberg mine and also the expectations 

that Boliden had of the new equipment. In fact the new test method should have been able to 

measure low levels of strengths (less than 2 Mpa) because the pastefill used at Garpenberg 

has low uniaxial compressive strength up to maximum 1 Mpa, Also the surface of the 

pastefill material is affected by weathering so the method should not only measure the 

strength in lower than 1 Mpa, but also it should consider the material below the surface as 

well. The other limitation was Boliden’s expectations that the new tool would be simple, fast, 

suitable for mine environment, economical and have enough accuracy and precision. As a 

result, BFG has met all of the mentioned parameters so it was chosen for further analysis to 

see whether it can pass theoretical, Laboratory and field tests successfully. 

 

The required materials for casting the pastefill recipes were sent from the Boliden 

Garpenberg mine to the Lulea University’s Complab. It has been set to cast 8 different 

recipes regarding their binder content and binder material type so that 3 cylindrical samples 

should have been casted plus one slab for each recipe. After curing, samples were covered 

with moisture cover and laid in the Complab’s basement for 28 day curing. 
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4.1 Penetration force of BFG 

 

From Rheological point of view, yield stress (confined compressive strength, shear strength) 

is the only feature of a material than can stop a needle from penetration. As needle is 

penetrating, the surface which takes the applied load increases, however, the applied stress to 

the material decreases until stress reduces than shear strength which makes the needle stop. 

on the other hand, diameter of the needle (3mm) is much smaller than length (35mm) of the 

needle so effect of the load at the end of the needle can be neglected and it could be assumed 

that there is only contribution of the cylindrical part of the needle which takes the load and 

induces stress (shear stress) on the material while penetrating (Lootens, D. et al. 2009): 

 

              ( )        

                (  )       

                                       

 

In order to find shear strength for pastefill, strength properties of the pastefill at Golden Giant 

mine were studied (Roux, K.L, et al. 2005). The reason was due to the lack of information 

about the shear strength tests on the Garpenberg’s pastefill specifically. For this purpose, 

shear strength and UCS for the pastefill with 3% binder content at 56 days curing time were 

compared together and the result was shear strength was almost 1.3 times higher than UCS 

that are shown in the Table 4.1. 

 

 

 
Table 4.1  Comparison between Shear strength and UCS of the pastefill at the Golden Giant 

mine 

Strength Property Values 

Shear Strength-Kpa 460-490 

UCS-Kpa 384 

Ratio between shear strength to UCS ~1.3 
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According to this result a BFG with 500 N measurement ranges is offered from the 

equipment manufacture. 

 

4.2 Recipes’ Calculations 

 

Nine different types of pastefill recipes were casted which resulted in three cylinders for UCS 

test and one slab for BFG test. For this purpose, Boliden sent required materials from the 

Garpenberg pastefill plant (Tailing sand, different slags as one of the binders, Processing 

water, empty cylinders; and Byggcement was prepared by Complab) and the required amount 

of each material per recipe was calculated according to the available materials.  For 

calculating the amount of materials, some information was used from two report files given 

by Boliden named, Testing of Slag Cement (Provning av Slaggcement) and Strength 

development of the pastefill with cement alone as binder (Hållfasthetsutveckling hos pastafyll 

med enbart cement som bindemedel), however, the calculations should be modified due to 

different water content, binder contents and available materials. Also calculation should have 

been extrapolated in order to determine size of the slabs for performing BFG tests on them. 

Slabs have been made at Complab of the Lulea University after determining their size. 

Calculations for materials’ amounts and slabs size determination is presented in the Tables 

4.2, 4.3 and 4.4.  

 

(Eq. 4.1)                      
       

                
     

 
Table 4.2  Calculation of amount of material per cubic meter  

 

Binder content_ % 3 5 7 5 

binder materials (kg/m3) 43 72.5 103 72.5 

Cement  (kg/m3) 8.6 14.5 20.7 72.5 

Slag (kg/m3) 34.4 58 82.7 0 

Dry Sand (kg/m3) 1390 1378 1373 1378 

water content (%) 27.3 27.3 27.3 27.3 

Total Amount of Water in mix- (Kg) 538 544 554 544 

Water content of dry sand_measured at Complab (%) 17.4 17.4 17.4 17.4 
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Mass of water in sand according to dry sand weight(kg/m3)-water 
content equation 

242 240 239 240 

Proportion of water in sand to total mass of binder plus dry sand 
(initial phase)- % 

17 17 16 17 

Proportion of total water in mix to  total mass of binder plus dry sand 
(%) 

37.5 37.5 37.5 37.5 

Required Process Water-% 20.6 21 21.3 21 

Required Process Water that should be added-(Kg/m3) 296 304 315 304 

Mass of wet sand_kg/m3 1633 1618 1612 1618 

 
Table 4.3  Calculation of total amount of materials used for casting 4 recipes  

 

Volume of one Cylinder with 102mm 
diameter and 200mm height-m3 

2*10-3    

Total Volume of 14 Cylinders-m3 2.3*10-2    

Required Cement for 14 cylinders-gr 196.6 331.6 472.6 1658 

Required Slag for 14 cylinders-gr 786.6 1326.3 1890.5 0 

Required Sand for 14 cylinders-kg 37.3 37 37 37 

Required Process Water  for 14 cylinders- 
(Kg) 

6.7 7 7.2 7 

Required Dry Sand for 14 cylinders-kg 31.8 31.5 31.4 31.5 

Used Cement by Cylinders casting-gr 2658.8 Left Cement as much as 
required 

 

Used Slag by Cylinders casting-gr 4004 Left Slag-kg 6.00  

Used Sand by Cylinder casting-kg 148 Left Sand-kg 1.8  

Used Process Water by Cylinder casting-kg 27.8 Left Process 
Water-kg 

22.1  
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Table 4.4  Calculation of Slab’s final Dimensions  

 

 Number of Cylinders Volume_m3 

Volume of 56 Cylinders-max cylinders can be made-m3 56 9*10-2 

required volume for making 12 ucs cylinders 12 2*10-2 

left volume for 4 slabs or 44 cylinders 44 7*10-2 

left volume per slab-m3  2*10-2 

left volume per slab-mm3  17967708 

3rd dimension of slab  150 

Final Dimensions of slab  600*200*140 

 

Two things should be considered for the Table 4.4, one is that the reason of choosing two 

other dimensions as 600*200 relates to the standard of making slabs for penetration tests 

especially Windsor probe method presented in Handbook of Non-destructive Testing of 

Concrete, however, because of the lack of materials for casting 600*600*200 according to 

the standard, the size revised to 600*200*140. The other point is, the calculated 3
rd

 

dimension is 150 mm but 140 mm is chosen because it was considered some amount of 

material will be lost through casting. 

 

4.3 Water Content Measurement 

 

In order to understand how much water should be added to mix, it is crucial to determine 

water content of the tailing sand. For this purpose, before mixing, water content of tailing 

sand was calculated through putting 2 samples in the oven with the heating temperature of 

105 degree Celsius for through a night and then water content was calculated by the Equation 

4.2. 

 

(Eq. 4.2)   ( )  
(     )

(     )
      

m2= Weight of container with wet sand 

m3= Weight of container with dry sand 

m1= weight of free container 
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There are some considerations for determining water content (Head, K.H. et al. 2006): 

 

 At least two moisture content should be defined and averaged 

 Sample should be taken from the middle of the sand container 

 Containers lid should be closed fast after filling to prevent evaporation 

 Two different containers should be used for two results 

 The lid should be separated when containers are put in the oven 

 Temperature should be 105 degree Celsius and containers should be put in the middle 

of oven 

 Both lid and container should be put inside of the oven 

 A desicator or cabinet is essential for cooling 

 After drying, both containers and lids should be put inside of the desicator  

 When containers get cool the lids should be placed then the whole package can be 

weighed. 

The result was 17.435 percent water content for the tailing sand. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show 

respectively containers in desicator and while getting weighed: 

 

 

 
Figure 4.1  Containers in desicator for cooling  (Photo: Rafi Keshvary)  
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Figure 4.2  weighing the containers for water content calculation (Photo: Rafi Keshvary)  

 

 

4.4 Casting Pastefill at Complab 

 

It has been decided to try 6 different slags as binder contents in order to try different strengths 

and the application of BFG on them. Used slags were: 

 

 Slag Bremen 

 Slag used at Garpenberg mine 

 Merit 3500 

 Merit 5000 

 Kul 40 

 Kul 60 

Each recipe had a binder content and slag to cement ratio which were used to calculate exact 

amount of materials for the capacity of 3 cylinders and one slab per recipe was required for 

UCS and BFG tests. Materials were mixed in a pan type concrete mixer, however, because 

the amount of materials were low comparing to the capacity of the mixer, we decided to use 

hand mixer and a big pail to have better control on water content and prevent of materials 

loss after each slump test, illustration of pan-type mixer and hand mixer are shown in Figures 

4.3 and 4.4 respectively. The materials were mixed for 3 minutes and slump tests were taken 

multiple times to achieve the required level which was 185±5 mm. in order to adjust slump 

and prevent of too high slumps, water was added from half of the calculated amount 

so if it was required more water was added. 
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Figure 4.3  Pan-type mixer (http://www.cosmosconstructionequipment.com, 2013) 

 

 

 
Figure 4.4  Hand mixer (Photo: Rafi Keshvary)  

 

When I ensured about the slump level, then mix was poured inside of the cylinders and slabs 

then surface of samples were covered by moisture cover to prevent of evaporation. Finally all 

of the samples were put in curing chamber for 28 days. Different illustrations of cylinders, 

slabs and samples in curing chamber are shown in Figures 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 respectively:  
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Figure 4.5  Cylinders for UCS testing of the pastefills (Photo: Rafi Keshvary)  

 
 

Figure 4.6  Slabs used for BFG test (Photo: Rafi Keshvary)  
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Figure 4.7  Casted samples in the curing chamber  (Photo: Rafi Keshvary)  

4.5 Slag Bremen 

 

Slag Bremen, Figure 4.8,  is a mineral filler material (type II) with latent hydraulic properties, 

for use as a binder in concrete and mortar of SS 137,003th According to standard EN 15167-

1 is called slag as GGBS, which stands for "Ground Granulated Blast Furnace Impact" 

(ground granulated blast furnace slag). Slag Bremen comes from iron production in Germany 

and is a quality assured and CE marked filler material that meets the requirements of EN 

15167-1 and -2. The use of slag Bremen as a filler / binder offers the following possibilities: 

 

 Reduced amount of cement (reduced CO2 load) 

 Improved pump and workability, and reduced water requirements 

 Reduced heat and danger of temperature cracks in massive structures 

 Increased resistance (increased sulfate resistance, increased resistance to alkali silica, 

acid and chemical attack, and reduced infiltration and increased binding of chlorides) 

 Lighten concrete with improved finish 
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Figure 4.8  Slag, Ground Granulated Blast Furnace  (http://www.tcg.nu, 2013) 

 

4.6 Curing procedure 

 

In British practice, the specimens are cured after casting for 16-24 hours at a temperature of 

20±2 ⁰C in an atmosphere having a relative humidity of 90 percent or above. If desired, they 

can then be demoulded and tested or placed under water at 20±1 ⁰C for further curing. The 

normal ages for test are 3, 7, and 28 days, 13 weeks, 6 months and 1 year. The specimens 

should not be subject to vibration while being cured.  

Under the ASTM specification designation C192-76
9
, the test specimens may be kept in the 

moulds doe between 20 and 48 hours and thereafter must be stored in an atmosphere having a 

relative humidity of at least 95 percent at a temperature of 23±1.7 ⁰C (73.4±3 ⁰F) until 

tested. The specimens may be stored in water but it should be a lime solution. (D. F. Orchard, 

Concrete Technology, 78P)  

For this thesis project, specimens including cylinders and slabs were stored in the Lulea 

University’s Complab’s basement while they were covered with moisture content for 28 

days. 

 

4.7 BFG and UCS tests 

 

After 28 days curing time, samples were tested for measuring UCS and for measuring 

penetration force by BFG. For penetration test, slabs were remoulded. The slab size was 

calculated 600mm* 200mm*140mm for pastefills with binder contents of 3%, 5%, 7% and 

5% (source sample without slag). Initially five tests were taken for each slab with Thomas 

group made slag Bremen and then it was advised to take ten tests instead of five for the next 
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casted recipes’ slabs (Merit 3000, Merit 5000, KUL 40, KUL 60). Illustration of BFG test on 

slab is shown in Figure 4.10; and for UCS test, samples were remoulded and the ends of 

samples were polished to be smooth and even regarding better adjustment in UCS test 

apparatus. Then all of the cylinders were weighed and dimensions were measured to calculate 

density. Illustration of UCS test is shown in Figure 4.11: 

 

 

 
Figure 4.10  Testing BFG on slab (Photo: Rafi Keshvary)  

 

 
Figure 4.11  Failed sample under UCS test  (Photo: Rafi Keshvary)  
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4.8 Prediction of pastefill’s compressive strength 

 

After conducting BFG and UCS tests the results of penetration force in Newton and UCS as 

Mpa have been plotted in order to find a relation between them. All of the results of BFG and 

UCS tests are shown in Table D1. According to the Table D1, measurement results for each 

set of groups have low standard deviation which implies that the BFG device has good 

precision and measurements don’t have high difference with each other. 

 

Below the results of penetration force and uniaxial compressive strength are plotted in Figure 

4.12 and by that, Equation 4.3 is derived that shows the relation between them. Now by 

having this equation, it would be possible to estimate the UCS of pastefill at the Garpenberg 

mine. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4.12  UCS prediction from penetration force measured by BFG  device 

 

(Eq. 4.3)      (                             )         

 

Although this equation is practical, it is not the most accurate result; because UCS results for 

the pastefill samples with Thomas group 7% binder content and Merit 3500 are far away 

from the other pastefill samples. It is clear that analyzing the results will be better if the 

mentioned two UCS results were excluded from the plot. On the other hand, the penetration 

test were taken five times for the first three recipes and later it was advised to take ten tests 

for the rest of the recipes, as a result plotting all of the results does not have good accuracy 
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because the number of taken tests are not equal for all of the recipes. By this, it has been 

decided to use the average penetration force rather than all of the results. In the Table 4.6 

average penetration forces versus UCS results are shown. Besides, the final plot and derived 

equation with better accuracy are shown in the Figure 4.13: 

 

 

 
Table 4.6  Average penetration force versus UCS results  

Groups Binder Content-% Average Penetration force-N UCS-Mpa 

Thomas Group 3 277.5 0.5 

Different slag 4.5 348.7 0.8 

Merit 5000 5 447.7 1.3 

KUL 40 5 364.2 0.9 

KUL 60 5 413.4 1 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4.13  UCS estimation from average penetration force measured with the BFG  

 

And Equation 4.4 will be replaced by the Equation 4.3: 

 
(Eq. 4.4)      (                                )           
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4.9 Trying BFG at the Garpenberg mine 

 

After taking satisfactory results by theoretical and laboratory tests, now is the time to try the 

BFG in the mine site to ensure about its real applicability. For this purpose, the equipment is 

tested in two different parts of the mine on pastefill, one on a filled stope and the other one on 

a block of pastefill prepared for the test. The results are shown in the Table 4.7: 

 

 

 
Table 4.7  UCS of pastefill calculated at the Garpenberg mine with the BFG 

Test on Real Pastefill in the mine Force_1st place 
Stop_N 

Force_Block 
Garpenberg_N 

 286.6 396.4 

 291.2 451.1 

 281 410.2 

 300.5 463.5 

 319.2 480.5 

 199 418.5 

 212.8 428.7 

 192.4 460.5 

 198.8 468.1 

 171.3  

   

Average Force_N 245 442 

Standard Deviation 55 
 

29.3 
 

Calculated Pastefill's Compressive 
Strength_Mpa 

0.4 1.23 

 

 

 

According to the standard deviation it might be wise to exclude e.g. five of the lowest results 

from ten measurements and then calculate average penetration force. 
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The filled stope that BFG was tried on its pastefill is shown in the Figure 4.14: 

 

 
 

Figure 4.14  A filled Stope at the Lappberget mine (Photo: Lennart Lehtola)  

It is shown in the Figures 4.15 and 4.16 how to try BFG on the pastefill in field: 

 

 
 

Figure 4.15  Trying BFG in a filled stope (Photo: Lennart Lehtola)  
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Figure 4.16  Trying BFG in a filled stope (Photo: Lennart Lehtola)  

 

In the Figure 4.17 trying of BFG on a block of pastefill is shown in another place in the 

Lappberget mine: 

 

 

 
Figure 4.17  Trying BFG on a block of pastefill  (Photo: Lennart Lehtola)  
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4.10 Precautions about BFG device 

 

While using BFG device there are some factors that should be considered: 

 

 The needle of BFG should be penetrated perpendicular to the pastefill’s surface 

 Whole of the needle should be penetrated constantly and gently through the pastefill 

till close to the end 

 No vibration or shocking should be given on the device while penetration is done 
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5 Numerical Modeling 

 

5.1 Purpose 

 

The second part of this master’s thesis was numerical modeling for defining appropriate 

strength properties required for pastefill material with respect to some factors such as depth 

of mining, geometries of sections and mining sequences that affect the pastefill’s strength in 

order to fulfill stability condition. 

For this purpose, Boliden selected twelve mining sections for performing numerical analyses 

on them. The goal is defining appropriate pastefill’s strength properties for each one of the 

given geometries in order to provide enough stability in terms of reasonable stress 

distribution in the pastefill and low displacement. One the other hand, adequate geometry 

should also be defined in some of the sections. Totally 48 models should be created and 

studied.  

 

All of the models comprise of primary and secondary stopes regarding their mining sequence 

and it was decided to study 4 different widths combinations for the models. Sets of widths are 

presented in Table 5.1. 

 
Table 5.1  Different widths combinations for primary and secondary stopes  

Primary Stope Width_m Secondary Stope Width_m 

10 15 

10 20 

15 15 

15 20 

 

It should be mentioned that twelve sections given from Boliden were divided into two 

categories of sections with ore pillars and sections without ore pillars; and two procedures 

were followed for each section in order to find strength properties: first strength properties 

were found according to the maximum tensile strength of the pastefill and then sensitivity 

analysis was done for one model per section as the procedures are shown in the Figure 5.1. In 

fact, it was not possible to perform sensitivity analysis for all of the 48 models according the 

time schedule for this master’s thesis project so it was agreed to define strength properties for 

each one of the 48 sections according to a logical theory and maximum tensile strength 

allowed in the Mohr Coulomb model and then performing sensitivity analyses for one model 

in each section. Totally, strength properties were defined for 48 models and sensitivity 

analyses were done for twelve models but because sensitivity analysis can help better to 
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understand the behavior of the models then they are presented in the chapter 6 and finding 

strength properties according to the maximum tensile strength of the pastefill were presented 

in the Appendix A,B and C. 

 

 
Figure 5.1  Procedures for finding strength properties  

As it was mentioned in the Introduction chapter, FLAC was decided to be used for numerical 

analyses because the models are considered to have significant plastic flow which required 

finite difference method for better analyses and lower computation time due to its explicit 

formulation feature rather than finite element method.  

 

5.2 Introduction to FLAC 

 

Currently in the Garpenberg mine, mining is going deeper due to development plans for more 

than 1200 m level. It is clear that stresses are very high at this level and appropriate support 

and reinforcement system should be designed to provide stability in the mine network system.  

 

Waste rock as the major and pastefill as alternative are the support systems chosen for the 

Garpenberg mine in different ore bodies with varying excavation methods and geometries 

e.g. cut and fill and transverse sublevel stoping to provide the global stability and safety for 

the mine. 

 

For this purpose, geomechanical analyses software named Fast Lagrangian Analysis of 

Continua (FLAC) is used for performing numerical analyses on twelve mining sections with 

different geometries. FLAC is a two-dimensional explicit finite difference program for 

engineering mechanics computation which simulates the behavior of structures built of soil, 

rock or other materials that may undergo plastic flow when their yield limits are reached. 

(Itasca, 2011) 
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FLAC can represent the behavior of structures and excavations which are built in soil, rock or 

other materials that may undergo plastic flow when their yield limits are reached. Models are 

constructed by elements, or zones, which form a grid in order to represent the model’s shape 

as close as possible to the real situation. Each element is assigned with a linear or nonlinear 

stress/strain law so it can response to the applied forces. FLAC has this ability to represent 

plastic collapse and flow very accurately by using the explicit, Lagrangian calculation scheme 

and the mixed-discretization zoning technique.   

 

 

5.3 Constitutive Model Mohr-Coulomb 

 

The Mohr-Coulomb model is the conventional model used to represent shear failure in soil 

and rocks and it was considered to be appropriate constitutive model for this project’s 

expectations to represent elastic and plastic behavior for surrounding rock, broken pillar, 

pastefill and waste rock. Although there are some other constitutive models like Double Yield 

model specifically for pastefill that behaves irreversible compaction in addition to shear 

yielding and Strain Softening/Hardening model for broken pillar that behaves non-linearly, 

they require specific input data. Regarding the goals of this project and the number of models 

should have been made; it was considered that defining those input data makes the models 

too much complex and calculation time increases significantly reminding that some of those 

data were not even available for Garpenberg’s pastefill and surrounding rock mass, as a result 

Mohr Coulomb model was considered appropriate for this project in terms of level of 

accuracy required for analyses (Itasca, 2011).  

 

 

5.4 Modeling sequence 

 

The modeling sequence is important in numerical modeling because it should be as similar as 

possible to the real mining sequence. Currently transverse open-stoping is the method used at 

Lappberget mine and general mining sequence is counted as: 

 

1. Excavation of primary stopes 

2. Backfilling the primary stopes with pastefill 

3. Excavation of secondary stopes 

4. Backfilling of the secondary stopes with waste rock (this part is done for some of the 

secondary stopes) 
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For simulating a modeling like the real mining at Lappberget, first sections were divided into 

two categories comprising models with pillars and models without pillars, illustration for 

each one of these categories are shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4: 

 

 

 
Figure 5.3  A mining section with pillar (Courtesy of Boliden, 2013) 

 

 
 

Figure 5.4  A mining section without pillar  (Courtesy of Boliden, 2013) 
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And for each category a different set of modeling sequence was established. For the one with 

pillar: 

1. Run the whole model elastically 

2. Excavation of primary stopes and running elastically 

3. Then running the model plastically with Mohr-Coulomb material properties 

4. Adding pastefill  with or without waste rock layer within of and run the model 

elastically 

5. Run the model plastically 

6. Excavation of secondary stopes- now if waste rock would not be included in the 

secondary stope:  

7. Running elastically 

8. Then running plastically 

But if waste rock would be included in the secondary stope:   

 

7. Adding waste rock and running the model elastically 

8. Then running the model plastically 

 

 

 

 

However, for the models without pillar the sequencing is: 

 

1. Run the whole model elastically 

2. Excavation of higher stope and run the model elastically 

3. Run the model plastically with Mohr-Coulomb material properties 

4. Adding pastefills (high strength and low strength) in higher stope and run the model 

elastically 

5. Then run the model plastically 

Now if there would be drifts in the higher stope then: 

 

6. Excavation of drifts and run the model elastically 

7. Then run the model plastically 

8. Excavation of primary stopes and run the model elastically 

9. Run the model plastically 

10. Adding pastefill in the primary stopes and running elastically 

11. Then run the model plastically 

12. Excavation of secondary stope(s) and if waste rock would be included: 

13. Adding waste rock and run the model elastically 

14. Then run the model plastically 

But if drifts would be closed then levels 6 and 7 would have been excluded. 
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5.5 In-situ Stresses 

 

One of the key factors for numerical modeling is to add in-situ stresses in the model to 

represent the real stress state existing in the mine. For this purpose, it was decided to use 

stress measurement conducted at the Garpenberg mine with overcoring method by SINTEF. 

Results of overcoring stress measurement are presented in Table 5.2:  

 
Table 5.2  Overcoring stress measurement results by SINTEF  (Ghasemi, Y. 2012) 

Depth-m σn(Mpa) σH(Mpa) σh(Mpa) 

883 24 45.2 20.2 

967 18 26.2 10.7 

 

As it is shown in the table, stress measurements are done at depths 883 m and 967 m, 

however, the unexpected phenomenon is stresses reduction by going deeper. On the other 

hand, it was mentioned that mining is going deeper at Lappberget to more than 1200 m level 

and it implies that new stress measurement should take place because this data cannot be used 

for deeper depths; The reason is when overcoring stress measurement was plotted and stress 

regimes’ were established, then major horizontal stress would be reduced to negative values 

which is of course impossible in reality.  Overcoring stress measurement results are plotted in 

the Figures 5.5 and 5.6: 

 

 

According to these plots, if external boundary in a model would be 500˟500 m and the 

mining section locates in the middle representing e.g 1200 m depth then stress variation 

should be calculated from the bottom to the top part of the external boundary in order to 

represent the exact stress at 1200 m level as well as other levels, so if the equation for σH is 

used then the result for 1500 m will be negative which doesn’t make sense in reality: 

 

                        (           )               
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Figure 5.5  Plot of Major horizontal stress versus depth  

 

 
 

Table 5.6  Plot of Minor horizontal stress versus depth  

 

 

So it was realized that stress state might have been affected by whether mining activities 

and/or geological anomalies in those levels, however, by going deeper the stress state will 

back to its original situation which domains in most of the Scandinavian rock mass; Also 

some rock burst cases where watched at deep levels more than 1000 m which proves the 

existence of very high stresses in the rock mass.  
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All in all, Scandinavian stress state was decided to be used instead of overcoring 

measurement by SINTEF at the Garpenberg mine.  Horizontal stresses measured for 

Scandinavian rock mass are presented in Figures 5.7 and 5.8: 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure5.7  Major Horizontal Stress in Scandinavian Rock Mass  (Ghasemi, Y. 2012) 

 

 
Figure 5.8  Minor Horizontal Stress in Scandinavian Rock Mass  (Ghasemi, Y. 2012) 

 

But for vertical stress it was decided to use gravitational equation which relies on unit weight 

of the overlying rock mass and is calculated from the Equation 5.25: 

 

(Eq. 5.1)            

 

Furthermore, the orientation of the orebody is important in numerical modeling because it 

defines how stresses should be assigned in the model. In the Garpenberg, the overall 

orientation of the orebody is strike and dip of N60E/75SE (Ghasemi, Y. 2012). On the other 

hand, orientation of horizontal stresses in Scandinavian rock mass is according to the Table 

5.3. 
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Table 5.3  Orientation of the major horizontal stress in Scandinavian rock mass (Nordlund, E. 

et al,  2006) 

Stress State Orientation 

σH 130⁰ 

σh 40⁰ 

 

So it shows that σH is perpendicular to the orebody’s strike, σh is parallel to the orebody’s 

strike and σv was assumed to be vertical. On the other hand, transverse sublevel stoping is 

the used method at Lappberget mine in which stopes are distributed through the length of the 

orebody with trends perpendicular to the orebody’s strike. As a result trend of the stopes is 

parallel to the σH and perpendicular to the σh. The state of stress is shown in a simplified 

way in Figure 5.9: 

 

 
 

Figure 5.9  Stresses state with respect to the stope orientation 

5.6 Rock Mass Properties 

 

The other parameters required for numerical modeling are rock mass properties in which the 

sections are excavated and because currently transverse open-stoping is used at Lappberget 

mine, all of the stopes are excavated perpendicular to the orebody’s strike which means the 

surrounding rock of the stopes is the orebody itself. An illustration of the transverse open-

stoping at the Lappberget mine is shown in the Figure 5.10. On the other hand, The 

Garpenberg area is thought to be a volcanogenic hydrothermal ore deposit that has been 

formed by a strata bound replacement process below the sea floor in a caldera vent of a larger 

shallow marine rhyolite-dacite volcan. (Ghasemi, Y. 2012)  
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Figure 5.10  Illustration of the transverse open -stoping at the Lappberget mine  

For elastic properties of the orebody, biaxial test has been done by Dahle (2005) and Nilsson 

(2004) to determine Young’s modulus (E), Poisson’s ratio (n) and UCS. The results of elastic 

properties and UCS for the orebody are presented in the Table 5.4: 

 
Table 5.4  Biaxial test on the ore (Ghasemi, Y. 2012) 

Location Young’s Modulus (Gpa) Poisson’s ratio UCS (Mpa) Density (Kg/m3) 

Hole 1 84.7±10.4 0.15±0.03 196±65.1 3331 

Hole 2 90.7±15.6 0.15±0.04 146±14 3270 

 

 

For Mohr-Coulomb strength properties of the orebody, the RocLab software was used; the 

results of RocLab data for orebody’s strength properties are presented in the Table 5.5 

According to this table, UCS value was chosen 171 Mpa by taking average of the UCS 

results in the Table 5.4, value for Geological Strength Index (GSI) was selected 85 because 

rock mass rating (RMR) for most of the rock type in the Garpenberg area is of good quality 

and also ore zones comprise of very low joints (Ghasemi, Y. 2012). For the mi value Rhyolite 

rock type was selected and for Young’s modulus the average value was taken from the Table 

5.4. 
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Table 5.5  Results of the orebody’s strength properties  evaluation with Roclab  

Hoek Brown Classification  

 sigci 171 Mpa 

 GSI 85  

 mi 25  

 D 0  

 Ei 88000  

Hoek Brown Criterion   

 mb 14.6  

 s 0.2  

 a 0.5  

Failure Envelope Range   

 Application Tunnels  

 sig3max 16.1 MPa 

 Unit Weight 3200 Kg/m3 

 Tunnel Depth 1000 m 

Mohr-Coulomb Fit   

 c 12.1 MPa 

 phi 55.5 degrees 

Rock Mass Parameters   

 sigt -2.2 MPa 

 sigc 74.3 MPa 

 sigcm 102.6 MPa 

 Erm 81540.2 MPa 
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Summary of the elastic and strength properties for the orebody is presented in the Table 5.6 

in order to be used as Mohr-Coulomb input data in FLAC: 

 
Table 5.6  Input data for the orebody with Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion  

Mohr-Coulomb model input data for Orebody 

Density_(Kg/m3) 3300 

Bulk modulus_(Gpa) 42 

Shear_(Gpa) 38 

E_(Gpa) 88 

v 0.15 

Cohesion_(Mpa) 12 

Friction anlge 55 

Tension_(Mpa) 2.2 

 

 

 

5.7 Pastefill Properties 

 

For elastic properties of pastefill bulk modulus (K) and shear modulus (G), the results of UCS 

test on casted pastefill for the first part of the project were used for determining Young’s 

modulus. The result of UCS test for each sample included Force versus Strike so first uniaxial 

stress and axial strain were calculated with these data from Equations 5.26 and 5.27: 

 

(Eq. 5.2)                     (     )  (                ) 

 

(Eq. 5.3)                                                       

 

And then Young’s Modulus was calculated for each UCS with the average method. In the 

average method, the slope of the linear part of the axial stress-axial strain curve is calculated 

as Young’s Modulus. An illustration of this method is presented in the Figure 5.11 then 

Young’s Modulus versus UCS was plotted. This would have helped to estimate the relevant 

Young’s Modulus for the pastefill strength used at the Garpenberg. The results of Young’s 

modulus calculation for each sample of UCS test are shown in Table 5.7 and the plot of 

Young’s modulus versus UCS is shown in the Figure 5.12. 
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Figure 5.11  An illustration of the Average Young’s Modulus determination  

 
Table 5.7  E estimation for each UCS tested sample  

Sample UCS_Mpa Young's Modulus-Mpa 

3%_1 0.4 20 

3%_2 0.6 40 

3%_3 0.6 50 

4.5%_2 0.8 100 

4.5%_3 0.9 100 

5%_1 1.8 100 

5%_2 2.1 300 

5%_3 2.1 200 

7%_1 1.8 200 

7%_2 2 200 

7%_3 2.5 200 

Kul 40_1 1 80 

Kul 40_2 0.8 40 

Kul 40_3 0.8 90 

Kul 60_1 1.1 100 

Kul 60_2 1.1 80 

Kul 60_3 1 100 

Merit3500_1 0.5 60 

Merit3500_2 0.5 50 

Merit3500_3 0.5 40 

Merit5000_1 1.3 200 

Merit5000_2 1.4 100 

Merit5000_3 1.2 200 
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Figure 5.12  Plot of Young’s Modulus versus UCS 

Now it would have been possible to estimate E according to the pastefill’s UCS at the 

Garpenberg and then K and G would have been calculated by Equation 5.28 and 5.29 

(Nordlund, E. et al, 2006) 

 

 

(Eq. 5.4)        
 

 (    )
 

 

 

(Eq. 5.5)       
 

 (   )
  

 

 

It should be mentioned that Poisson’s ratio was assumed 0.35; due to the lack of exact data 

for Poisson’s ratio value for the Garpenberg mine bulk and shear module values (K= 110 

Mpa and G= 37 Mpa) for pastefill presented in example three of Example Applications 

chapter in FLAC’s manual was used and with back calculation the Poisson’s ratio value was 

determined.   

But for strength properties, Models are divided into two categories of with pillars and without 

pillars as it was mentioned earlier in this chapter. It was also mentioned that once strength 

properties of the pastefill is found by considering the fact of pillar’s shear stress on the 

pastefill surfaces and maximum tensile strength. Then sensitivity analyses are performed for 

geometry in each section. Details of these analyzing methods are described in the following:  
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For sections with Pillar, and considering pillar’s shear stress and maximum tensile strength 

for the pastefill it was assumed that pillar is failed due to excavation of primary and then 

secondary stopes excavations so that it is hanged from the roof as a dead weight and pastefill 

should support it and prevent of its downward displacement (Nyström, A. 2013). Thereafter, 

it was considered that weight of pillar causes shear stress on the sides in contact with pastefill 

pillar; so shear stress induced by pillar on one side of the pastefill’s pillar was calculated 

through the Equation 5.30: 

 

(Eq. 5.6)                      
                

                                         
 

 

According to the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion, the shear strength along a potential sliding 

plane can thereafter be defined as (Nordlund, E. et al, 2006): 

 

(Eq. 5.7)     

                                             (       ) 

                                     

                                           

                                                                  

 

Then it was assumed if the sliding surface between broken pillar of ore and pastefill’s pillar 

would be 90⁰ degree then σn is zero in the Equation 5.31 Which result in: 

 

(Eq. 5.8)          

 

When cohesion was calculated by above calculations, then friction angle can be calculated by 

concept of UCS. At the Garpenberg, UCS of pastefill is around 1 Mpa and for Mohr-

Coulomb failure criterion UCS can be calculated by Equation 5.33 (Nordlund, E. et al. 2006): 

 

(Eq. 5.9)                 (
 

 
 

 

 
)    

 

By having cohesion and friction angle calculated, tensile strength can be calculated by 

Equation 5.34 (Itasca, 2011): 

 

(Eq. 5.10)                                 
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However, for sensitivity analyses a set of initial strength properties were suggested to begin 

with comprising of UCS 1 Mpa, friction angle 28 degrees and tensile strength 100 Kpa and 

then critical tensile strength would be found (Marklund, P-I. 2013). Afterwards, cohesion 

value reduced to find critical cohesion and UCS as well. 

For Section without Pillar, and considering maximum tensile strength there are two types of 

pastefill as high strength and low strength in the models; It was assumed that pastefill with 

high strength has 1 Mpa UCS and the one with low strength has 700 Kpa UCS (sometimes, it 

changed to 900 Kpa because deformation was very high). Then cohesion was calculated by 

using Equation 5.33 (UCS) on the condition that friction angle was assumed 30⁰, 28⁰ or 25⁰ 

degrees relating to the sections’ geometry in order to prevent the deformation and also causes 

reasonable stress distribution in the pastefills to prevent of their failures. By having cohesion 

and friction angle then tensile strength would have been calculated with the Equation 5.34.  

 

Nonetheless for sensitivity analyses first the proposed strength properties (UCS 1 Mpa, 

friction angle 28 degrees and tensile strength 100 Kpa) were tried for both high and low 

strength pastefill and after finding the critical tensile strength which is actually for the high 

strength pastefill, cohesion for the low strength pastefill areas were reduced in order to find 

critical UCS for the low strength pastefill. In the third step, the critical low strength pastefill 

were used while high strength pastefill’s cohesion was reducing to find critical strength 

properties for the high strength pastefill. It should be mentioned that tensile strength were 

assigned maximum equal to the cohesion but not higher for sensitivity analyses. 

For elastic properties, K and G, first E was determined according to the figure x1 because 

UCS was determined for the high and low strength pastefills and by considering Poisson’s 

ratio 0.35 then it would have been possible to calculate K and G according to the Equations 

5.28 and 5.29.  

 

5.8 Waste Rock Properties 

 

It was decided to use FLAC’s material properties database for waste rock material properties. 

The point is waste rock material has very low cohesion so mixture of gravel and sand in the 

category of soil-gravel was selected for this purpose. The material properties for waste rock 

are presented in the Table 5.8 
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Table 5.8  Material properties for waste rock  

Material Properties Value 

Density-(kg/m3) 2000 

K-(Mpa) 10 

G-(Mpa) 6 

Cohesion-(Pa) 3000 

Tension-(pa) 0 

Friction angle 38 

 

It should be mentioned that, these properties are the default properties for mixture of gravel 

and sand in the FLAC, however, as this material was considered too much soft that showed 

very high displacement in some of the models and made FLAC to prompt the error of ‘’bad 

geometry’’. The reason was very high deformation tore grids even in very grid size. As a 

result, material properties were modified to sustain under very high loading condition. In the 

Table 5.9 the modified material properties for waste rock is shown: 

 

 
Table 5.9  Modified material properties  

Material Properties Value 

Density-(kg/m3) 2500 

K-(Gpa) 10 

G-(Gpa) 10 

Cohesion-(Pa) 3000-5000 

Tension-(pa) 0 

Friction angle 38 

 

 

5.9 Pillar Material Properties 

 

For the section with pillars, the same rock type as orebody was assigned for running the 

models until the stage before the last plastic run when secondary stope would have been 

excavated and ran elastically. At this stage, sig 2 plot (minor principal stress) was checked to 

determine the average tensile stress (almost in the middle of tension zone) at the top part of 

the pillar where pillar was connected to the surrounding rock. Then a new Mohr-Coulomb 

material was created for running the model plastically in the last stage with a new tensile 

strength as the sum of the determined average tensile stress (at previous elastic stage) and 

original tensile strength of the orebody; This action causes more support for pillar to behave 
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elastically in all part or most of the pillar. Although the real support system does not cause 

such a high tensile strength in the rock, it provides a mean for estimating the upper limit 

values for strength properties of the pastefill. 

In fact, dead weight of the pillar may cause two types of failures, one is shear failure in the 

pastefill which causes pastefill cannot represent its frictioning function and as a result pillar 

will be collapsed as well. One the other hand, weight of the pillar induces significant tensile 

stress throughout the pillar which requires installation of support system like rock bolt to 

enhance tensile strength of the rock mass in the pillar. 

For better understanding look at the example below in one of the models; as it is shown in 

Figure 5.13, σ2 reaches to 10 Mpa in upper corner of the pillar in elastic run of the model 

after excavation of the secondary stope and it is almost 5-6 Mpa in the middle of the tension 

zone. For the next stage of plastic running the model, a tensile strength higher than this value 

would have been chosen (8 Mpa in this case) to prevent of complete or major tensile failure 

thoughout the pillar. Illustration of the tension plot after running the model plastically in the 

last stage is shown in the Figure 5.14.  

For better undersatnding about tensile failure, the plot of the tensile strength (tension plot) for 

Mohr-Coulomb model is used in this report. The reason is that when tensile stress exceeds 

tensile strength FLAC changes the color of those areas to one representing zero tensile 

strenght so it can be easily judged which areas are failed under by tensile failure. For example 

in Figure 5.13, the area above of the pillar in the orebody is failed by tensile failure and the 

color is changed to red which equals to zero tensile strength. 

 

 

 
Figure 5.13  Tensile stress (σ2) concentration in the pillar  
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Figure 5.14  Tension plot after running the last stage plastically  

 

Figure 5.14 also shows that by increase in tensile strength of the rock mass (ore) in the pillar 

area, tensile failure does not occur in the pillar and only above of it. 

 

5.10 Building models 

 

5.10.1   External Boundary 

 

The finite difference method like FLAC is based on a discretization of all materials in the 

whole model. Therefore, a finite model size has to be defined. The boundaries of the model 

are artificial, and will therefore impose a disturbance to the model. To limit the disturbance 

from the artificial boundaries the size of the model has to be chosen such that it will be not 

too small and not too large. In a small model the artificial boundaries will disturb the solution 

in the area of interest and it will be difficult to isolate the behavior caused by, the studied 

opening or slope and boundaries. In a too large model, the disturbances from the artificial 

boundaries will be small and negligible, but the calculation time will be too long. One rule of 

thumb is to choose the size of the model more than three times of the maximum height or 

width of the real opening geometry from each side of the opening (Compendium for design 

of rock constructions, 2012).  For this project, external boundaries were chosen 5 times 

bigger than the maximum total height or width of the sections. In the Figure 5.15 the 

proportion between internal and external boundaries is shown: 
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Figure 5.15  Proportion between external and internal boundar ies 

 

 

5.10.2   Grid Generation  

 

The intention of grid generation is to fit the model grid to the physical region under study. 

When deciding on the geometric extent of the grid and the number of elements to specify, 

two aspects must be considered: 

 

1. How will the location of the grid boundaries influence model results? 

2. What density of zoning is required for an accurate solution in the region of interest? 

 

The highest density of zoning should be in regions of high stress or strain gradients (e.g. In 

the vicinity of excavations). For greatest accuracy, the aspect ratio of zone dimensions should 

also be as near unity as possible; anything above 5:1 is potentially inaccurate. However, high 

aspect-ratio zones are quite acceptable in regions of low strain gradient, such as remote 

boundary regions. The primary dilemma the user faces when generating grids is the difficulty 

of satisfying both the requirement to minimize boundary influence, and to provide sufficient 

zoning in the region of interest. It is not advisable to have large jumps in zone size between 

different regions of the grid. In fact, for reasonable accuracy, the ratio between areas of 

adjacent zones should not exceed roughly 4:1. It is better to use a smooth variation and grade 

50 m 

250 m 
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the zoning from a fine mesh in the region of interest to a coarse mesh near the boundaries 

(Itasca, 2011). 

For building the models for this project, it was suggested that grid’s size in the area of interest 

(excavations) would be no bigger than 0.5 m ˟ 0.5 m, which meant a density multiplier of 10 

˟ 10 should have been applied inside of the areas of interest and in close surrounding area, 

however, a density multiplier of 2 ˟ 2 was selected in the areas close to the external 

boundaries. And illustrations of the grid generation for one of the models are shown in the 

Figures 5.16. 

 

 

 
Figure 5.16  An illustration for grid generation with the density multiplier of 10˟10 in the 

areas of interest as well as close surrounding areas and 2˟2 for areas close to the external 

boundary 
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6 Sensitivity analyses 

 

6.1 Section 1-15-15 

 

Sensitivity analyses for this section started with the suggested strength properties with UCS 1 

Mpa, friction angle 28 degrees and tensile strength 100 Kpa (Marklund, P-I. 2013); and 

according to the model behavior strength properties were modified to find critical strength 

properties. It was suggested that friction angle would have been constant in all of the models 

and cohesion was changed which produced different UCS as well. It should be clarified that 

critical strength properties means a set of strength properties that failure in terms of 

unexpected deformation occurs in values lower than them. It was also suggested to set initial 

tensile strength value equal to one tenth of the UCS (σt=σc/10) and it would have been 

changed regarding the model’s behavior.  

For this purpose, the model was run with the initial properties but it did not fail so tensile 

strength was reduced to find critical tensile strength for UCS of 1 Mpa, however, even with 

tensile strength of zero the model was stable which implied that this model’s failure is not 

dependent to the tensile strength. For the next step cohesion was reduced in several levels and 

in each level two tensile strength values were tried, one equal to UCS/10 and the other one 

was result of the Mohr Coulomb failure criterion’s tensile strength equation: 

 

(Eq. 6.1)           
(       )

(      )
 

 

Finally critical strength properties were found by UCS 500 Kpa, friction angle 28 degrees, 

cohesion 150 Kpa and tensile strength 50 Kpa. In the Table 6.1, all of the tried strength 

properties are presented: 
 

Table 6.1  Strength properties for section 1-15-15 

UCS-Pa Friction 
angle 

Cohesion-
Pa 

Tensile Strength 
fill-Pa 

Tensile Strength 
Pillar-Pa 

Displacement-
Cm 

100000
0 

28 300430 100000 2.20E+06 -14.6 

100000
0 

28 300430 50000 2.20E+06 -14.8 

100000
0 

28 300430 20000 2.20E+06 -15 

100000
0 

28 300430 0 2.20E+06 -15 

100000
0 

28 300430 361033 2.20E+06 -16 

665712 28 200000 60000 2.20E+06 -17 
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665712 28 200000 20000 2.20E+06 -17 

665712 28 200000 240344 2.20E+06 -24 

499284 28 150000 50000 2.20E+06 No equilibrium 

499284 28 150000 180258 2.20E+06 -40 

332856 28 100000 10000 2.20E+06 bad geometry 

332856 28 100000 30000 2.20E+06 bad geometry 

332856 28 100000 120172 2.20E+06 bad geometry 

 

 

In the Figures 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, the difference in models’ deformation at the below of critical 

properties (UCS 332856 Pa, C 100 Kpa and σt= 30 Kpa), at the critical properties (UCS 

499284 Pa, C 150 Kpa and σt= 50 Kpa) and higher than critical properties (UCS 665712 Pa, 

C 200 Kpa and σt= 60 Kpa)   are shown. According to the these figures, the model is totally 

failed for lower than critical strength properties which means this strength set cannot provide 

stability, however, deformation gets better by enhancing the strength properties to the critical 

and higher than critical strength properties: 

 

 
 

Figure 6.1  Model deformation below of  critical strength properties  
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Figure 6.2  Model deformation at the critical strength properties  

 

 
Figure 6.3  Model deformation a higher than critical strength properties  

 

Situation for tensile strength are compared in the Figures 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 for the models 

below of the critical properties (UCS 332856 Pa, C 100 Kpa and σt= 30 Kpa)  , at the critical 

properties (UCS 499284 Pa, C 150 Kpa and σt= 50 Kpa)  and higher than critical properties 

(UCS 665712 Pa, C 200 Kpa and σt= 60 Kpa). These plots which are tensile strength 

property of the Mohr Coulomb failure criterion can represent whether tensile failure has 

occurred in the models because when tensile strength would have been exceeded by σ2 which 

is the minor principal stress then FLAC changes the color of those areas to the red 

representing zero tensile strength. The plots show that tensile failure occurs massively almost 
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in all part of the pastefill as well as top part of the ore pillar for lower than critical strength 

properties, however, it reduces for the critical and higher than critical strength properties. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6.4  Tension plot for the model below of the critical strength properties  

 

 

 
Figure 6.5  Tension plot for the model at the critical strength properties  
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Figure 6.6  Tension plot for the model above of the critical strength properties  

Plasticity states for these models are also compared in the Figures 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9. The plots 

also prove that tensile failure reduces from the model with the strength properties lower than 

the critical values to the model with the strength properties higher than the critical ones: 

 

 

 
Figure 6.7  Plasticity plot for the model lower than critical strength properties  
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Figure 6.8  Plasticity plot for the model at the critical strength properties  

 

 

 
Figure 6.9  Plasticity plot for the model lower than the critical strength properties  
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6.2 Section 2-15-15 

 

Sensitivity analyses for this section started with the suggested strength properties with UCS 1 

Mpa, friction angle 28 degrees and tensile strength 100 Kpa; and according to the model 

behavior strength properties were modified to find critical strength properties. Friction angle 

has been kept constant in all of the models and cohesion was changed which produced 

different UCS values as well. Initial tensile strength value was set to one tenth of the UCS 

(σt=σc/10) and it was changed regarding the model’s behavior.  

For this purpose, the model was run with the initial properties but it failed so tensile strength 

was increased to find critical tensile strength for UCS of 1 Mpa and finally the model got 

stable at 140 Kpa. For the next step cohesion was reduced in several levels and in each level 

two tensile strength values were tried, one equal to UCS/10 and the other one was result of 

the Mohr Coulomb failure criterion’s tensile strength equation. Finally critical strength 

properties were found by UCS 666 Kpa, friction angle 28 degrees, cohesion 200 Kpa and 

tensile strength 240344 Kpa. In the Table 6.2, all of the tried strength properties are 

presented: 

 
Table 6.2  Strength properties for the section 2 -15-15 

UCS-Pa Friction 
angle 

Cohesion-
Pa 

Tensile Strength 
fill-Pa 

Tensile Strength 
Pillar-Pa 

Displacement-
Cm 

100000
0 

28 300430 100000 2.20E+06 Bad Geometry 

100000
0 

28 300430 135000 2.20E+06 Bad Geometry 

100000
0 

28 300430 140000 2.20E+06 -14.8 

100000
0 

28 300430 150000 2.20E+06 -14.5 

100000
0 

28 300430 200000 2.20E+06 -15 

100000
0 

28 300430 361033 2.20E+06 -17 

665712 28 200000 66571 2.20E+06 Bad Geometry 

665712 28 200000 240344 2.20E+06 -24 

499284 28 150000 49928 2.20E+06 bad geometry 

499284 28 150000 180258 2.20E+06 bad geometry 

332856 28 100000 33286 2.20E+06 bad geometry 

332856 28 100000 120172 2.20E+06 bad geometry 
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In the Figures 6.10, 6.11, 6.12, the difference in models’ deformation at the below of critical 

properties (UCS 499284 Pa, C 150 Kpa and σt= 180 Kpa), at the critical properties (UCS 

665712 Pa, C 200 Kpa and σt= 240 Kpa) and higher than critical properties (UCS 1 Mpa, C 

300 Kpa and σt= 360 Kpa)   are shown. According to the these figures, the model is totally 

failed for lower than critical strength properties which means this strength set cannot provide 

stability, however, bad deformation is prevented  by enhancing the strength properties to the 

critical and higher than critical strength properties: 

 

 
 

Figure 6.10  Model deformation in lower than critical strength properties  

 
 

Figure 6.11  Model deformation at the critical strength properties  
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Figure 6.12  Model deformation for higher than the critical strength properties  

Situation for tensile strength are compared in the Figures 6.13, 6.14 and 6.15 for the models 

below of the critical properties, at the critical properties and higher than critical properties. 

The plots show that existence of the waste rock layer within the pastefill has helped to 

prevent massive tensile failure within model for even lower than the critical strength 

properties but tensile failure at the top part of the pillar still occurs due to the high tensile 

stress in that part which exceeded tensile strength of the model: 

 

 

 
Figure 6.13  Tension plot for the model below of the critical strength properties  
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Figure 6.14  Tension plot for the model at the  critical strength properties  

 
 

Figure 6.15  Tension plot for the model higher  than the critical strength properties  

 

Plasticity states for these models are also compared in the Figures 6.16, 6.17 and 6.18.  The 

plots show that existence of the waste rock layer within the pastefill really helps to prevent 

massive tensile failure compared to the section 1-15-15, however, considerable shear yielding 

occurs in the model with lower than critical strength properties and failure reduces to mostly 

elastic yielding by increase in the strength properties: 
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Figure 6.16  Plasticity plot for the model with lower than critical strength properties  

 

 
Figure 6.17  Plasticity plot for the model at the critical strength properties  
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Figure 6.18  Plasticity plot for the model with higher than critical strength properties  

 

6.3 Section 3-15-15 

 

Sensitivity analyses for this section started with the suggested strength properties with UCS 1 

Mpa, friction angle 28 degrees and tensile strength 100 Kpa; and according to the model 

behavior strength properties were modified to find critical strength properties. Friction angle 

has been kept constant in all of the models and cohesion was changed which produced 

different UCS values as well. Initial tensile strength value was set to one tenth of the UCS 

(σt=σc/10) and it was changed regarding the model’s behavior.  

For this purpose, the model was run with the initial properties but it failed so tensile strength 

was increased to find critical tensile strength for UCS of 1 Mpa and finally the model got 

stable at 170 Kpa. The strange thing was for the tensile strength of 150 Kpa the model was 

stable, however for 160 Kpa the model showed unexpected deformation above of the waste 

rock layer and again for 170 Kpa and higher it was stable so maybe for 160 Kpa the grid 

size/ratio was in a way that the model deformed like that. For the next step cohesion was 

reduced in several levels and in each level two tensile strength values were tried, one equal to 

UCS/10 and the other one was result of the Mohr Coulomb failure criterion’s tensile strength 

equation. Finally critical strength properties were found by UCS 830 Kpa, friction angle 28 

degrees, cohesion 250 Kpa and tensile strength 300 Kpa. In the Table 6.3, all of the tried 

strength properties are presented: 
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Table 6.3  Strength properties for the section 3 -15-15 

UCS-Pa Friction 
angle 

Cohesion-
Pa 

Tensile Strength 
fill-Pa 

Tensile Strength 
Pillar-Pa 

Displacement-
Cm 

100000
0 

28 300430 100000 2.20E+06 bad geometry 
and no 
equilibrium 

100000
0 

28 300430 145000 2.20E+06 bad geometry 

100000
0 

28 300430 150000 2.20E+06 No equilibrium 
but not bad 
geometry 

100000
0 

28 300430 160000 2.20E+06 bad geometry 

100000
0 

28 300430 170000 2.20E+06 No equilibrium 
but not bad 
geometry 

100000
0 

28 300430 361033 2.20E+06 -24 

832140 28 250000 83214 2.20E+06 bad geometry 

832140 28 250000 300430 2.20E+06 -37 

665712 28 200000 66571 2.20E+06 bad geometry 

665712 28 200000 240344 2.20E+06 bad geometry 

 

 

 

In the Figures 6.19, 6.20, 6.21, the difference in models’ deformation at the below of critical 

properties (UCS 665712 Pa, C 200 Kpa and σt= 240 Kpa), at the critical properties (UCS 

832140 Pa, C 250 Kpa and σt= 300 Kpa) and higher than critical properties (UCS 1 Mpa, C 

300 Kpa and σt= 360 Kpa)   are shown. According to the these figures, the model with lower 

strength properties than critical was failed with bad deformation especially in the middle 

pastefill pillar which means this strength set cannot provide stability for the model, however,  

bad deformation is prevented  by enhancing the strength properties in the critical and higher 

than critical strength properties: 
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Figure 6.19  Model deformation in lower than critical strength properties  

 

 

 
Figure 6.20  Model deformation at the  critical strength properties  
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Figure 6.21  Model deformation for higher than the critical strength properties  

Situation for tensile strength are compared in the Figures 6.22, 6.23 and 6.24 for the models 

below of the critical properties, at the critical properties and higher than critical properties. 

The plots show that existence of the waste rock layer within the pastefill pillars really helped 

to prevent massive tensile failure even in the model lower than the critical strength properties 

but low strength properties in the model with lower than critical strength properties caused 

serious tensile failure within the ore pillars which was reduced in the later models by 

increasing of the strength properties: 

 

 

 
Figure 6.22  Tension plot for the model below of the critical strength properties  
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Figure 6.23  Tension plot for the model at the critical strength properties  

 

 
Figure 6.24  Tension plot for the model higher than the critical strength properties  
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Plasticity states for these models are also compared in the Figures 6.25, 6.26 and 6.27.  The 

plots show that when strength properties are too much low e.g. lower than the critical strength 

properties then significant shear failure occurred in the pastefill pillars and even in the side 

pillars. Besides, tensile failure also occurs through the ore pillar significantly. By 

strengthening of the strength properties, shear failure reduces and limited only in the middle 

pastefill pillar and tensile failure reduces to only top part of the ore pillars. 

 

 

 
Figure 6.25  Plasticity plot for the model with lower than critical strength properties  

 

 
Figure 6.26  Plasticity plot for the model at the critical strength properties  
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Figure 6.27  Plasticity plot for the model with higher than critical strength properties  

 

 

6.4 Section 4-15-15 

 

Sensitivity analyses for this section started with the suggested strength properties with UCS 1 

Mpa, friction angle 28 degrees and tensile strength 100 Kpa; and according to the model 

behavior strength properties were modified to find critical strength properties. Friction angle 

has been kept constant in all of the models and cohesion was changed which produced 

different UCS values as well. Initial tensile strength value was set to one tenth of the UCS 

(σt=σc/10) and it was changed regarding the model’s behavior.  

For this purpose, the model was run with the initial properties but it failed so tensile strength 

was increased to find critical tensile strength for UCS of 1 Mpa and finally the model got 

stable at 140 Kpa. For the next step cohesion was reduced in several levels and in each level 

two tensile strength values were tried, one equal to UCS/10 and the other one was result of 

the Mohr Coulomb failure criterion’s tensile strength equation. Finally critical strength 

properties were found by UCS 666 Kpa, friction angle 28 degrees, cohesion 200 Kpa and 

tensile strength 240 Kpa. In the Table 6.4, all of the tried strength properties are presented: 
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Table 6.4  Strength Properties for the section 4 -15-15 

UCS
-

KPa 

Frictio
n 
angle 

Cohe
sion-
Pa 

Tensile 
Strength 
fill-KPa 

Tensile 
Strength 
Pillar-MPa 

Displacement
_ Left 
Pillar_Cm 

Displacement
_ Right 
Pillar_Cm 

Waste rock 
Swelling_(C
m) 

100
0 

28 3004
30 

100 2.2 Bad 
Geometry 

Bad Geometry Bad 
Geometry 

100
0 

28 3004
30 

130 2.2 Bad 
Geometry 

Bad Geometry Bad 
Geometry 

100
0 

28 3004
30 

140 2.2 -16 -17 10 

100
0 

28 3004
30 

150 2.2 -15.8 -16.5 10 

100
0 

28 3004
30 

160 2.2 -15.5 -16 10 

100
0 

28 3004
30 

170 2.2 -16 -17 10 

100
0 

28 3004
30 

361 2.2 -32 -17 10 

666 28 2000
00 

66 2.2 Bad 
Geometry 

Bad Geometry Bad 
Geometry 

666 28 2000
00 

240 2.2 -43 -26 10 

500 28 1500
00 

50 2.2 Bad 
Geometry 

Bad Geometry Bad 
Geometry 

500 28 1500
00 

180 2.2 Bad 
Geometry 

Bad Geometry Bad 
Geometry 

 

 

In the Figures 6.28, 6.29, 6.30, the difference in models’ deformation at the below of critical 

properties (UCS 500 Kpa, C 150 Kpa and σt= 180 Kpa), at the critical properties (UCS 666 

Kpa, C 200 Kpa and σt= 240 Kpa) and higher than critical properties (UCS 1 Mpa, C 300 

Kpa and σt= 360 Kpa)   are shown. According to the these figures, the model with lower 

strength properties than critical was  failed with bad deformation especially in the middle and 

right side pastefill pillars which means this strength set cannot provide stability for the model 

but it should be considered that existence of the waste rock did not let catastrophic 

deformation occurs in the left side of the model, however,  bad deformation is prevented  by 

enhancing the strength properties in the critical and higher than critical strength properties: 
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Figure 6.28  Model deformation in lower than critical strength properties  

 

 

 
Figure 6.29  Model deformation at the critical strength properties  
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Figure 6.30  Model deformation for higher than the critical strength properties  

 

Situation for tensile strength are compared in the Figures 6.31, 6.32 and 6.33 for the models 

below of the critical properties, at the critical properties and higher than critical properties. 

The plots show that tensile failure occurs significantly in the left ore pillar but only at the top 

part of the right pillar for the model with lower strength properties than the critical, 

nonetheless, tensile failure in the ore pillars reduced only at the upper half of them in the 

models with critical and higher than critical strength properties: 

 

 

 
Figure 6.31  Tension plot for the model below of the critical strength properties  
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Figure 6.32  Tension plot for the model at the critical strength properties  

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6.33  Tension plot for the model higher than the critical strength propertie s 
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Plasticity state for these models are also compared in the Figures 6.34, 6.35 And 6.36.  The 

plots show that when strength properties are too much low e.g. lower than the critical strength 

properties then significant shear failure occurred in the middle and right side pastefill pillars, 

however, waste rock prevents of shear failure not tensile failure in the left pastefill pillar. 

Besides, tensile failure also occurs through the left ore pillar significantly. By strengthening 

of the strength properties, shear failure reduces and limited only in the lower half of the 

middle and right side pastefill pillars for the critical strength properties and only in the lower 

half of the middle pastefill pillar for the model with higher than critical strength properties. 

 

 
 

Figure 6.34  Plasticity plot for the model with lower strength properties than critical  
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Figure 6.35  Plasticity plot for the model with the critical strength properties  

 

 

 
Figure 6.36  Plasticity plot for the model with lower strength properties than critical  
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6.5 Section 5-15-15 

 

This section included two types of the pastefill, one as high strength pastefill and the other 

one as low strength pastefill. For sensitivity analyses first the strength properties that were 

suggested as initial data (UCS 1 Mpa, friction angle 28 and tensile strength 100 Kpa) were 

tried for both types of the pastefills and tensile strength was modified several times to find the 

critical tensile strength that can provide stability. Then, cohesion for the low strength pastefill 

were reduced to find the critical UCS for the low strength pastefill on the condition that high 

strength pastefill had the initial suggested strength properties but with the critical tensile 

strength. According to this, critical tensile strength for suggested initial properties was found 

120 Kpa, however, it has got clear that changing the cohesion in order to find critical strength 

for the low strength pastefill did not affect the stability at all; the reason was the low strength 

pastefill did not act like a real pillar and it was located above of the high strength pastefill in 

the model and at the bottom of the model which only took low level of load from the walls. 

Finally, it was tried to find the critical strength properties for the high strength pastefill by 

reducing cohesion. It should be mentioned that in this model low strength pastefill did not 

affect the stability so both of the high and low strength pastefills had the same properties in 

the last step until it showed  the critical cohesion is 200 Kpa (UCS 666 Kpa). The strength 

properties for finding critical tensile strength for the suggested properties, finding critical low 

strength pastefill and critical high strength pastefill are shown in the Table 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7 

respectively: 

 
Table 6.5  Strength properties for finding critical tensile strength for suggested properties  

High Strength Fill       

UCS_Pa 1000000 1000000 1000000 1000000 1000000 1000000 

Friction angle 28 28 28 28 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 300430 300430 300430 300430 300430 300430 

Tensile Strength-Pa 100000 110000 120000 130000 140000 150000 

Low Strength Fill        

UCS_Pa 1000000 1000000 1000000 1000000 1000000 1000000 

Friction angle 28 28 28 28 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 300430 300430 300430 300430 300430 300430 

Tensile Strength-Pa 100000 110000 120000 130000 140000 150000 

Drift roof 
displacement_Cm 

Bad Geometry Bad Geometry 0 0 0 0 

Stope roof displ_Cm Bad Geometry Bad Geometry -0.6 0 0 0 

Stope bottom 
displ_Cm 

Bad Geometry Bad Geometry 0 0 0 0 
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Table 6.6  Finding critical low strength pastefill’s properties  

High Strength Fill    

UCS_Pa 1000000 1000000 1000000 

Friction angle 28 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 300430 300430 300430 

Tensile Strength-Pa 120000 120000 120000 

Low Strength Fill    

UCS_Pa 665712 665712 332856 

Friction angle 28 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 200000 200000 100000 

Tensile Strength-Pa 80000 20000 10000 

Drift roof displacement_Cm -1 -1.1 -1.1 

Stope roof displ_Cm -1.3 -1.5 -1.5 

Stope bottom displ_Cm -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 

 
Table 6.7  Finding critical High strength pastefill’s properties  

High Strength Fill     

UCS_Pa 332856 332856 665712 665712 

Friction angle 28 28 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 100000 100000 200000 200000 

Tensile Strength-Pa 50000 100000 100000 200000 

Low Strength Fill     

UCS_Pa 332856 332856 665712 665712 

Friction angle 28 28 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 100000 100000 200000 200000 

Tensile Strength-Pa 50000 100000 100000 200000 

Drift roof displacement_Cm Bad Geometry Bad Geometry Bad Geometry 0 

Stope roof displ_Cm Bad Geometry Bad Geometry Bad Geometry 0 

Stope bottom displ_Cm Bad Geometry Bad Geometry Bad Geometry 0 
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In the Figures 6.37 and 6.38 deformation of the models are shown for lower than the critical 

tensile strength and at the critical tensile strength for the step in which the suggested 

properties were used. As it is shown, the pastefill at the top of the open stope sags down 

considerably for lower than critical tensile strength of 110 Kpa, however, it is stable at the 

critical tensile strength of 120 Kpa. 

 

 

 
Figure 6.37  Deformation for the model with lower than critical tensile strength for the 

suggested properties  

 

 
Figure 6.38  Deformation for the model at the critical tensile strength for the suggested 

properties 
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In Figures 6.39 and 6.40 deformations are shown for finding critical cohesion and UCS for 

the high strength pastefill at lower than critical properties with cohesion 100 Kpa and at the 

critical properties with the cohesion 200 Kpa. It shows that at lower than critical cohesion 

very bad deformation occurs in the model but it was prevented in the model with critical 

cohesion. 

 

 
 

Figure 6.39  Deformation for lower than critical strength of the high strength pastefill  

 
 

Figure 6.40  Deformation at the critical strength of the high strength pastefill  
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In the Figures 6.41 and 6.42 tension plots of the models are shown for lower than the critical 

tensile strength with 110 Kpa and at the critical tensile strength with 120 Kpa for the step in 

which the suggested properties were used. As it is shown, tensile strength is exceeded in the 

area that pastefill is failed and sagged down in the model with lower tensile strength than 

critical; nonetheless, tensile failure was prevented at the critical tensile strength. 

 

 
 

Figure 6.41  Tension plot for the model with lower than critical tensile strength for the initial 

suggested properties  

 
 

Figure 6.42  Tension plot for the model at the critical tensile strength for the initial suggested 

properties 
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In Figures 6.43 and 6.44 tension plots are shown for finding critical cohesion and UCS for the 

high strength pastefill at lower than critical properties with cohesion 100 Kpa and at the 

critical properties with the cohesion 200 Kpa. According to the Figures, it shows that tensile 

strength is exceeded at the place of the pastefill’s sagging for the model with lower than 

critical cohesion, however, it does not occur for the model with the critical cohesion. 

 

 

 
Figure 6.43  Tension plot for the model with lower cohesion than critical for high str ength 

pastefill  

 

 
Figure 6.44  Tension plot for the model with the critical cohesion for high strength pastefill  
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Plasticity plots are shown in the Figures 6.45 and 6.46 for the models with lower than the 

critical tensile strength with 110 Kpa and at the critical tensile strength with 120 Kpa for the 

step in which the suggested properties were used. These plots show that tensile failure has 

occurred significantly in the part that pastefill is sagging down for lower than critical tensile 

strength, however, tension failure is reduced significantly by increase to the critical tensile 

strength. 

 

 

 
Figure 6.45  Plasticity plot for the model with lower than critical tensile stre ngth for the initial 

suggested properties  

 

 
Figure 6.46  Plasticity plot for the model at the critical tensile strength for the initial 

suggested properties  
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Plasticity plot are also shown in the Figures 6.47 and 6.48 for finding critical cohesion and 

UCS for the high strength pastefill at lower than critical properties with cohesion 100 Kpa 

and at the critical properties with the cohesion 200 Kpa. The plot for lower than critical 

cohesion shows tensile failure occurs and causes the high strength pastefill to sag down 

significantly but this situation was prevented when cohesion increases to the critical value. 

 

 

 
Figure 6.47  Plasticity plot for the model with lower cohesion than critical for high strength 

pastefill  

 

 
Figure 6.48  Plasticity plot for the model with the critical cohesion for high strength pastefill  
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6.6 Section 6-15-15 

 

This section included two types of the pastefill, one as high strength pastefill and the other 

one as low strength pastefill. For sensitivity analyses first the strength properties that were 

suggested as initial data (UCS 1 Mpa, friction angle 28 and tensile strength 100 Kpa) were 

tried for both types of the pastefills and tensile strength was modified several times to find the 

critical tensile strength that can provide stability. Then, cohesion for the low strength pastefill 

were reduced to find the critical UCS for the low strength pastefill on the condition that high 

strength pastefill had the initial suggested strength properties but with the critical tensile 

strength. According to this, critical tensile strength for suggested initial properties was found 

70 Kpa, however, it has got clear from the section 5-15-15 changing the cohesion in order to 

find critical strength for the low strength pastefill did not affect the stability at all because the 

low strength pastefill did not act like a real pillar and it was located above of the high strength 

pastefill in the model and at the bottom of the model which only took low level of load from 

the walls, as a result, only one set of strength properties were tried to ensure the low strength 

pastefill does not affect the stability. Finally, it was tried to find the critical strength 

properties for the high strength pastefill by reducing cohesion. It should be mentioned that in 

this model low strength pastefill did not affect the stability so both of the high and low 

strength pastefills had the same properties in the last step until it showed  the critical cohesion 

is 100 Kpa (UCS 333 Kpa). The strength properties for finding critical tensile strength for the 

suggested properties, finding critical low strength pastefill and critical high strength pastefill 

are shown in the Table 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10 respectively: 
 

Table 6.8  Strength properties for finding critical tensile strength for suggested properties  

High Strength Fill      

UCS_Pa 1000000 1000000 1000000 1000000 1000000 

Friction angle 28 28 28 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 300430 300430 300430 300430 300430 

Tensile Strength-Pa 100000 70000 60000 50000 30000 

Low Strength Fill       

UCS_Pa 1000000 1000000 1000000 1000000 1000000 

Friction angle 28 28 28 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 300430 300430 300430 300430 300430 

Tensile Strength-Pa 100000 70000 60000 50000 30000 

Stope roof displ_Cm -2.5 -2.6 bad geometry bad geometry bad geometry 

Stope bottom displ_Cm -0.1 -0.1 bad geometry bad geometry bad geometry 
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Table 6.9  Finding critical low strength pastefill’s properties  

High Strength Fill  

UCS_Pa 1000000 

Friction angle 28 

Cohesion-Pa 300430 

Tensile Strength-Pa 70000 

Low Strength Fill  

UCS_Pa 665712 

Friction angle 28 

Cohesion-Pa 200000 

Tensile Strength-Pa 20000 

Stope roof displ_Cm -2.6 
 

Stope bottom displ_Cm -0.1 

 

Table 6.10  Finding critical High strength pastefill’s properties  

High Strength Fill       

UCS_Pa 665712 665712 332856 332856 166428 166428 

Friction angle 28 28 28 28 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 200000 200000 100000 100000 50000 50000 

Tensile Strength-
Pa 

60000 100000 50000 100000 25000 50000 

Low Strength Fill       

UCS_Pa 665712 665712 332856 332856 166428 166428 

Friction angle 28 28 28 28 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 200000 200000 100000 100000 50000 50000 

Tensile Strength-
Pa 

60000 100000 50000 100000 25000 50000 

Stope roof 
displ_Cm 

bad 
geometry 

-3 bad 
geometry 

-7 bad 
geometry 

bad 
geometry 

Stope bottom 
displ_Cm 

bad 
geometry 

-0.1 bad 
geometry 

-0.3 bad 
geometry 

bad 
geometry 

 

In the Figures 6.49 and 6.50 deformation of the models are shown for lower than the critical 

tensile strength and at the critical tensile strength for the step in which the suggested 

properties were used. As it is shown, the pastefill at the top of the open stope sags down 

considerably for lower than critical tensile strength of 60 Kpa, however, it is stable at the 

critical tensile strength of 70 Kpa. 
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Figure 6.49  Deformation for the model with lower than critical tensile strength for the 

suggested properties  

 

 
Figure 6.50  Deformation for the model at the critical tensile strength for the suggested 

properties 

In Figures 6.51 and 6.52 deformation plots are shown for finding critical cohesion and UCS 

for the high strength pastefill at lower than critical properties with cohesion 50 Kpa and at the 

critical properties with the cohesion 100 Kpa. It shows that at lower than critical cohesion 

very bad deformation occurs in the model but it was prevented in the model with critical 

cohesion. 
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Figure 6.51  Deformation for lower than critical strength of the high strength pastefill  

 
 

Figure 6.52  Deformation at the critical strength of the high strength pastefill  

 

 

In the Figures 6.53 and 6.54 tension plots of the models are shown for lower than the critical 

tensile strength with 60 Kpa and at the critical tensile strength with 70 Kpa for the step in 

which the suggested properties were used. As it is shown, tensile strength is exceeded in the 

area that pastefill is failed and sagged down in the model with lower tensile strength than 

critical; nonetheless, tensile failure was prevented at the critical tensile strength. 

 

Bad geometry in 

the sides 
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Figure 6.53  Tension plot for the model with lower than critical tensile strength for the initial 

suggested properties  

 
 

Figure 6.54  Tension plot for the model at the critical tensile strength for the initial suggested 

properties 

In Figures 6.55 and 6.56 tension plots are shown for finding critical cohesion and UCS for the 

high strength pastefill at lower than critical properties with cohesion 50 Kpa and at the 

critical properties with the cohesion 100 Kpa. According to the Figures, it shows that tensile 

strength is exceeded at the bottom of the high strength pastefill when cohesion is lower than 

the critical which causes downward movement of the pastefill and showing bad geometry 

error in FLAC, however, it does not occur for the model with the critical cohesion. 
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Figure 6.55  Tension plot for the model with lower cohesion than critical for high strength 

pastefill  

 

 
Figure 6.56  Tension plot for the model with the critical cohesion for high strength pastefill  

Plasticity plots are shown in the Figure 6.57 and 6.58 for the models with lower than the 

critical tensile strength with 60 Kpa and at the critical tensile strength with 70 Kpa for the 

step in which the suggested properties were used. These plots show that tensile failure has 

occurred significantly in the part that pastefill is sagging down for lower than critical tensile 

strength, however, tension failure is reduced significantly at the bottom of the high strength 

pastefill in the model with critical tensile strength and instead it goes higher at the sides of the 

low strength pastefill areas. 
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Figure 6.57  Plasticity plot for the model with lower than critical tensile strength for the initial 

suggested properties  

 

 
Figure 6.58  Plasticity plot for the model at the critical tensile strength for the initial 

suggested properties  

 

 

Plasticity plot are also shown in the Figures 6.59 and 6.60 for finding critical cohesion and 

UCS for the high strength pastefill at lower than critical properties with cohesion 50 Kpa and 

at the critical properties with the cohesion 100 Kpa. The plot for lower than critical cohesion 

shows tensile failure occurs at the top of the model and top of the open stope as well as shear 
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failure with more concentration in the middle of the model, nonetheless, by increase to 

critical cohesion yielding reduces significantly except some tensile failure at the top of the 

model. 

 

 

 
Figure 6.59  Plasticity plot for the model with lower cohesion than critical for high strength 

pastefill  

 

 
Figure 6.60  Plasticity plot for the model with the critical cohesion for high strength pastefill  
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6.7 Section 7-15-15 

 

This section included two types of the pastefill, one as high strength pastefill and the other 

one as low strength pastefill. For sensitivity analyses first the strength properties that were 

suggested as initial data (UCS 1 Mpa, friction angle 28 and tensile strength 100 Kpa) were 

tried for both types of the pastefills and tensile strength was modified several times to find the 

critical tensile strength that can provide stability. Then, cohesion for the low strength pastefill 

were reduced to find the critical UCS for the low strength pastefill on the condition that high 

strength pastefill had the initial suggested strength properties but with the critical tensile 

strength. According to this, critical tensile strength for suggested initial properties was found 

300 Kpa and the critical cohesion for the low strength pastefill came to 200 Kpa with UCS 

666 Kpa. Finally, it was tried to find the critical strength properties for the high strength 

pastefill by reducing the cohesion. For this purpose first critical low strength pastefill was 

assigned for both of the low strength and high strength pastefills in the first model but for the 

next steps cohesion of the high strength pastefill areas was increased and critical low strength 

pastefill was kept constant without any change in order to find the lowest high strength 

properties for the high strength pastefill. As a result it showed the critical cohesion is 250 

Kpa (UCS 832 Kpa) for the high strength pastefill. The strength properties for finding critical 

tensile strength for the suggested properties, finding critical low strength pastefill and critical 

high strength pastefill are shown in the Table 6.11, 6.12 and 6.13 respectively: 

 
Table 6.11  Strength properties for finding critical tensile strength for suggested pro perties 

High Strength Fill    

UCS_Pa 1000000 1000000 1000000 

Friction angle 28 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 300430 300430 300430 

Tensile Strength-Pa 100000 200000 300000 

Low Strength Fill    

UCS_Pa 1000000 1000000 1000000 

Friction angle 28 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 300430 300430 300430 

Tensile Strength-Pa 100000 200000 300000 

Ydis_middle drift roof_Cm bad geometry bad geometry -10 

Ydis_Side Drifts_Cm bad geometry bad geometry -6.8 

Ydis_Stope Bottom_Cm bad geometry bad geometry 3 

Ydis_Stope top_Cm bad geometry bad geometry -9 
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Table 6.12  Finding critical low strength pastefill’s properties  

High Strength Fill    

UCS_Pa 1000000 1000000 1000000 

Friction angle 28 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 300430 300430 300430 

Tensile Strength-Pa 300000 300000 300000 

Low Strength Fill    

UCS_Pa 665712 332856 332856 

Friction angle 28 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 200000 100000 100000 

Tensile Strength-Pa 20000 10000 100000 

Ydis_middle drift roof_Cm -11.5 bad geometry bad geometry 

Ydis_Side Drifts_Cm -7.5 bad geometry bad geometry 

Ydis_Stope Bottom_Cm 1.6 bad geometry bad geometry 

Ydis_Stope top_Cm -11 bad geometry bad geometry 

 

 
Table 6.13  Finding critical High strength pastefill’s properties  

High Strength Fill   

UCS_Pa 665712 832140 

Friction angle 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 200000 250000 

Tensile Strength-Pa 200000 250000 

Low Strength Fill   

UCS_Pa 665712 665712 

Friction angle 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 200000 200000 

Tensile Strength-Pa 20000 20000 

Ydis_middle drift roof_Cm bad geometry -13 

Ydis_Side Drifts_Cm bad geometry -9.6 

Ydis_Stope Bottom_Cm bad geometry 2.2 

Ydis_Stope top_Cm bad geometry -12.5 
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Deformation plots are shown in the Figures 6.61 and 6.62 for finding the critical cohesion 

and UCS for low strength pastefill in the models with lower cohesion than critical with 100 

Kpa (UCS 333 Kpa) and at the critical cohesion of 200 Kpa (UCS 666 Kpa). Figures show 

there is very bad deformation at lower than critical cohesion because the low strength 

pastefill pillars were not able to sustain the load from the pastefills in the upper part of the 

model, however, the model did not show bad deformation by increasing the cohesion to the 

critical level. 

 

 

 
Figure 6.61  Deformation for the model with lower than critical cohesion of low strength 

pastefill  

 

 
Figure 6.62  Deformation for the model with the critical cohesion of low strength pastefill  
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Deformation plots are shown in the Figures 6.63 and 6.64 for finding the critical cohesion 

and UCS for high strength pastefill in the models with lower cohesion than critical with 200 

Kpa (UCS 666 Kpa) and at the critical cohesion of 250 Kpa (UCS 832 Kpa). Figures show 

there is bad deformation at the top of the open stope with lower than critical cohesion, 

however, the model did not show bad deformation by increasing the cohesion to the critical 

level. 

 

 

 
Figure 6.63  Deformation for the model with lower than critical cohesion of high strength 

pastefill  

 
 

Figure 6.64  Deformation for the model with the critical cohesion of low strength pastefill  
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Tension plots are shown in the Figures 6.65 and 6.66 for finding the critical cohesion and 

UCS for low strength pastefill at lower than critical and at the critical cohesion. According to 

the plots, when cohesion is lower than critical then tensile strength is exceeded at the top of 

the model in the low strength pastefill area and at the bottom of the high strength pastefill 

area where there is bad deformation of the pastefill but when cohesion reached to the critical 

value then tensile strength was totally exceeded at the top of the model and in some parts of 

the low strength pastefill pillars but in spite of the first model tensile strength was not 

exceeded above of the open stope.  

 

 
 

Figure 6.65  Tension plot for the model with lower than critical cohesion of low strength 

pastefill  
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Figure 6.66  Tension plot for the model with the critical cohesion of low strength pastefill  

 

Tension plots are shown in the Figures 6.67 and 6.68 for finding the critical cohesion and 

UCS for high strength pastefill at lower than critical and at the critical cohesion. According to 

the plots, when cohesion is lower than critical then not only tensile strength was totally 

exceeded at the top of the model in the low strength pastefill area but also at the bottom of the 

high strength pastefill area where there is bad deformation of the pastefill and some parts of 

the low strength pastefill pillars; when cohesion reached to the critical value then tensile 

strength was not exceeded at the top of the open stope but like the previous model tensile 

strength in all part at the top of the model and some parts in the low strength pastefill pillars 

was exceeded. 
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Figure 6.67  Tension plot for the model with lower than critical cohesion of high strength 

pastefill  

 

 
Figure 6.68  Tension plot for the model with the critical cohesion of high strength pastefill  

 

Plasticity plots are shown in the Figures 6.69 and 6.70 for finding the critical cohesion and 

UCS for low strength pastefill at lower than critical and at the critical cohesion. According to 

the plots, when cohesion is lower than critical then tensile failure occurred at the top of the 

model in the low strength pastefill area and at the bottom of the high strength pastefill area 

where there is bad deformation of the pastefill; also shear failure occurred where low strength 

pastefill pillar buckled into the open stope, nonetheless, when cohesion reached to the critical 
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value then tensile failure at the top of the model is shown which means tensile yielding still 

continuous at the top of the model.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 6.69  Plasticity plot for the model with lower than critical cohesion of low strength 

pastefill  

 

 

 
Figure 6.70  Plasticity plot for the model with the c ritical cohesion of low strength pastefill  
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Plasticity plots are shown in the Figures 6.71 and 6.72 for finding the critical cohesion and 

UCS for high strength pastefill at lower than critical and at the critical cohesion. According to 

the plots, when cohesion is lower than critical then model shows tensile failure is still 

continuing at the bottom of the high strength pastefill but when cohesion increased to the 

critical value then tensile yielding is continuing at the top of the model in low strength 

pastefill zone as well as some parts in the pillars of the low strength pastefill. 

 

 

 
Figure 6.71  Plasticity plot for the model with lower than critical cohesion of high strength 

pastefill  

 

 
Figure 6.72  Plasticity plot for the model with the critical coh esion of high strength pastefill  
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6.8 Section 8-15-15 

 

This section included two types of the pastefill, one as high strength pastefill and the other 

one as low strength pastefill. For sensitivity analyses first the strength properties that were 

suggested as initial data (UCS 1 Mpa, friction angle 28 and tensile strength 100 Kpa) were 

tried for both types of the pastefills and tensile strength was modified several times to find the 

critical tensile strength that can provide stability. Then, cohesion for the low strength pastefill 

were reduced to find the critical UCS for the low strength pastefill on the condition that high 

strength pastefill had the initial suggested strength properties but with the critical tensile 

strength. According to this, critical tensile strength for suggested initial properties was found 

100 Kpa and the critical cohesion for the low strength pastefill came to 200 Kpa with UCS 

666 Kpa. Finally, it was tried to find the critical strength properties for the high strength 

pastefill by reducing the cohesion. For this purpose first critical low strength pastefill was 

assigned for both of the low strength and high strength pastefills in the model and it was 

stable after running which meant the high strength pastefill could have been reduced even as 

low as the critical low strength pastefill so there was not any need further reduction of the 

cohesion. As a result it showed the critical cohesion for high strength pastefill was the same 

as the lows strength pastefill 200 Kpa (UCS 666 Kpa). The strength properties for finding 

critical tensile strength for the suggested properties, finding critical low strength pastefill and 

critical high strength pastefill are shown in the Table 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16 respectively: 

 

Table 6.14  Strength properties for finding critical tensile strength for suggested properties  

High Strength Fill   

UCS_Pa 1000000 1000000 

Friction angle 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 300430 300430 

Tensile Strength-Pa 100000 50000 

Low Strength Fill   

UCS_Pa 1000000 1000000 

Friction angle 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 300430 300430 

Tensile Strength-Pa 100000 50000 

Ydis_Stope top_Cm -14.5 bad geometry 

Ydis_Stope Bottom_Cm 2.8 bad geometry 
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Table 6.15  Finding critical low strength pastefill’s properties  

High Strength Fill   

UCS_Pa 1000000 1000000 

Friction angle 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 300430 300430 

Tensile Strength-Pa 100000 100000 

Low Strength Fill Ls critical  

UCS_Pa 665712 332856 

Friction angle 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 200000 100000 

Tensile Strength-Pa 200000 100000 

Ydis_Stope top_Cm -17.5 bad geometry 

Ydis_Stope Bottom_Cm 1.6 bad geometry 

 

 
Table 6.16  Finding critical High strength pastefill’s properties  

High Strength Fill  

UCS_Pa 665712 

Friction angle 28 

Cohesion-Pa 200000 

Tensile Strength-Pa 200000 

Low Strength Fill  

UCS_Pa 665712 

Friction angle 28 

Cohesion-Pa 200000 

Tensile Strength-Pa 200000 

Ydis_Stope top_Cm -20 

Ydis_Stope Bottom_Cm 2.2 

 

Deformation plots are shown in the Figures 6.73 and 6.74 for finding the critical cohesion 

and UCS for low strength pastefill in the models with lower cohesion than critical with 100 

Kpa (UCS 333 Kpa) and at the critical cohesion of 200 Kpa (UCS 666 Kpa). Figures show 

there is very bad deformation at lower than critical cohesion so that pastefill at the top of the 

open stope sags down, however, the model got stable by increasing the cohesion to the 

critical level. 
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Figure 6.73  Deformation for the model with lower than critical cohesion of low str ength 

pastefill  

 

 
Figure 6.74  Deformation for the model with the critical cohesion of low strength pastefill  

 

 

Deformation plot is shown in the Figure 6.75 for finding the critical cohesion and UCS for 

high strength pastefill in the model with the critical cohesion of 200 Kpa (UCS 666 Kpa). 

Figure show that even by strength properties equal with the critical low strength pastefill 

stability is provided for the whole model and especially for the high strength pastefill areas. 
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Figure 6.75  Deformation for  the model with the critical cohesion of high strength pastefill  

Tension plots are shown in the Figures 6.76 and 6.77 for finding the critical cohesion and 

UCS for low strength pastefill at lower than critical and at the critical cohesion. According to 

the plots, when cohesion is lower than critical then tensile strength is exceeded at the whole 

top of the model in the low strength pastefill area, at some parts of the high strength pastefill 

zone and at the bottom of the high strength pastefill area where there is bad deformation of 

the pastefill but when cohesion reached to the critical value, although tensile strength 

exceeded in some parts at the top of the model, the high strength pastefill is still stable and 

did not sag down.  

 

 
 

Figure 6.76  Tension plot for the model with lower than critical cohesion of low strength 

pastefill  
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Figure 6.77  Tension plot for the model with the critical cohesion of low strength pastefill  

Tension plot is shown in the Figure 6.78 for finding the critical cohesion and UCS for high 

strength pastefill in the model with the critical cohesion. Figure show that even by strength 

properties equal with the critical low strength pastefill stability is provided for the whole 

model and especially for the high strength pastefill areas. 

 

 

 
Figure 6.78  Tension plot for the model with the critical cohesion of the high strength pastefill  
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Plasticity plots are shown in the Figures 6.79 and 6.80 for finding the critical cohesion and 

UCS for low strength pastefill at lower than critical and at the critical cohesion. According to 

the plots, when cohesion is lower than critical then tensile yielding is continuing at the top of 

the model in the low strength pastefill zone and at the bottom of the high strength pastefill 

zone, however, when cohesion was increased to the critical value then there is only elastic 

yielding in the model. It should be mentioned that although at the critical cohesion the model 

shows elastic yielding, tension failure has already occurred in some areas and the pastefill 

behaves elastically under new stress distribution after tension failure.  

 

 

 
Figure 6.79  Plasticity plot for the model with lower than critical cohesion of low strength 

pastefill  

 

 
Figure 6.80  Plasticity plot for the model with the critical cohesion of low strength pastefill  
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Plasticity plot is shown in the Figure 6.81 for finding the critical cohesion and UCS for high 

strength pastefill in the model with the critical cohesion. Figure show that even by strength 

properties equal with the critical low strength pastefill the model shows only elastic yielding 

is continuing in the model but it should be mentioned again that tension failure has already 

occurred in the upper part at the low strength pastefill zone. 

 

 

 
Figure 6.81  Plasticity plot for the model with the critical cohesion of the high strength 

pastefill  

 

6.9 Section 9-15-15 

 

This section included two types of the pastefill, one as high strength pastefill and the other 

one as low strength pastefill. For sensitivity analyses first the strength properties that were 

suggested as initial data (UCS 1 Mpa, friction angle 28 and tensile strength 100 Kpa) were 

tried for both types of the pastefills and tensile strength was modified several times to find the 

critical tensile strength that can provide stability. Then, cohesion for the low strength pastefill 

were reduced to find the critical UCS for the low strength pastefill on the condition that high 

strength pastefill had the initial suggested strength properties but with the critical tensile 

strength. According to this, critical tensile strength for suggested initial properties was found 

300 Kpa, however, the critical cohesion for the low strength pastefill is the same for the high 

strength one (300 Kpa) because the low strength pastefill showed bad deformation when 

lower values were assigned even by cohesion 250 Kpa. Finally, it was not needed for finding 

critical high strength pastefill because when low strength pastefill has the same properties as 

initial suggested properties with UCS 1 Mpa then critical high strength pastefill cannot have 
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lower value because then it will not be higher strength one. The strength properties for 

finding critical tensile strength for the suggested properties and finding critical low strength 

pastefill are shown in the Table 6.17, 6.18 respectively: 

 

 

Table 6.17  Strength properties for finding critical tensile strength for suggested properties  

High Strength Fill    

UCS_Pa 1000000 1000000 1000000 

Friction angle 28 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 300430 300430 300430 

Tensile Strength-Pa 100000 200000 300000 

Low Strength Fill    

UCS_Pa 1000000 1000000 1000000 

Friction angle 28 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 300430 300430 300430 

Tensile Strength-Pa 100000 200000 300000 

Ydis_middle drift roof_Cm bad geomtery bad geomtery -35 

Ydis_left Drift_Cm bad geomtery bad geomtery -28 

Ydis_Side drift_Cm bad geomtery bad geomtery -16 

Ydis_Stope Bottom_Cm bad geomtery bad geomtery 1.7 

Ydis_Stope top_Cm bad geomtery bad geomtery -25 
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Table 6.18  Finding critical low strength pastefill’s properties  

High Strength Fill    

UCS_Pa 1000000 1000000 1000000 

Friction angle 28 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 300430 300430 300430 

Tensile Strength-Pa 300000 300000 300000 

Low Strength Fill    

UCS_Pa 665712 832140 931997 

Friction angle 28 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 200000 250000 280000 

Tensile Strength-Pa 200000 250000 250000 

Ydis_middle drift roof_Cm bad geometry bad geometry bad geometry 

Ydis_left Drift_Cm bad geometry bad geometry bad geometry 

Ydis_Side drift_Cm bad geometry bad geometry bad geometry 

Ydis_Stope Bottom_Cm bad geometry bad geometry bad geometry 

Ydis_Stope top_Cm bad geometry bad geometry bad geometry 

 
 

 

Deformation plots are shown in the Figures 6.82 and 6.83 for finding the critical tensile 

strength for the initial suggested properties (UCS 1 Mpa, friction angle 28 and tensile 

strength 100 Kpa) for lower than the critical tensile (200 Kpa) strength and at the critical 

value (300 Kpa). Figures show there is very bad deformation at lower than critical tensile 

strength so that pastefill at the top of the open stopes sags down, however, the model got 

stable by increasing the tensile strength to the critical level. 
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Figure 6.82  Deformation for the model with lower than critical tensile strength for the initial 

suggested strength properties  

 

 
Figure 6.83  Deformation for the model with the critical tensile strength  for the initial 

suggested strength properties  

 

 

Deformation plot for finding the critical cohesion and UCS for the low strength pastefill is 

also shown in the Figure 6.84 which show that even by cohesion 280 Kpa the model shows 

bad deformation by sagging the pastefill at the top of the open stopes because the low 

strength pastefill pillars were not able to sustain the load from the top. 
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Figure 6.84  Deformation plot for finding critical low strength pastefill  

 

Tension plots are shown in the Figures 6.85 and 6.86 for finding the critical tensile strength 

for the initial suggested properties for lower than the critical tensile strength and at the critical 

value. Figures show when lower value than critical tensile strength is chosen then tensile 

strength was exceeded in most of the upper part of the model, however, when critical value 

was assigned then tensile strength was only exceeded at the upper half of the top part of the 

model. 

 

 

 
Figure 6.85  Tension plot for the model with lower than critical tensile strength for the initial 

suggested strength properties  
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Figure 6.86  Tension plot for the model with the critical tensile strength for the initial 

suggested strength properties  

 

Tension plot for finding the critical cohesion and UCS for the low strength pastefill is also 

shown in the Figure 6.87 which show that by cohesion 280 Kpa tensile strength was exceeded 

at the upper half of the top of the model and also in some parts at the top of the open stopes 

that caused pastefill in that area sagged down which caused bad geometry. 

 

 

 
Figure 6.87  Tension plot for finding critica l low strength pastefill  
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Plasticity plots are also shown in the Figures 6.88 and 6.89 for finding the critical tensile 

strength for the initial suggested properties for lower than the critical tensile strength and at 

the critical value. Figures show when lower value than critical tensile strength is chosen then 

tensile yielding still continuous in the pastefill above of the open stopes, however, when 

critical value was assigned then tensile yielding is limited only to the top of the model. 

 

 

 
Figure 6.88  Plasticity plot for the model with lower than critical tensile strength for the initial 

suggested strength properties  

 

 
Figure 6.89  Plasticity plot for the model with the critical tensile strength for the initial 

suggested strength properties  
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Plasticity plot for finding the critical cohesion and UCS for the low strength pastefill is also 

shown in the Figure 6.90 which shows that by cohesion 280 Kpa tensile yielding is 

continuing in some parts above of the open stopes in the pastefill.  

 

 

 
Figure 6.90  Tension plot for finding critical low strength pastefill  

 

 

6.10 Section 10-15-15 

 

This section included two types of the pastefill, one as high strength pastefill and the other 

one as low strength pastefill. For sensitivity analyses first the strength properties that were 

suggested as initial data (UCS 1 Mpa, friction angle 28 and tensile strength 100 Kpa) were 

tried for both types of the pastefills and tensile strength was modified several times to find the 

critical tensile strength that can provide stability. Then, cohesion for the low strength pastefill 

were reduced to find the critical UCS for the low strength pastefill on the condition that high 

strength pastefill had the initial suggested strength properties but with the critical tensile 

strength. According to this, critical tensile strength for suggested initial properties was found 

300 Kpa and the critical cohesion for the low strength pastefill came to 200 Kpa with UCS 

666 Kpa. Finally, it was tried to find the critical strength properties for the high strength 

pastefill by reducing the cohesion. For this purpose first critical low strength pastefill was 

assigned for both of the low strength and high strength pastefills in the first model but the 

model showed bad deformation; for the next step cohesion increased to 250 Kpa for high 

strength pastefill zone and the model showed bad geometry again which meant that the 

critical high strength pastefill should have been equal to the initial suggested properties with 
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1 Mpa UCS. The strength properties for finding critical tensile strength for the suggested 

properties, finding critical low strength pastefill and critical high strength pastefill are shown 

in the Table 6.19, 6.20 and 6.21 respectively: 

 
Table 6.19  Strength properties for finding critical tensile strength for suggested properties  

High Strength Fill    

UCS_Pa 1000000 1000000 1000000 

Friction angle 28 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 300430 300430 300430 

Tensile Strength-Pa 100000 200000 300000 

Low Strength Fill    

UCS_Pa 1000000 1000000 1000000 

Friction angle 28 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 300430 300430 300430 

Tensile Strength-Pa 100000 200000 300000 

Ydis_Stope top_Cm bad geometry bad geometry -22 

Ydis_Stope Bottom_Cm bad geometry bad geometry 1.5 
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Table 6.20  Finding critical low strength pastefill’s properties  

High Strength Fill   

UCS_Pa 1000000 1000000 

Friction angle 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 300430 300430 

Tensile Strength-Pa 300000 300000 

Low Strength Fill   

UCS_Pa 665712 499284 

Friction angle 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 200000 150000 

Tensile Strength-Pa 200000 150000 

Ydis_Stope top_Cm No equilibrium bad geometry 

Ydis_Stope Bottom_Cm 1.8 bad geometry 

 
Table 6.21  Finding critical High strength pastefill’s properties  

High Strength Fill   

UCS_Pa 665712 832140 

Friction angle 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 200000 250000 

Tensile Strength-Pa 200000 250000 

Low Strength Fill   

UCS_Pa 665712 665712 

Friction angle 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 200000 200000 

Tensile Strength-Pa 200000 200000 

Ydis_Stope top_Cm bad geometry bad geometry 

Ydis_Stope Bottom_Cm bad geometry bad geometry 
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Deformation plots are shown in the Figures 6.91 and 6.92 for finding the critical cohesion 

and UCS for low strength pastefill in the models with lower cohesion than critical with 150 

Kpa (UCS 500 Kpa) and at the critical cohesion of 200 Kpa (UCS 666 Kpa). Figures show 

there is very bad deformation at lower than critical cohesion because the low strength 

pastefill pillars were not able to sustain the load from the pastefills in the upper part of the 

model, however, the model did not show bad deformation by increasing the cohesion to the 

critical level. 

 

 

 
Figure 6.91  Deformation plot for the model with lower than critical cohesion of low strength 

pastefill  

 

 
Figure 6.92  Deformation plot for the model with the critical cohesion of low strength pastefill  
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Deformation plot for finding the critical high strength pastefill is also shown in the Figure 

6.93 according to the figure, when cohesion increased to even 250 Kpa the model showed 

bad geometry which means that the critical high strength pastefill cannot be lower than the 

initial suggested properties with UCS 1 Mpa and tensile strength 300 Kpa. 

 

 

 
Figure 6.93  Deformation plot for finding critical high strength pastefill  

 

Tension plots are shown in the Figures 6.94 and 6.95 for finding the critical cohesion and 

UCS for low strength pastefill in the models with lower cohesion than critical and at the 

critical cohesion. Figures show when cohesion is lower than critical then tensile strength was 

exceeded in the upper half of the top of the model as well as top of the side low strength 

pastefill pillars. On the other hand, when cohesion was increased to the critical value then the 

difference with previous model is that lower area at the top of the low strength pastefill pillars 

experience tensile strength being exceeded.  
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Figure 6.94  Tension plot for the model with lower than critical cohesion of low strength 

pastefill  

 

 
Figure 6.95  Tension plot for the model with the critical cohesion of low strength pastefill  

 

Tension plot for finding the critical high strength pastefill is also shown in the Figure 6.96 

according to the figure, when cohesion increased to 250 Kpa tensile strength was exceeded in 

the upper half of the top of the model as well as close to the top of the open stopes which 

caused instability in these areas and sagging down of the pastefill.  
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Figure 6.96  Tension plot for finding critical high strength pastefill  

Plasticity plots are shown in the Figures 6.97 and 6.98 for finding the critical cohesion and 

UCS for low strength pastefill in the models with lower cohesion than critical and at the 

critical cohesion. Figures show when cohesion is lower than critical then tensile yielding is 

continuing in the upper part of the model in low strength pastefill zone, also shear yielding 

continues in the low strength pastefill pillars but when cohesion increased to the critical level 

then tensile yielding reduced in the upper part of the model and shear yielding only 

concentrates in the middle pillar.  

 

 

 
Figure 6.97  Plasticity plot  for the model with lower than critical cohesion of low strength 

pastefill  
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Figure 6.98  Plasticity plot  for the model with the critical cohesion of low strength pastefill  

 

Plasticity plot for finding the critical high strength pastefill is also shown in the Figure 6.99 

according to the figure, when cohesion increased to even 250 Kpa tensile yielding still 

continuous at the top of the open stopes in the area of failure and some parts in the top of the 

model.   

 

 

 
Figure 6.99  Plasticity plot  for finding critical high strength pastefill  
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6.11 Section 11-15-15 

 

This section included two types of the pastefill, one as high strength pastefill and the other 

one as low strength pastefill. For sensitivity analyses first the strength properties that were 

suggested as initial data (UCS 1 Mpa, friction angle 28 and tensile strength 100 Kpa) were 

tried for both types of the pastefills and tensile strength was modified several times to find the 

critical tensile strength that can provide stability. Then, cohesion for the low strength pastefill 

were reduced to find the critical UCS for the low strength pastefill on the condition that high 

strength pastefill had the initial suggested strength properties but with the critical tensile 

strength. According to this, critical tensile strength for suggested initial properties was found 

300 Kpa and the critical cohesion for the low strength pastefill came to 150 Kpa with UCS 

500 Kpa. Finally, it was tried to find the critical strength properties for the high strength 

pastefill by reducing the cohesion. For this purpose first critical low strength pastefill was 

assigned for both of the low strength and high strength pastefills in the first model but for the 

next steps cohesion of the high strength pastefill areas was increased and critical low strength 

pastefill was kept constant without any change in order to find the lowest high strength 

properties for the high strength pastefill. As a result it showed the critical cohesion is 250 

Kpa (UCS 832 Kpa) for the high strength pastefill. The strength properties for finding critical 

tensile strength for the suggested properties, finding critical low strength pastefill and critical 

high strength pastefill are shown in the Table 6.22, 6.23 and 6.24 respectively: 

 
Table 6.22  Strength properties for finding critical tensile strength for suggested properties  

High Strength Fill    

UCS_Pa 1000000 1000000 1000000 

Friction angle 28 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 300430 300430 300430 

Tensile Strength-Pa 100000 200000 300000 

Low Strength Fill    

UCS_Pa 1000000 1000000 1000000 

Friction angle 28 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 300430 300430 300430 

Tensile Strength-Pa 100000 200000 300000 

Ydis_middle drift roof_Cm bad geometry bad geometry -19 

Ydis_left Drift_Cm bad geometry bad geometry -16 
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Ydis_Left Side drift_Cm bad geometry bad geometry -6 

Ydis_Right Drift_top_Cm bad geometry bad geometry -17.5 

Ydis_Right Stope Bottom_Cm bad geometry bad geometry 0.5 

Ydis_Right Stope top_Cm bad geometry bad geometry -18 

 

Table 6.23  Finding critical low strength pastefill’s properties  

High Strength Fill    

UCS_Pa 1000000 1000000 1000000 

Friction angle 28 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 300430 300430 300430 

Tensile Strength-Pa 300000 300000 300000 

Low Strength Fill LS critical   

UCS_Pa 665712 499284 332856 

Friction angle 28 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 200000 150000 100000 

Tensile Strength-Pa 200000 150000 100000 

Ydis_middle drift roof_Cm -22 -27 bad geometry 

Ydis_left Drift_Cm -18 -21 bad geometry 

Ydis_Left Side drift_Cm -6.8 -8 bad geometry 

Ydis_Right Drift_top_Cm -21 -32 bad geometry 

Ydis_Right Stope Bottom_Cm 1.8 2.1 bad geometry 

Ydis_Right Stope top_Cm -21 -31 bad geometry 
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Table 6.24  Finding critical High strength pastefill’s properties  

High Strength Fill    

UCS_Pa 499284 665712 832140 

Friction angle 28 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 150000 200000 250000 

Tensile Strength-Pa 150000 200000 250000 

Low Strength Fill    

UCS_Pa 499284 499284 499284 

Friction angle 28 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 150000 150000 150000 

Tensile Strength-Pa 150000 150000 150000 

Ydis_middle drift roof_Cm bad geometry bad geometry No equilibrium 

Ydis_left Drift_Cm bad geometry bad geometry No equilibrium 

Ydis_Left Side drift_Cm bad geometry bad geometry -9 

Ydis_Right Drift_top_Cm bad geometry bad geometry No Equilibrium 

Ydis_Right Stope Bottom_Cm bad geometry bad geometry 1 

Ydis_Right Stope top_Cm bad geometry bad geometry No equilibrium 

 

 

Deformation plots are shown in the Figures 6.100 and 6.101 for finding the critical cohesion 

and UCS for low strength pastefill in the models with lower cohesion than critical with 100 

Kpa (UCS 333 Kpa) and at the critical cohesion of 200 Kpa (UCS 666 Kpa). Figures show 

there is bad deformation at the top of the open stope when lower than critical cohesion was 

assigned, the reason is the low strength pastefill pillars were not able to sustain the load from 

the pastefills in the upper part of the model, however, the model did not show bad 

deformation by increasing the cohesion to the critical level. 
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Figure 6.100  Deformation plot for the model with lower than critical cohesion of low strength 

pastefill  

 

 
Figure 6.101  Deformation for the model with the critical cohesion of low strength pastefill  

 

Deformation plots are shown in the Figures 6.102 and 6.103 for finding the critical cohesion 

and UCS for high strength pastefill in the models with lower cohesion than critical (Cohesion 

200 Kpa, UCS 666 Kpa) and at the critical cohesion (Cohesion 250 Kpa and UCS 832 Kpa). 

Figures show there is bad deformation in the middle and the right side drifts with lower than 

the critical cohesion, nevertheless, the model did not show bad deformation by increasing the 

cohesion to the critical level. 
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Figure 6.102  Deformation plot for the model with lower than critical cohesion of high strength 

pastefill  

 
 

Figure 6.103  Deformation plot for the model with the critical cohesion of low st rength 

pastefill  

Tension plots are shown in the Figures 6.104 and 6.105 for finding the critical cohesion and 

UCS for low strength pastefill at lower than critical and at the critical cohesion. According to 

the plots, when cohesion is lower than critical then tensile strength is exceeded at some parts 

in the top of the model in the low strength pastefill area, in the right side of the high strength 

pastefill zone and at top part of the low strength pastefill pillars, however, when cohesion 

increased to the critical value tensile failure reduces especially in the right side of the high 

strength pastefill and at the top of the low strength pastefill pillars.  
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Figure 6.104  Tension plot for the model with lower than critical cohesion of low strength 

pastefill  

 

 

 
Figure 6.105  Tension plot for the model with the critical cohesion of low strength pastefill  
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Tension plots are shown in the Figures 6.106 and 6.107 for finding the critical cohesion and 

UCS for high strength pastefill at lower than critical and at the critical cohesion. According to 

the plots, the same situation like the previous models for finding critical low strength pastefill 

properties occurred here and by increase in the cohesion to the critical value the areas failed 

under tension reduced.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 6.106  Tension plot for the model with lower than critical cohesion of high strength 

pastefill  

 

 
Figure 6.107  Tension plot for the model with the critical cohesion of high strength pastefill  
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Plasticity plots are shown in the Figures 6.108 and 6.109 for finding the critical cohesion and 

UCS for low strength pastefill at lower than critical and at the critical cohesion. According to 

the plots, when cohesion is lower than critical then tensile yielding occurred at the top of the 

model and also in the right side of the high strength pastefill zone as well as shear yielding 

that occurred with more concentration in the right side of the model in the low strength 

pastefill pillars. When cohesion increased to the critical value then tension and shear yielding 

occurrence reduced considerably but still exists. 

 

 
 

Figure 6.108  Plasticity plot for the model with lower than critical cohesion of low strength 

pastefill  
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Figure 6.109  Plasticity plot for the model with the critical cohesion of low strength pastefill  

 

Plasticity plots are shown in the Figures 6.110 and 6.111 for finding the critical cohesion and 

UCS for high strength pastefill at lower than critical and at the critical cohesion. According to 

the plots, almost the same tensile and shear yielding occurred in both models; however, 

significant tensile yielding occurred at the top of the middle and right corner drifts that 

caused failure and unexpected deformation in those areas.  

 

 

 
Figure 6.110  Plasticity plot for the model with lower than critical cohesion of high strength 

pastefill  
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Figure 6.111  Plasticity plot for the model with the critical cohesion of high strength pastefill  

 

6.12 Section 12-15-15 

 

This section included two types of the pastefill, one as high strength pastefill and the other 

one as low strength pastefill. For sensitivity analyses first the strength properties that were 

suggested as initial data (UCS 1 Mpa, friction angle 28 and tensile strength 100 Kpa) were 

tried for both types of the pastefills and tensile strength was modified several times to find the 

critical tensile strength that can provide stability. Then, cohesion for the low strength pastefill 

were reduced to find the critical UCS for the low strength pastefill on the condition that high 

strength pastefill had the initial suggested strength properties but with the critical tensile 

strength. According to this, critical tensile strength for suggested initial properties was found 

300 Kpa and the critical cohesion for the low strength pastefill came to 100 Kpa with UCS 

333 Kpa. Finally, it was tried to find the critical strength properties for the high strength 

pastefill by reducing the cohesion. For this purpose first critical low strength pastefill was 

assigned for both of the low strength and high strength pastefills in the first model but the 

model showed bad deformation; for the next step cohesion increased to 200 Kpa for high 

strength pastefill zone and the model showed bad geometry again which meant that the 

critical high strength pastefill should have been equal to the initial suggested properties with 

1 Mpa UCS. The strength properties for finding critical tensile strength for the suggested 

properties, finding critical low strength pastefill and critical high strength pastefill are shown 

in the Table 6.25, 6.26 and 6.27 respectively: 
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Table 6.25  Strength properties for finding critica l tensile strength for suggested properties  

High Strength Fill    

UCS_Pa 1000000 1000000 1000000 

Friction angle 28 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 300430 300430 300430 

Tensile Strength-Pa 100000 200000 300000 

Low Strength Fill    

UCS_Pa 1000000 1000000 1000000 

Friction angle 28 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 300430 300430 300430 

Tensile Strength-Pa 100000 200000 300000 

Ydis_Stope top_Cm bad geometry bad geometry -16 

Ydis_Stope Bottom_Cm bad geometry bad geometry 1.5 

 

Table 6.26  Finding critical low strength pastefill’s properties  

High Strength Fill     

UCS_Pa 1000000 1000000 1000000 1000000 

Friction angle 28 28 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 300430 300430 300430 300430 

Tensile Strength-Pa 300000 300000 300000 300001 

Low Strength Fill     

UCS_Pa 665712 499284 332856 166428 

Friction angle 28 28 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 200000 150000 100000 50000 

Tensile Strength-Pa 200000 150000 100000 50000 

Ydis_Stope top_Cm -18 -19 no equilibrium bad geometry 

Ydis_Stope Bottom_Cm 0.3 2.2 6 bad geometry 
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Table 6.27  Finding critical High strength pastefill’s properties  

High Strength Fill   

UCS_Pa 332856 665712 

Friction angle 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 100000 200000 

Tensile Strength-
Pa 

100000 200000 

Low Strength Fill   

UCS_Pa 332856 332856 

Friction angle 28 28 

Cohesion-Pa 100000 100000 

Tensile Strength-
Pa 

100000 100000 

Ydis_Stope 
top_Cm 

bad geometry bad geometry 

Ydis_Stope 
Bottom_Cm 

bad geometry bad geometry 

 

 

 

Deformation plots are shown in the Figures 6.112 and 6.113 for finding the critical cohesion 

and UCS for low strength pastefill in the models with lower cohesion than critical with 50 

Kpa (UCS 166 Kpa) and at the critical cohesion of 100 Kpa (UCS 333 Kpa). Figures show 

there is too much deformation at lower than critical cohesion because the low strength 

pastefill pillars were not able to sustain the load from the pastefills in the upper part of the 

model, however, the model did not show bad deformation by increasing the cohesion to the 

critical level. 
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Figure 6.112  Deformation plot for the model with lower than critical cohesion of low strength 

pastefill  

 

 
Figure 6.113  Deformation plot for the model with the critical cohesion of low strength 

pastefill  

Deformation plot for finding the critical high strength pastefill is also shown in the Figure 

6.114. According to the figure, when cohesion increased to even 200 Kpa the model showed 

bad geometry which means that the critical high strength pastefill is better not to be lower 

than the initial suggested properties with UCS 1 Mpa and tensile strength 300 Kpa. 
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Figure 6.114  Deformation plot for finding c ritical high strength pastefill  

 

 

 

Tension plots are shown in the Figures 6.115 and 6.116 for finding the critical cohesion and 

UCS for low strength pastefill in the models with lower cohesion than critical and at the 

critical cohesion. Figures show when cohesion is lower than critical then tensile strength was 

exceeded in the upper half of the top of the model with more concentration in the right side 

and at the top part of the low strength pastefill pillars, nevertheless, when cohesion was 

increased to the critical value then tensile failure reduced at the top of the low strength pillars 

but not considerably in the upper part of the model in the low strength pastefill.  
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Figure 6.115  Tension plot for the model with lower than critical cohesion of low strength 

pastefill  

 

 
Figure 6.116  Tension plot for the model with the critical cohesion of low strength pastefill  

 

Tension plot for finding the critical high strength pastefill is also shown in the Figure 6.117 

according to the figure, when cohesion increased to 200 Kpa tensile failure occurred 

massively at the top of the open stope which caused high sagging of the pastefill as well as 

tensile failure in the upper half of the model in the low strength pastefill.  
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Figure 6.117  Tension plot for finding critical high strength pastefill  

 

 

 

Plasticity plots are shown in the Figures 6.118 and 6.119 for finding the critical cohesion and 

UCS for low strength pastefill in the models with lower cohesion than critical and at the 

critical cohesion. Figures show when cohesion is lower than critical then tensile yielding is 

continuing in the upper part of the model in low strength pastefill zone as well as in the walls 

of the open stope, also shear yielding continues in the low strength pastefill pillars with more 

concentration in the left waste rock pillar, however, when cohesion increased to the critical 

level then tensile yielding reduced in the upper part of the model and shear yielding only 

concentrates in the middle and right side pillar. 
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Figure 6.118  Plasticity plot for the model with lower than critical cohesion of low strength 

pastefill  

 

 
Figure 6.119  Plasticity plot for the model with the critical cohesion of low strength pastefill  
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Plasticity plot for finding the critical high strength pastefill is also shown in the Figure 6.120 

according to the figure, when cohesion increased to even 200 Kpa tensile yielding still 

continuous at the top of the open stope in the area of failure and some parts in the top of the 

model in the low strength pastefill zone.  

 

 

 
Figure 6.120  Plasticity plot for finding critical high strength pastefill  
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7 Discussion and conclusions 

 

7.1 Finding Test Equipment 

 

The first part of the master’s thesis was finding test equipment and a methodology for 

measuring strength of the pastefill in the mine to be replaced by the current knife testing 

method. It was important that the suggested method would be fast, accurate, suitable for 

mining environment, economical and also it would be non-destructive as much as possible. 

For this purpose, non-destructive methods were studied which included of eight different 

types of methods for indirect strength measurement of the concrete. The reason that methods 

for concrete were studies was there is not a significant method for strength measurement of 

the pastefill in mining industry so concrete is the closest and the most relevant material to the 

pastefill regarding ranges of strengths and some of the properties. After studying all of the 

eight categories two methods were selected, surface hardness method and penetration 

resistance method. 

Surface hardness method had two deficiencies in comparison with the penetration resistance 

method: first the pastefill has very low strength and for the one used at the Garpenberg mine 

is about 1 Mpa, however, there measurement range of surface hardness methods e.g. Schmidt 

hammer is adjusted for concrete which is much harder than the pastefill so they cannot 

measure strength of the pastefill adequately. Second, surface hardness method only considers 

surface of the material and does not consider the material below of the surface, the problem is 

the surface of the material cannot represent the real strength due to weathering effects. 

According to these results, it was decided to find equipment from the category of the 

penetration resistance method. Eventually, Basic Force Gauge (BFG) was selected to be used 

at the Garpenberg mine for measuring the strength of the pastefill on the condition that it 

fulfills theoretical, laboratory and field tests satisfactorily. 

 

7.2 Testing the Equipment (BFG) 

 

The manufacturer of the BFG has offered a varying ranges of measurement force from 50 N 

to 2500 N, so a theoretical study have been held to realize the penetration force required for 

the pastefill’s strength used at the Garpenberg mine. The equipment comprised of a needle 

that should have been penetrated inside of the material and a monitor that showed the 

penetration force. For this purpose, shear stress induced on the needle surface from the 

pastefill was calculated then the required force for creating that shear stress was calculated, 

the result was 430 N and by this a BFG with 500 N measurement capacity was ordered to the 

manufacturer. In fact, this calculation way may not be the most accurate one; however, it had 

provided a relevant means for deciding about which BFG should have been selected, on the 
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other hand, experimental results proved the good estimation of this calculations. In future 

more studies can be performed in this way for further and more precise calculation of the 

penetration force. 

Now it was the time for trying the BFG in the laboratory, for this purpose it was decided to 

cast pastefill samples at the University’s Complab to do UCS test and other samples for 

trying the BFG. For this purpose, eight different pastefill’s recipes were casted which 

included 3 cylinders for UCS test and one slab for the BFG test. The correct amount for each 

material in the recipes were calculated as well as dimensions of the slabs according to the 

available materials like tailing sand, slags and process water that Boliden sent to the 

Complab. This part required calculation of the tailing sand’s water content, which was done 

at the soil mechanics laboratory of the Complab. Then results of UCS and penetration forces 

were plotted in order to establish an equation/methodology for further estimation of the UCS 

of the pastefills. The key point for judgment about whether or not the BFG equipment works 

well was standard deviation because if the penetration results would be largely different or 

fluctuate a lot for a sample then the BFG would have had low precision, however, by 

checking the results it has get clear that standard deviation was lower than 50 N for a set of 

10 measurements. After ensuring about correct workability of the BFG, it was the time to try 

it on the real pastefill in the mine. For this purpose, the equipment was taken to the 

Garpenberg mine and tried on different locations, and then UCS of the pastefills was 

calculated according to the equation achieved by laboratory results and it was admitted by 

Boliden that estimated UCS by BFG method is close to the UCS values they used in the 

mine.  

It should be mentioned that there were some obstacles during the project that affected the 

accuracy of the results. First, at the day of casting of the recipes, it got clear that lower 

amount of material were sent to the Complab than what was said before. Then the forth 

recipe was not casted due to lack of tailing sand so it was agreed that the forth recipe would 

be casted at the Garpenberg mine and sent later to the Complab, however, when cylinders 

were sent and they remoulded on the day of UCS test, it showed that samples were casted not 

appropriately so that there were lots of cracks and holes on the sample’s surface which meant 

the whole material was poured at the same time in cylinders rather than the correct way 

which is filling the cylinders in three times. These samples could have not represented the 

real strength of that pastefill type. Also moving the samples after casting will affect the 

strength of the material. Second, when the first four recipes were casted they were put in the 

curing chamber and covered with the moisture cover to stay there for 28 days, however, the 

moisture cover was moved away by some of the students who came to the Complab 

accidentally and curiously, and worse than that was they did not pay attention to recover the 

samples again; unfortunately, it was not clear for how many days the samples were like that 

and all of the samples which were exposed to free air circulation dried faster and of course 
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their strength increased significantly. Third, it was assigned that UCS test should be done 

after 28 day curing time, nonetheless, the Complab was closed in some holidays and the tests 

were done in one or two days later after holidays; this factor can affect the results as well but 

not significantly because in one or two days the strength will not change considerably after 

28 days. Forth, pan-type mixer was used for mixing of the first four recipes, however, 

because of not having enough material especially tailing sand, the amount of mix inside of 

the mixer was too much low according to the smallest mixer size available in the Complab so 

that it was hard to control water content, however, hand mixer and pail was used for the rest 

of the recipes. 

 

7.3 Numerical Analyses 

 

The second part of this master’s thesis was numerical analyses of the mining sections at the 

Garpenberg mine in order to find strength properties for the pastefill required to provide 

stability. For this purpose, FLAC software was agreed to be used because when there is 

considerable plastic flow in the model then FLAC has advantage rather than other software in 

terms of more precise analyses and lower calculation time; and because the stress state was 

considered to be continuous then 2D analyses could have fulfilled the requirements of this 

task. Boliden has given 12 sections for analyses that each section comprised of 4 sets of 

width combinations for primary and secondary stopes which would have been totally 48 

models for analyses, nonetheless, the first part of the project took almost four month time and 

only 2-3 months were left for numerical analyses. In fact this time was not enough to perform 

sensitivity analyses for all of the models. As a result, first strength properties for the pastefill 

were found for 48 models by considering the maximum tensile strength for the pastefill and it 

was agreed to perform sensitivity analyses for 1 model in each section to find critical strength 

properties. It is clear that sensitivity analyses could have been performed for all of the models 

on the condition that there were lower models to be analyzed or more time was available. 

 

7.4 Rock mass properties 

 

For numerical analyses the Lappberget orebody was suggested to be used because this part is 

under development for depth of 1200 m and it is important to find practical strength 

properties for the pastefill in this level. The used mining method is transverse sublevel 

stoping which is distributed through the length of the orebody so that the stopes’ trend is 

perpendicular to the orebody’s strike as a result the surrounding rock of the stopes is the 

orebody itself. RocLab software was used to find strength properties for the input data of the 

FLAC; the available orebody’s geomechanical properties (Young’s modulus, Poisson ratio, 
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UCS and density) and geological analyses (being good rock quality and including very low 

joints) were used to find input data for RocLab such as GSI and mi values. 

 

7.5 In-Situ Stresses 

 

For stress input data in FLAC, first it was decided to use local stress measurement at the 

Garpenberg mine; the stress measurement was taken place at depths of 883 m and 967 by 

over-coring method, however, when horizontal stresses were plotted versus depth to establish 

the relevant stress regimes then the result for the depth of 1500 m needed for numerical 

modeling was negative which is impossible in reality, as a result, Scandinavian stress state 

was decided to be used instead. It is clear that if there were new stress measurement at deeper 

depth than previous time, the numerical results would be more close to the real situation in 

the mine. 

 

7.6 Pastefill Properties 

 

For elastic properties of the pastefill, K and G, UCS results for the pastefill samples from the 

first part of the project were used. For this purpose, uniaxial stress and uniaxial strain were 

calculated from the test results which comprised of force and strike then stress and strain 

were plotted in order to calculate Young’s modulus by the average E estimation method from 

the curve. Afterwards, the results of Young’s modulus for all of the tests were plotted versus 

UCS results so that it would have been possible to estimate Young’s modulus from the UCS. 

By this, K and G have been calculated according by assuming Poisson ratio of 0.35.  

But for Plastic properties of the pastefill, there were two types of models, with ore pillar and 

without ore pillar; for models with ore pillar shear stress induced by pillar on the pastefill 

surface was calculated and then the relevant cohesion and friction angle was calculated. In 

the next strep maximum tensile strength was determined in order to apply in FLAC. For the 

models without pillar, they comprised of two pastefills as high strength and low strength 

pastefills. For initial data, the high strength pastefill was assumed 1 Mpa and low strength 

700 Kpa, and then analyses were performed in order to find the strength properties 

combination that provided stability. In this case friction angle was suggested 28 degrees then 

cohesion was calculated and tensile strength was assumed as maximum tensile strength. 

However for sensitivity analyses, a set of initial strength properties were suggested from 

Boliden to start with and then the properties would have changed regarding the models’ 

behavior and deformation state in order to find critical strength properties which could have 

provided stability. 
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Appendix A 

 

Finding Strength Properties according to the Maximum Tensile Strength of 

the Pastefill 

 

Section 1 

 

Section one, Figure A1, includes one ore pillar surrounded by two pastefill pillars after 

excavation of primary and secondary stopes. Four different sets of width combinations were 

given to make and analyze this section according to them which are presented in the Table 

5.1.  

The goal was determining appropriate strength properties for the pastefill to provide stability 

of the pillar. For this purpose strength properties for pastefill was calculated with the 

procedure described in section 5.7 and tensile strength of the pillar was calculated according 

to the procedure described in section 5.9. Material properties for pastefill and pillar are 

presented in the Table A1 and Table A2 respectively for all of the four geometries in section 

1: 

 

 

 
Figure A1  Section 1(Courtesy of Boliden, 2013)  
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Table A1  Pastefill’s material properties for section 1  

Section Density-

Kg/m3 

K-

Mpa 

G-

Mpa 

Cohesion-

Mpa 

Friction 

angle 

Dilation 

angle 

Tensile 

Strength-Mpa 

1-10-15 2000 110 37 0.3 28 0 0.6 

1-10-20 2000 110 37 0.4 12 0 2 

1-15-15 2000 110 37 0.3 28 0 0.6 

1-15-20 2000 110 37 0.4 12 0 2 

 
 

Table A2  Ore Pillar Properties for section 1  

Section 1-10-15 1-10-20 1-15-15 1-15-20 

Density-Kg/m3 3300 3300 3300 3300 

K-Gpa 42 42 42 42 

G-Gpa 38 38 38 38 

Cohesion-Mpa 12 12 12 12 

Friction angle 55 55 55 55 

Dilation angle 0 0 0 0 

Tensile Strength-Mpa 6 5 8 8 

Displacement_Cm -0.2 

 

-0.6 -4.5 -7.1 

 

 

According to the results, displacement of the pillar is quite low in each model which means 

pastefill properties are appropriate and also tensile strength of pillar is high enough to prevent 

tensile failure in the pillar. Plots of sig1 for geometries are shown in Figures B 1-4 in the 

appendix B and there is low level of sig 1 in all of them in the pastefill areas which implies 

pastefill did not fail. It might be realized that low level of sig 1 might be residual stress after 

shear failure in the pastefill, however, modeling sequence is done so that when pastefill is 

added it takes very low pressure close to  zero from the surrounding rock as it was mentioned 

in the  section 5.4. The reason that plasticity plot is not used significantly in this report as 

means of showing any kind of failure is that it shows the latest plastic state of the materials 

and does not include what happened through the time stepping as history of failures e.g. a 

rock may fail under shear stress however it behaves elastically under new stress state after 

failure so in the plasticity plot it will be shown by elastic yielding rather than shear yielding. 

On the other hand, tension plots shown in the Figures C 1-4 in appendix C represent that 

tensile failure does not occur through the ore pillar.  
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Section 2 

 

Section two, Figure A2, includes one ore pillar surrounded by two pastefill pillars after 

excavation of primary and secondary stopes, there are also two layers of waste rock within 

pastefill with thickness of 2 m. Four different sets of width combinations were given to make 

and analyze this section according to them which are presented in the Table 5.1.  

The goal was determining appropriate strength properties for the pastefill to provide stability 

of the pillar. 

For this purpose strength properties for pastefill was calculated with the procedure described 

in section 5.7 and tensile strength of the pillar was calculated according to the procedure 

described in section 5.9. Material properties for pastefill and pillar are presented in the Table 

A.3 and Table A.4 respectively for all of the four geometries in section 2 and waste rock 

properties are already presented in the section 5.8: 

 

 

 

 
Figure A2  Section 2 (Courtesy of Boliden, 2013)  
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Table A3  Pastefill material properties for section 2  

Section Density-

Kg/m3 

K-

Mpa 

G-

Mpa 

Cohesion-

Mpa 

Friction 

angle 

Dilation 

angle 

Tensile 

Strength-Mpa 

2-10-15 2000 110 37 0.3 28 0 0.6 

2-10-20 2000 110 37 0.4 12 0 2 

2-15-15 2000 110 37 0.3 28 0 0.6 

2-15-20 2000 110 37 0.4 12 0 2 

 

 
Table A4  Ore pillar properties for section 2  

Section 2-10-15 2-10-20 2-15-15 2-15-20 

Density-Kg/m3 3300 3300 3300 3300 

K-Gpa 42 42 42 42 

G-Gpa 38 38 38 38 

Cohesion-Mpa 12 12 12 12 

Friction angle 55 55 55 55 

Dilation angle 0 0 0 0 

Tensile Strength-Mpa 6 8 8 9 

Displacement_Cm -0.3 

 

-1 -4.4 -7 

 

 

According to the results, displacement of the pillar is quite low in each model which means 

pastefill properties are appropriate and also tensile strength of pillar is high enough to prevent 

tensile failure in the pillar. Some tension and shear failures occurred in the waste rock within 

the pastefill due to very low cohesion in the waste rock which causes movement of waste 

rock under load; this situation is higher in section 2-10-15 rather than others. An illustration 

of the plasticity plot in the area of waste rock for the mentioned section is shown in the 

Figure A3  Plots of sig1 for geometries are shown in Figures B 5-8 in the appendix B and 

there is low level of sig 1 in all of them in the pastefill areas which implies pastefill did not 

fail. On the other hand, tension plots in Figures C 5-8 in the appendix C show that tensile 

failure does not occur through the ore pillar.  
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Figure A3  Plasticity plot for section 2 -10-15 shows shear and tension failure in the waste rock 

layer within the pastefill  

 

 

Section 3 

 

Section three, Figure A4, includes two ore pillars and three pastefill pillars after excavation of 

primary and secondary stopes; the middle pastefill pillar should sustain load from two ore 

pillars from both sides and there is one layer of waste rock within pastefill with thickness of 2 

m. Four different sets of width combinations were given to make and analyze this section 

according to them which are presented in the Table 5.1.  

The goal was determining appropriate strength properties for the pastefill to provide stability 

of the pillar. For this purpose strength properties for pastefill was calculated with the 

procedure described in section 5.7 and tensile strength of the pillar was calculated according 

to the procedure described in section 5.9. Material properties for pastefill and pillar are 

presented in the Table A5 and Table A6 respectively for all of the four geometries in section 

3 and waste rock properties are already presented in the section 5.8: 
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Figure A4  Section 3 (Courtesy of Boliden, 2013)  

 
Table A5  Pastefill material properties for section 3  

Section Density-

Kg/m3 

K-

Mpa 

G-

Mpa 

Cohesion-

Mpa 

Friction 

angle 

Dilation 

angle 

Tensile 

Strength-Mpa 

3-10-15 2000 110 37 0.3 28 0 0.6 

3-10-20 2000 110 37 0.4 12 0 2 

3-15-15 2000 110 37 0.3 28 0 0.6 

3-15-20 2000 110 37 0.4 12 0 2 

 

 
Table A6  Ore pillar properties for section 3  

Section 3-10-15 3-10-20 3-15-15 3-15-20 

Density-Kg/m3 3300 3300 3300 3300 

K-Gpa 42 42 42 42 

G-Gpa 38 38 38 38 

Cohesion-Mpa 12 12 12 12 

Friction angle 55 55 55 55 

Dilation angle 0 0 0 0 

Tensile Strength-Mpa 8 8 8 8 

Displacement_Cm -0.2 

 

-7.2* -6.6 -11* 

 

According to the results, displacement of the pillar is quite low in each model which means 

pastefill properties are appropriate and also tensile strength of pillar is high enough to prevent 

massive tensile failure in the pillar (there are some limited tensile part at the top of the 

pillars). Some tension and shear failures (mostly shear) occurred in the waste rock within the 

pastefill due to very low cohesion in the waste rock which causes movement of waste rock 
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under load. An illustration of the plasticity plot for section 3-15-20 is shown in the Figure A5  

Plots of sig1 for geometries are shown in Figures B 9-12 in the appendix B and there is low 

level of sig 1 in all of them in the pastefill areas which implies pastefill did not fail. On the 

other hand, tension plots in Figures C 9-12 in the appendix C show that tensile failure does 

not occur through the ore pillar.  

 

* For these models, higher tensile strengths in pillar were also tried, however, there was 

not significant change in the displacement of the pillars so it is suggested that higher 

pastefill’s strength could be tried if lower displacement would be desirable 

 

 

 
Figure A5  Plasticity plot for section 3-15-20 shows shear failure in the waste rock layer 

within the pastefill  
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Section 4 

 

Section four, Figure A6, includes two ore pillars, three pastefill pillars, one waste rock pillar 

and three waste rock layers within pastefill pillars after excavation of primary and secondary 

stopes; the middle pastefill pillar should sustain load from two ore pillars from both sides and 

there is one layer of waste rock within pastefill with thickness of 2 m. Four different sets of 

width combinations were given to make and analyze this section according to them which are 

presented in the Table 5.1.  

The goal was determining appropriate strength properties for the pastefill to provide stability 

of the pillar. For this purpose strength properties for pastefill was calculated with the 

procedure described in section 5.7 and tensile strength of the pillar was calculated according 

to the procedure described in section 5.9. Material properties for pastefill and pillar are 

presented in the Table A7 and Table A8 respectively for all of the four geometries in section 

4 and waste rock properties are already presented in the section 5.8: 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure A6  Section 4 (Courtesy of Boliden, 2013)  
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Table A7  Pastefill material properties for section 4  

Section Density-

Kg/m3 

K-

Mpa 

G-

Mpa 

Cohesion-

Mpa 

Friction 

angle 

Dilation 

angle 

Tensile 

Strength-Mpa 

4-10-

15 

2000 110 37 0.3 28 0 0.6 

4-10-

20 

2000 110 37 0.4 12 0 2 

4-15-

15 

2000 110 37 0.3 28 0 0.6 

4-15-

20 

2000 110 37 0.4 12 0 2 

 

 
 

Table A8  Ore pillar properties for section 4  

Section 4-10-15 4-10-20 4-15-15 4-15-20 

Density-Kg/m3 3300 3300 3300 3300 

K-Gpa 42 42 42 42 

G-Gpa 38 38 38 38 

Cohesion-Mpa 12 12 12 12 

Friction angle 55 55 55 55 

Dilation angle 0 0 0 0 

Tensile Strength-Mpa 8 9 8 8 

Displacement_Left Pillar_Cm -0.3 

 

-5.3 -5.8 -10.3 

Displacement_Right Pillar _Cm -0.3 -4.8 -5.5 -9.8 

Waste Rock Pillar Swelling-Cm 10 10 10 10 

 

By filling most of the left secondary stope but not complete with waste rock, displacement 

situation varied compared with the similar models in section 3. In fact adding waste rock 

below of the left pillar induces resistance against pastefill columns' inward displacement so 

left pillar has a little wider space to move downward, however, the right pillar will be 

compressed by the pastefill columns and moves downward lower rather than the left pillar.  
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The waste rock column is pressurized by the pastefill columns in each side which causes the 

waste rock swells a little upward to almost 10 cm. But as they are shown in Figures B 13-16 

in the appendix B, sig1 plot shows low stress in the pastefill pillars for each geometry that 

implies the strength properties of pastefill is appropriate. Tension plots in Figures C 13-16 

presented in appendix C also show that tensile strength in the ore pillars are high enough to 

prevent major tensile failure in the pillar. Waste rock is subject to shear and tension like the 

previous models with waste rock which depends on low cohesion of waste rock. An 

illustration of plasticity plot for section 4-10-20 is shown in the Figure A7: 

 

 

 

 
Figure A7  Plasticity plot for section 4 -10-20 shows shear and tension fa ilure in the waste rock 

layer pillar and layers  

Section 5 

 

Section five, Figure A8,  includes two parts that can be called higher stope and lower stope; 

the higher stope will be filled with two types of pastefill (high strength and low strength) after 

excavation and a drift is excavated in the middle of it exactly above of the lower stope. The 

lower stope will be excavated in the next step and it will be filled with low strength pastefill 

till half of the height. Four different sets of width combinations were given to make and 

analyze this sections which are presented in the Table 5.1.  
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The goal was to determine appropriate strength properties for the high and low strength 

pastefills to provide stability and a practical height for the high strength pastefill in higher 

stope. 

For this purpose strength properties for pastefill were calculated with the procedure described 

in section 5.7. Material properties for the high, low strength pastefills and displacements for 

drift and open stopes are presented in the Tables A9, A10 and A11 respectively for all of the 

four geometries in section 5: 

 

 

 
Figure A8  Section 5 (Courtesy of Boliden, 2013)  

 
 

Table A9  High Strength pastefill properties for section 5  

High Strength pastefill 
Section 5-10-15 5-10-20 5-15-15 5-15-20 
UCS-Mpa 1 1 1 1 
Friction angle 30 30 30 30 

Cohesion-Mpa 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 

Tensile Strength-MPa 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

Young’s Modulus-Mpa 100 100 100 100 

Poison Ratio 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 

Height for high strength pastefill-m 15 20 15 20 
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Table A10  Low Strength pastefill properties for section 5  

Low Strength pastefill 
Section 5-10-15 5-10-20 5-15-15 5-15-20 
UCS-Mpa 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 

Friction angle 30 30 30 30 

Cohesion-Mpa 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

Tensile Strength-MPa 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 

Young’s Modulus-Mpa 50 50 50 50 

Poison Ratio 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 

Height for high strength pastefill-m 15 20 15 20 

 

 

   
Table A11  Displacement results for section 5  

Displacements 

Section 5-10-15 5-10-20 5-15-15 5-15-20 

Drift roof displacement-Cm 0 0 0 0 

Drift Wall displacement-Cm 0 0 0 0 

Stope roof displacement-Cm 0 0 0 0 

Stope wall displacement-Cm 0 0 0 0 

Stope bottom displacement-Cm 1.3 0 0 0 

 

Displacement results show that drifts’ and open stopes’ geometries were not changed which 

implies that pastefills’ properties are strong enough to prevent of pastefill’s sagging in the 

higher stope. On the other hand, sig1 plots in Figures B 17-20 in the appendix B show that 

there is very low compressive stress within pastefills that does not cause shear failure; and 

tension plots in Figures C 17-20 in the appendix C show that tensile strength of the pastefills 

were not exceeded so tensile failure does not occur in the pastefills. All in all, it could be said 

that these pastefills’ properties and geometry could provide enough stability in this section. 
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Section 6 

 

Section six is like section five however the drift will not be excavated and is closed. An 

illustration of this section is presented in the Figure A9. The goal was like section five to 

determine appropriate strength properties for the high and low strength pastefills to provide 

stability and a practical height for the high strength pastefill in higher stope. 

Material properties for the high, low strength pastefills and displacements for open stopes are 

presented in the Tables A12, A13 and A14 respectively for all of the four geometries in 

section 6: 

 

 

 
Figure A9  Section 6 (Courtesy of Boliden, 2013)  

 
Table A12  High Strength pastefill properties for section 6  

High Strength pastefill 
Section 6-10-15 6-10-20 6-15-15 6-15-20 
UCS-Mpa 1 1 1 1 
Friction angle 30 30 30 30 

Cohesion-Mpa 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 

Tensile Strength-MPa 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

Young’s Modulus-Mpa 100 100 100 100 

Poison Ratio 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 

Height for high strength pastefill-m 15 20 15 20 
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Table A13  Low Strength pastefill properties for section 6  

Low Strength pastefill 
Section 5-10-15 5-10-20 5-15-15 5-15-20 
UCS-Mpa 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 

Friction angle 30 30 30 30 

Cohesion-Mpa 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

Tensile Strength-MPa 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 

Young’s Modulus-Mpa 50 50 50 50 

Poison Ratio 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 

Height for high strength pastefill-m 15 20 15 20 

 

  
Table A14  Displacements’ results for section 6  

Displacements 

Section 6-10-15 6-10-20 6-15-15 6-15-20 

Open Stope’s roof displacement-Cm 0 0 0 0 

Open Stope’s bottom displacement-Cm 0 0 0 0 

Open Stope’s wall displacement-Cm 0 0 0 0 

 

Displacements’ results show open stopes’ geometries were not changed which implies that 

pastefills’ properties are strong enough to prevent of pastefill’s sagging in the higher stope. 

On the other hand, sig1 plots in Figures B 21-24 in the appendix B show that there is very 

low compressive stress within pastefills that does not cause shear failure except in some areas 

close to the top corner parts of the open stope that sig1 reaches to even 1.7 Mpa and it might 

be risk of shear failure in those areas; and tension plots in Figures C 21-24 in the appendix C 

show that tensile strength of the pastefills were not exceeded so tensile failure does not occur 

in the pastefills. All in all, it could be said that these pastefills’ properties and geometry could 

provide enough stability in this section. 
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Section 7 

 

Section seven shown in the Figure A10 includes two parts that can be called higher stope and 

lower stope; the higher stope will be filled with two types of pastefills (high strength and low 

strength) after excavation and three drifts are also excavated in it. The lower stope is made of 

two primary stopes and one secondary stope that primary stopes will be excavated and 

backfilled with low strength pastefill and then secondary stope will be excavated and the half 

of it will be filled with waste rock. Four different sets of width combinations were given to 

make the models and analyze them which are presented in the Table 5.1.  

The goal was to determine appropriate strength properties for the high and low strength 

pastefills to provide stability and a practical height for the high strength pastefill in higher 

stope. 

For this purpose strength properties for pastefill were calculated with the procedure described 

in section 5.7. Material properties for the high and low strength pastefills and displacements 

for drifts and open stopes are presented in the Tables A15, A16 and A17 respectively for all 

of the four geometries in section 7. Waste rock properties were presented in the section 5.8: 

 

 

 
Figure A10  Section 7 (Courtesy of Boliden, 2013)  
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Table A15  High Strength pastefill properties for section 7  

High Strength pastefill 
Section 7-10-15 7-10-20 7-15-15 7-15-20 
UCS-Mpa 1 1 1 1 
Friction angle 30 30 28 28 

Cohesion-Mpa 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 

Tensile Strength-MPa 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6 

Young’s Modulus-Mpa 100 100 100 100 

Poison Ratio 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 

Height for high strength pastefill-m 15 20 15 20 

 

 

 
Table A16  Low Strength pastefill properties for section 7  

Low Strength pastefill 
Section 7-10-15 7-10-20 7-15-15 7-15-20 
UCS-Mpa 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 

Friction angle 30 30 25 25 

Cohesion-Mpa 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

Tensile Strength-MPa 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 

Young’s Modulus-Mpa 50 50 50 50 

Poison Ratio 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 

Height for high strength pastefill-m 15 20 15 20 

 

  
Table A17  Displacements’ results for section 7  

Displacements 

Section 7-10-15 7-10-20 7-15-15 7-15-20 

Middle Drift’s roof displacement-Cm -6.7 -12 -2 -2.2 

Side Drift’s roof displacement-Cm -4.5 -8 -0.8 -2 

Open Stope’s bottom displacement-Cm 1.1 2 2.4 1 

 

 

 

Displacement results show that the first two sections (7-10-15 and  7-10-20) have quite good 

displacements but the two other sections have higher displacements so assigned pastefill 
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properties are good for the first two sections but they might be considered as low strength 

materials. As a result, strength properties were modified by reducing friction angle for the 

same UCS of the pastefills (1 Mpa and 700 Kpa) which resulted in higher cohesion and by 

assigning the new strength properties displacements reduced significantly for the last two 

sections (7-15-15 , 7-15-20). 

Sig1 plots presented in the Figures B 25-28 in the appendix B show low sig1 in most of the 

pastefills and although it reaches to almost 1.5 Mpa in the upper parts of the side drifts, it is 

not strong enough to cause shear failure. On the other hand, tension plots in the Figures C 25-

28 in the appendix C show that tensile strengths of the pastefills exceed only in the upper part 

of the higher stope but not in the main parts of the pastefill areas. All in all, it could be said 

that these pastefills’ properties and geometry could provide enough stability in this section. 

 

Section 8 

 

Section eight is like section seven however drifts will not be excavated and are closed. An 

illustration of this section is presented in the Figure A11. The goal was like section seven to 

determine appropriate strength properties for the high and low strength pastefills to provide 

stability and a practical height for the high strength pastefill in higher stope. 

Material properties for the high and low strength pastefills and displacements for open stopes 

are presented in the Tables A18, A19 and A20 respectively for all of the four geometries in 

section 8. The waste rock properties were presented in section 5.8 previously: 

 

 

 
Figure A11  Section 8 (Courtesy of Boliden, 2013)  
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Table A18  High Strength pastefill properties for section 8  

High Strength pastefill 
Section 8-10-15 8-10-20 8-15-15 8-15-20 
UCS-Mpa 1 1 1 1 
Friction angle 30 30 28 28 

Cohesion-Mpa 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 

Tensile Strength-MPa 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6 

Young’s Modulus-Mpa 100 100 100 100 

Poison Ratio 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 

Height for high strength pastefill-m  
15 

20 15 20 

 

 
Table A19  Low Strength pastefill properties for section 8  

Low Strength pastefill 
Section 8-10-15 8-10-20 8-15-15 8-15-20 
UCS-Mpa 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 

Friction angle 30 30 25 25 

Cohesion-Mpa 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

Tensile Strength-MPa 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 

Young’s Modulus-Mpa 50 50 50 50 

Poison Ratio 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 

Height for high strength pastefill-m 15 20 15 20 

 

 Table A20 Displacements’ results for section 8 

Displacements 

Section 8-10-15 8-10-20 8-15-15 8-15-20 

Open Stopes’s roof displacement-Cm -4 -6.5 -1.6 -2.3 

Open Stope’s bottom displacement-Cm 1.7 3.7 5.8 13 
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According to the results displacements are quite low at the top and bottom of the open stopes 

which implies that pastefill material properties and geometries are chosen well for each 

model.  It should be mentioned that by the experience from modeling of the section 7-15-15 

and 7-15-20 that resulted in almost high displacements, strength properties have been 

modified for 8-15-15 and 8-15-20 as presented in Tables A18 and A19.  

Sig1 plots presented in Figures B 29-32 in the appendix B show low sig1 in most of the 

pastefills and although it reaches to almost 1.5 Mpa in the top side parts of the pastefill 

pillars, it is not strong enough to cause shear failure. On the other hand, tension plots in 

Figures C 29-32 in the appendix C show that tensile strength of the pastefills exceed only in 

the upper part of the higher stope but not in the main parts of the pastefill areas. All in all, it 

could be said that these pastefills’ properties and geometry could provide enough stability in 

this section. 

 

 

Section 9 

 

Section nine shown in the Figure A12 includes two parts that can be called higher stope and 

lower stope; the higher stope will be filled with two types of pastefill (high strength and low 

strength) after excavation and five drifts are also excavated in it. The lower stope is made of 

three primary stopes and two secondary stopes that primary stopes will be excavated and 

backfilled with low strength pastefill and then secondary stopes will be excavated and the 

half of it will be filled with the waste rock. Four different sets of width combinations were 

given to make the models and analyze them which are presented in the Table 5.1.  

The goal was to determine appropriate strength properties for the high and low strength 

pastefills to provide stability and a practical height for the high strength pastefill in the higher 

stope. 

 

For this purpose strength properties for pastefill were calculated with the procedure described 

in section 5.7. Material properties for the high and low strength pastefills and displacements 

for drifts and open stopes are presented in the Tables A21, A22 and A23 respectively for all 

of the four geometries in section 9. Waste rock properties were presented in the section 5.8 

previously: 
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Figure A12  Section 9 (Courtesy of Boliden, 2013)  

 
Table A21  High Strength pastefill properties for section 9  

High Strength pastefill 
Section 9-10-15 9-10-20 9-15-15 9-15-20 
UCS-Mpa 1 1 1 1 

Friction angle 28 28 28 28 

Cohesion-Mpa 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 

Tensile Strength-MPa 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 

Young’s Modulus-Mpa 100 100 100 100 

Poison Ratio 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 

Height for high strength pastefill-m 15 20 15 10 

 
 

Table A22  Low Strength pastefill properties for section 9  

Low Strength pastefill 
Section 9-10-15 9-10-20 9-15-15 9-15-20 
UCS-Mpa 1 1 1 1 

Friction angle 25 25 25 25 

Cohesion-Mpa 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 

Tensile Strength-MPa 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 

Young’s Modulus-Mpa 50 50 50 50 

Poison Ratio 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 

Height for high strength pastefill-m 15 20 15 10 
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Table A23 Displacements’ results for section 9 

 

Displacements 

Section 9-10-15 9-10-20 9-15-15 9-15-20 

Middle Drift’s roof displacement-Cm -0.5 -1.3 -1.4 0 

Side Drift’s roof displacement-Cm -0.3 -1.6 -1 -0.1 

Furthest Drift’s roof displacement-Cm -0.1 -2 0 0 

Stope bottom Displacement-Cm 2.2 1.3 2.3 0.9 

 

According to the results displacements are very low at drifts and stopes in different models 

which show strength properties of the pastefills were assigned strong enough as well as 

appropriate geometries to prevent large displacements and reshaping of the openings. For the 

geometry of 9-15-20 displacement was very high with 40 m high upper stope so it has been 

modified to 20 m divided in two 10 m for the high strength and the low strength pastefills.  

On the other hand, sig1 plots presented in Figures B 33-36 in the appendix B show low sig1 

in most of the pastefills and although it reaches to almost 1.5 Mpa in the upper parts of the 

side drifts or open stopes, it is not strong enough to cause shear failure. Besides, tension plots 

in Figures C 33-36 in the appendix C show that tensile strength of the pastefills exceeds only 

in the upper part of the higher stope but not in the main parts of the pastefill areas. All in all, 

it could be said that these pastefills’ properties and geometries could provide enough stability 

in this section. 

 

Section 10 

 

Section ten is like section nine however drifts will not be excavated and are closed. An 

illustration of this section is presented in the Figure A13. The goal was like section nine to 

determine appropriate strength properties for the high and low strength pastefills to provide 

stability and a practical height for the high strength pastefill in higher stope. 

Material properties for the high and low strength pastefills and displacements for open stopes 

are presented in the Tables A24, A25 and A26 respectively for all of the four geometries in 

section 10. The waste rock properties were presented in section 5.8 previously: 
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Figure A13  Section 10 (Courtesy of Boliden, 2013)  

 
Table A24  High Strength pastefill properties for section 10 

High Strength pastefill 
Section 10-10-15 10-10-20 10-15-15 10-15-20 
UCS-Mpa 1 1 1 1 

Friction angle 28 28 28 28 

Cohesion-Mpa 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 

Tensile Strength-MPa 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 

Young’s Modulus-Mpa 100 100 100 100 

Poison Ratio 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 

Height for high strength pastefill-m 15 20 15 10 

 

 
Table A25  Low Strength pastefill properties for section 10  

Low Strength pastefill 
Section 10-10-15 10-10-20 10-15-15 10-15-20 
UCS-Mpa 1 1 1 1 

Friction angle 25 25 25 25 

Cohesion-Mpa 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 

Tensile Strength-MPa 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 

Young’s Modulus-Mpa 50 50 50 50 

Poison Ratio 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 

Height for high strength pastefill-m 15 20 15 10 
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Table A26  Displacements’ results for section 10  

Displacements 

Section 10-10-15 10-10-20 10-15-15 10-15-20 

Stope top 
 Displacement-Cm 

-0.4 -1.8 -1 -0.1 

Stope bottom Displacement-Cm 2 2 2.7 1. 

 

According to the results displacements are very low at the two open stopes in different 

models which show strength properties of the pastefills were assigned strong enough as well 

as appropriate geometries to prevent large displacements and reshaping of the openings. Total 

height of the upper stope for the geometry of 9-15-20 was modified from 40m to 20 m 

divided in two 10 m for the high strength and the low strength pastefills because 

displacement was high for 40 m height. 

On the other hand, sig1 plots presented in Figures B 37-40 in the appendix B show low sig1 

in most of the pastefills and although it reaches to almost 1.25 Mpa in the upper parts of the 

open stopes, it is not strong enough to cause shear failure. Besides, tension plots in Figures C 

37-40  in the appendix C show that tensile strength of the pastefills was not exceeded in the 

models so tensile failure has not occurred in any models. All in all, it could be said that these 

pastefills’ properties and geometries could provide enough stability in this section. 

 

Section 11 

 

Section eleven is like section nine including upper stope and lower stope that upper one will 

be excavated and then backfilled with the high strength and low strength pastefills and five 

drifts will be excavated afterwards in there; and lower stope comprises of three primary 

stopes and two secondary stopes, but the difference with the section nine is three of the open 

stopes will be backfilled with the waste rock. An illustration of the section 11 is shown in the 

Figure A14. The goal was to determine appropriate strength properties for the high and low 

strength pastefills to provide stability and a practical height for the high strength pastefill in 

the higher stope. 

Material properties for the high and low strength pastefills and displacements for open stopes 

are presented in the Tables A27, A28 and A29 respectively for all of the four geometries in 

section 11. The waste rock properties were presented in section 5.8 previously: 
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Figure A14  Section 11 (Courtesy of Boliden, 2013)  

 

 
Table A27  High Strength pastefill properties for section 11  

High Strength pastefill 
Section 11-10-15 11-10-20 11-15-15 11-15-20 
UCS-Mpa 1 1 1 1 

Friction angle 28 28 28 28 

Cohesion-Mpa 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 

Tensile Strength-MPa 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 

Young’s Modulus-Mpa 100 100 100 100 

Poison Ratio 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 

Height for high strength pastefill-m 15 20 15 10 
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Table A28  Low Strength pastefill properties for section 11  

Low Strength pastefill 
Section 11-10-15 11-10-20 11-15-15 11-15-20 
UCS-Mpa 1 1 1 1 

Friction angle 25 25 25 25 

Cohesion-Mpa 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 

Tensile Strength-MPa 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 

Young’s Modulus-Mpa 50 50 50 50 

Poison Ratio 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 

Height for high strength pastefill-m 15 20 15 10 

 

  

 

 
Table A29  Displacements’ results for section 11  

Displacements 

Section 11-10-15 11-10-20 11-15-15 11-15-20 

Middle Drift’s 
Displacement-Cm 

-6.3 -9.7 -4.1 -1.7 

Drift Displacement-one 
in the left of middle drift-
Cm 

-7.8 -10.7 -9.7 -3.7 

Drift Displacement-two 
in the left of middle drift-
Cm 

-2.2 -2.5 -2.7 -0.9 

Drift Displacement-one 
in the right of middle 
drift-Cm 

-1 -2.2 -0.3 0.3 

Open Stope bottom-
Displacement-Cm 

2 2 1 1 

 

By comparison between this section and section nine it gets clear that adding waste rock in 

the third open stope induces higher displacements in this section. The reason is that waste 

rock does not let that pastefill pillars perform as they should; In fact pastefill pillars should 

converge into the open stopes to resist against downward displacement of the strengthened 

upper stope’s backfill materials added in the previous mining sequence, however, waste rock 

causes such a resistance against pastefill pillars’ inward convergence that result in higher 

displacement in the models of section eleven. 

Although displacements are higher, they are still in an acceptable level so that it could be said 

pastefill materials have high enough strength properties. 
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On the other hand, sig1 plots presented in Figures B 41-44 in the appendix B show low sig1 

in most of the pastefills and although it reaches to almost 1.25 Mpa in the upper parts of the 

open stopes, it is not strong enough to cause shear failure. Besides, tension plots in Figures C 

41-44 in the appendix C show that tensile strength of the pastefills was not exceeded in the 

models so tensile failure has not occurred in any models. All in all, it could be said that these 

pastefills’ properties and geometries could provide enough stability in this section. 

 

 

 

Section 12 

 

Section twelve is like section eleven however drifts will not be excavated and are closed. An 

illustration of this section is presented in the Figure A15. The goal was like section eleven to 

determine appropriate strength properties for the high and low strength pastefills to provide 

stability and a practical height for the high strength pastefill in higher stope. 

Material properties for the high and low strength pastefills and displacements for open stopes 

are presented in the Tables A30, A31 and A32 respectively for all of the four geometries in 

section 12. The waste rock properties were presented in section 5.8 previously: 

 

 

 
Figure A15  Section 12 (Courtesy of Boliden, 2013) 
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Table A30  High Strength pastefill properties for section 12  

High Strength pastefill 
Section 12-10-15 12-10-20 12-15-15 12-15-20 
UCS-Mpa 1 1 1 1 

Friction angle 28 28 28 28 

Cohesion-Mpa 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 

Tensile Strength-MPa 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 

Young’s Modulus-Mpa 100 100 100 100 

Poison Ratio 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 

Height for high strength pastefill-m 15 20 15 10 

 

 
Table A31  Low Strength pastefill properties for section 12  

Low Strength pastefill 
Section 12-10-15 12-10-20 12-15-15 12-15-20 
UCS-Mpa 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 

Friction angle 25 25 25 25 

Cohesion-Mpa 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 

Tensile Strength-MPa 0.6 0.615 0.615 0.615 

Young’s Modulus-Mpa 50 50 50 50 

Poison Ratio 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 

Height for high strength pastefill-m 15 20 15 10 
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Table A32  Displacements’ results for section 12  

Displacements 

Section 12-10-15 12-10-20 12-15-15 12-15-20 

Open Stope top Displacement-Cm -1.4 -3 -1 -0.2 

Open Stope bottom-Displacement-Cm 2.4 1.5 1.4 2 

 

According to the results, displacements are quite in low level which implies pastefill 

properties are strong enough and the selected geometries for each model are appropriate in 

order to prevent failure in the open stope. However, In comparison with the section 11, 

bottom of the open stope rises a little higher which is the effect of closed drifts that contain 

more materials and induces more weight one the waste rock in the bottom of the open stope. 

On the other hand, sig1 plots presented in Figures B 45-48 in the appendix B show low sig1 

in most of the pastefills and although it reaches to almost 1.25 Mpa in the upper parts of the 

open stopes, it is not strong enough to cause shear failure. Besides, tension plots in Figures C 

45-48 in the appendix C show that tensile strength of the pastefills was not exceeded in the 

models so tensile failure has not occurred in any models. All in all, it could be said that these 

pastefills’ properties and geometries could provide enough stability in this section. 
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Appendix B 

 

Plots of Sig1 

 

 

 
Figure B1  Plot of Sig1 for section 1 -10-15 

 
 

Figure B2  Plot of Sig1 for section 1 -10-20 
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Figure B3  Plot of Sig1 for section 1 -15-15 

 

 
Figure B4  Plot of Sig1 for section 1 -15-20 
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Figure B5  Plot of Sig1 for section 2 -10-15 

 

 
Figure B6  Plot of Sig1 for sec tion 2-10-20 
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Figure B7  Plot of Sig1 for section 2 -15-15 

 

 
Figure B8  Plot of Sig1 for section 2 -15-20 
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Figure B9  Plot of Sig1 for section 3 -10-15 

 

 
Figure B10  Plot of Sig1 for section 3 -10-20 
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Figure B11  Plot of Sig1 for section 3 -15-15 

 
 

Figure B12  Plot of Sig1 for section 3 -15-20 
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Figure B13  Plot of Sig1 for section 4 -10-15 

 

 
Figure B14  Plot of Sig1 for section 4 -10-20 
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Figure B15  Plot of Sig1 for section 4 -15-15 

 

Figure B16  Plot of Sig1 for section 4 -15-20 
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Figure B17  Plot of Sig1 for section 5 -10-15 

 

 
Figure B18  Plot of Sig1 for section 5 -10-20 
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Figure B19  Plot of Sig1 for section 5 -15-15 

 

Figure B20  Plot of Sig1 for section 5 -15-20 
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Figure B21  Plot of Sig1 for section 6 -10-15 

 

 
Figure B22  Plot of Sig1 for section 6-10-20 
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Figure B23  Plot of Sig1 for section 6 -15-15 

 
 

Figure B24  Plot of Sig1 for section 6 -15-20 
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Figure B25  Plot of Sig1 for section 7 -10-15 

 
 

Figure B26  Plot of Sig1 for section 7 -10-20 
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Figure B27  Plot of Sig1 for section 7 -15-15 

 
 

Figure B28  Plot of Sig1 for section 7 -15-20 
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Figure B29  Plot of Sig1 for section 8 -10-15 

 

 

 

 
Figure B30  Plot of Sig1 for section 8 -10-20 
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Figure B31  Plot of Sig1 for section 8 -15-15 

 

 

 
Figure B32  Plot of Sig1 for section 8 -15-20 
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Figure B33  Plot of Sig1 for section 9 -10-15 

 

 

 

 
Figure B34  Plot of Sig1 for section 9 -10-20 
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Figure B35  Plot of Sig1 for section 9 -15-15 

 

 

 
Figure B36  Plot of Sig1 for section 9 -15-20 
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Figure B37  Plot of Sig1 for section 10 -10-15 

 
 

Figure B38  Plot of Sig1 for section 10 -10-20 
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Figure B39  Plot of Sig1 for section 10 -15-15 

 
 

Figure B40  Plot of Sig1 for section 10 -15-20 
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Figure B41  Plot of Sig1 for section 11 -10-15 

 

 

 
Figure B42  Plot of Sig1 for section 11 -10-20 
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Figure B43  Plot of Sig1 for section 11 -15-15 

 

 
Figure B44  Plot of Sig1 for section 11 -15-20 
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Figure B45  Plot of Sig1 for section 12 -10-15 

 

 

 
Figure B46  Plot of Sig1 for section 12 -10-20 
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Figure B47  Plot of Sig1 for section 12 -15-15 

 

 

 
Figure B46  Plot of Sig1 for section 12-15-20 
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Appendix C 

Plots of Tension 

 

 
 

Figure C1  Plot of Tension for Section 1 -10-15 

 
 

Figure C2  Plot of Tension for Section 1 -10-20 
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Figure C3  Plot of Tension for Section 1 -15-15 

 

 

 
Figure C4  Plot of Tension for Section 1 -15-20 
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Figure C5  Plot of Tension for Section 2 -10-15 

 
 

Figure C6  Plot of Tension for Section 2 -10-20 
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Figure C7  Plot of Tension for Section 2 -15-15 

 

 
Figure C8  Plot of Tension for Section 2 -15-20 
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Figure C9  Plot of Tension for Section 3 -10-15 

 

 

 
Figure C10  Plot of Tension for Section 3 -10-20 
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Figure C11  Plot of Tension for Section 3 -15-15 

 

 

 
Figure C12  Plot of Tension for Section 3 -15-20 
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Figure C13  Plot of Tension for Section 4 -10-15 

 

Figure C14  Plot of Tension for Section 4 -10-20 
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Figure C15  Plot of Tension for Section 4 -15-15 

 

Figure C16  Plot of Tension for Section 4 -15-20 
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Figure C17  Plot of Tension for Section 5 -10-15 

 

 

 
Figure C18  Plot of Tension for Section 5 -10-20 
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Figure C19  Plot of Tension for Section 5 -15-15 

 

 
Figure C20  Plot of Tension for Section 5 -15-20 
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Figure C21  Plot of Tension for Section 6 -10-15 

 

 Figure C22  Plot of Tension for Section 6 -10-20 
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Figure C23  Plot of Tension for Section 6 -15-15 

 

 

 
Figure C24  Plot of Tension for Section 6 -15-20 
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Figure C25  Plot of Tension for Section 7 -10-15 

 

 

 
Figure C26  Plot of Tension for Section 7 -10-20 
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Figure C27  Plot of Tension for Section 7 -15-15 

 

 
Figure C28  Plot of Tension for Section 7 -15-20 
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Figure C29  Plot of Tension for Section 8 -10-15 

 

Figure C30  Plot of Tension for Section 8 -10-20 
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Figure C31  Plot of Tension for Section 8 -15-15 

 

Figure C32  Plot of Tension for Section 8 -15-20 
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Figure C33  Plot of Tension for Section 9 -10-15 

 

 

 
Figure C34  Plot of Tension for Section 9 -10-20 
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Figure C35  Plot of Tension for Section 9 -15-15 

 

 
 

Figure C36  Plot of Tension for Section 9 -15-20 
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Figure C37  Plot of Tension for Section 10 -10-15 

 

 
 

Figure C38  Plot of Tension for Section 10 -10-20 
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Figure C39  Plot of Tension for Section 10 -15-15 

 

 
 

Figure C40  Plot of Tension for Section 10 -15-20 
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Figure C41  Plot of Tension for Section 11 -10-15 

 

 

 

 
Figure C42  Plot of Tension for Section 11 -10-20 
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Figure C43  Plot of Tension for Section 11 -15-15 

 

 
 

Figure C44  Plot of Tension for Section 11 -15-20 
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Figure C45  Plot of Tension for Section 12 -10-15 

 

 
Figure C46  Plot of Tension for Section 12 -10-20 
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Figure C47  Plot of Tension for Section 12 -15-15 

 

 
Figure C48  Plot of Tension for Section 12 -15-20 
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Appendix D 

 

Laboratory tests measurements 

 
Table D1  Penetration forces and UCS results  

 Slag Type Binder Content_% Pentration 
Force_N 

UCS_Mpa Mean  Standard Deviation 

Thomas Group 3 306.4 0.5 277.5 21 

Thomas Group 3 260 0.5     

Thomas Group 3 266 0.5     

Thomas Group 3 262.3 0.5     

Thomas Group 3 293.2 0.5     

Different slag 4.5 373.2 0.8 349 18 

Different slag 4.5 362.2 0.8     

Different slag 4.5 343 0.8     

Different slag 4.5 334 0.8     

Different slag 4.5 331 0.8     

Thomas Group 7 312.5 2.1 518.5 22 

Thomas Group 7 524.3 2.1    

Thomas Group 7 527 2.1   

Thomas Group 7 486.3 2.1     

Thomas Group 7 536.4 2.1     

Merit 3500 5 188.2 0.5 191 12 

Merit 3500 5 165 0.5     

Merit 3500 5 199.5 0.5     

Merit 3500 5 186 0.5     

Merit 3500 5 189.4 0.5     

Merit 3500 5 202 0.5     

Merit 3500 5 195 0.5     

Merit 3500 5 185 0.5     

Merit 3500 5 191 0.5     

Merit 3500 5 206.1 0.5     

Merit 5000 5 402.4 1.3 448 31 
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Merit 5000 5 415.5 1.3     

Merit 5000 5 500.4 1.3     

Merit 5000 5 445 1.3     

Merit 5000 5 433.1 1.3     

Merit 5000 5 478.5 1.3     

Merit 5000 5 472 1.3     

Merit 5000 5 433 1.3     

Merit 5000 5 432 1.3     

Merit 5000 5 467 1.3     

KUL 40 5 317 0.9 364.2 36 

KUL 40 5 311.1 0.9     

KUL 40 5 357.2 0.9     

KUL 40 5 365.4 0.9     

KUL 40 5 423 0.9     

KUL 40 5 348 0.9     

KUL 40 5 388.5 0.9     

KUL 40 5 345.5 0.9     

KUL 40 5 384 0.9     

KUL 40 5 404 0.9     

KUL 60 5 382 1 413.4 33 

KUL 60 5 400 1     

KUL 60 5 360.2 1     

KUL 60 5 414.2 1     

KUL 60 5 402 1     

KUL 60 5 465 1     

KUL 60 5 438 1     

KUL 60 5 462.1 1     

KUL 60 5 415 1     

KUL 60 5 397 1     


